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Setting the Stage 
Life With Father, Angel Street, Junior Miss, Arsenic and Old Lace , 
My Sister Eileen and Star and Garter were pl~ing t o capacity houses in 
New York during the 11194211 season. l 
II It was the year after Pearl Harbor . There was a tremendous lack of 
manpower in the United States. The U. S . waG engaged in war with J apan . 1 
President Roosevelt was at it again . This was the year James Cagney won 
the oscar for his perfonnance in Yankee Doodle Dandy. 2 
I The new smash musical Oklahoma opened to rave reviews and a new ap-
proach to musicals was launched. Down the street at the Plymouth Theatre 
on November 18, 1942 , a new, controversial three act pl~ by Thornton 
I Wilder opened, entitled The Skin of Our Teeth . 3 
II As Burns Nantle states in his Best Plays of 1942- 43, 11 Some insisted 
this was the greatest comedy of t he year . Others contended that it was 
II perhaps the 1-vorst pla;r ever written. Some sat thr ou gh the colorful life 
story of Mr . and Mrs. Antrobus , others sat through the first act and left." 
I This was ·not the first time Mr . Wilder had caused a bit of a stir on I 
Broadway. 
II A net..: wave of theatre was entering Europe. Such men as Reinhardt , 
Vakhtangov arrl Meyerhold were causing a new "Theatrical" technique in the 
theatre.4 The introduction of Our Town in 1938 was America's answer to 
this new wave . Miss Tallulah Bankhead 1vrites in her autobiography, 
111-Jilder had already silimi tted evidence that he l<ne11 more atout the theatre, 
its variatims and its origins t han any of his contemporaries. n.S 
II Thornton Niven Wilder t..ras born in l1adison, Wisc m sin, April 17, 1897.6 
I 
II 
I 
I 
-
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He was educated both here and abroad. His first successful novel, The 
Bridge of San Luis Rey, immediately established him as a writer of great 
stature here in America. His succeeding novels, The Cabala, The Woman of 
Andros , Heaven's Yw Destination and The Ides of March, further established 
him as one of tb e great American writers of our time . 
l1 The majority of the critics took him to their hearts inunediately . 
Such praises as 11 He brought to his characters warmth. Here is true cathar-
sis." 8; "It is Nhat the comic strip might be if a man with sorre genius 
lifted it into art. rr9 Throogh such opinions it is not difficult to under-
stand why Mr.Wilder recei v~ d the Pulitzer Prize for Our Town and The Skin 
I of Our Teeth . 
11 The mtices for The Skin of Our Teeth were on the whole favorable. 
Phrases such as "antic satirics 11 ,10 "stunt shcw 11 , 11 nfunny paper inventive-
nessn , l2 seemed to classify the play to the critics . However, it was also 
agreed upon that here was not ooly a 11Theatrical'l event, but one which had 
plenty to say. 
II In 19.55 The Skin of Our Teeth was revived by the American National 
Theatre Ac;ademy to be sent to Paris as America's 11Salute to France" program. 
It ;-m.s also shown on television , letting the American public see what the 
government was sending to Europe to represent American Theatre . 
11 The majority of opinion was that it was as controversial and meaning-
ful now as it was when it was first produced in 1942 . 
I I sincerely b elieve that with the passing of time, The Skin of Our 
I Teeth will be taken more sericusly and beco!lE an American classic in the 
theatre. It is with this in mind that I dedicate my thesis to Mr . Thornton 
II 
Wilder . It is him I have to thank for the weeks of enlightenment I ex- I 
I 
I' 
I! 
3 
perienced in directing his play. 
4 
Presentation of Skin of Our Teeth for Faculty Approval 
I respectfully request permission to direct and produce The Skin of 
Our Teeth by Thornton Wilder as my graduate thesis production in partial 
fulfillment of the degree Master of Eine Arts, Boston University . 
I Last spring the fac ulty decided to incorporate a theme fer the major 11 
productions dur:ing the academic year 1960- 61. This theme is 11The predica-
ment of man as it is shown in the changing role of the hero in the drama. 11 
In choosing a play, I tried to keep this theme in mind . I feel that Mr . 
Wilder's The Skin of Our Teeth encompasses this theme perfectly. 
II I feel this play will be a challenge to me as director . The acting 
styl8s are varied; the cast (working out a complex use of 15 members in 
I place of the 45 called for); the maneuvering of a three set show to fit 
inexpensively, yet artistically, into Room 210; the stylization of costumes; 
the intricate use of lighting to enhance the actionof the play, and the com-
bining of the central theme (man 1 s fight for life) with the theme of this j 
yP..ar' s productions, are a few of the problems and the challenges I have 
worked out as produce - director. 
I The hero of The Skin of Our Teeth, George Antrobus, depicts man's 
persistence against all odds beginning with the Stone Age and lasting 
until today. Man, represented by I1r . Antrobus, continuously proves he 
is indestructible. He hangs onto life by the skin of his teeth and. comes 
struggle for survival . In addition, each act is an entire play of its 
own with a beginning, middle and end . I plan on using a separate style 
~· 
5 
for each act, yet combining all the styles to fit into a smooth, playcmle 
I 
tmity. 
Act One will be played in ·a melodramatic style. This will allow the 
actors to stretch themselves in their individual roles. 
II Act T1.ro wi 11 be played in a burles qlllte - vaudeville style with the overall 
feeline of a ballet by the Conveeners as they encircle the six main charac-
ters . 
II Act Three will be played as stark realism. None of the acts will be 
a pure formof the individual style, but will be the basis with variations. 
:rvr..r . vlilder's play will give me the opportunity to work closely with 
the actors. As a team , we sffill pull together the different styles of 
acting. This play "Will also enable me to use Room 210 as it is. That is, 
nat to cover it up with a maze of flats and drapes, but to face the fact 
that. it is just a room with a platform . I plan on puttir:g the room and 
tre platform t o great use . I will introduce a stage set of periaktos and 
an Austrian srade to cover the platform. This shade will act as a screen 
for projections and as the winda.~ drape in the Antrobus 1 living room. 
II Perhaps the moot di f ficult problemct' a director is to make a play 
theatrical. Mr . H'ilder desires The Skin of Our Teeth to be this above 
all else . This means the energy and action must not drop for an instant . 
This may be accomplished through incorporating tricks 1·ri th the sets , light-
ing , costumes, acting in a burlesque-vaudeville style . The Skin of Our II 
Teeth will enable me to combine all of these intricate techniques to form 
a solid 11 Hellzapoppinrt type of play . II 
I Beneath the flash , color and spont~eity of The Skin of Our Teeth lies 
a strong faith . It is Thornton Wilder's dedicati on and belief in mankind . 
~- -------------
.-----
6 
'I 
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It is as rreaningful tod ay as it was 1vhenhe wrote it i n 19h2. 
Mr . Wilder 1 s :rreaning is summed up adequately by Richard Watts in his 
I 
I 1955 New York Post review, "A serio- cornic parable abrut the indestructi-
bility of man's determinaticn to survive arrl flourish." 
I 
I 
I 
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The Director's Statement of Intention 
I . The Dramatic Idea: 
The idea of the play is man's persisten::e against all odds, and his 
constant struggle far survival and wonderment over why he so struggles 
always skimming thrrugh by 11The Skin of Our Teeth". This is illustrated 
by the key speech spoken by Mr. Antrobus to ~is son, Henry, in Act III. 
11 How can you make a world for people to live in, unless you've 
first put order in yourself? Hark my words : I shall continue 
fighting you until my last breath as long as you mix up your idea 
of liberty with your idea of hogging everything for yourself. I 
shall he.ve no pity on yoo, I smll pursue you to the far corners 
of the earth. You arrl I want the same thing; but until you think 
of it as sonetl!ing that everyone has a right to, you are my 
deadly enemy and I will destroy you. 11 
II . The Theatrical Key to the Dramatic Idea: 
I! The hero of the play, George Antrobu~ , depicts man 1 s persistence 
against al_l odds, beginning with the Stone Age and lasting until today. i 
Man , represented by ~..r . Antrobus, continuously proves he is indestructible . 
He hangs onto life by the skin of his teeth and comes doggedly up out of 
every abyss. 
II The play is in three acts. Each act is a definite time in mankj rrl' s 
struggle for survival. In addi.tion, each act is an entire play of its own 
with a beginn"ng, middle and errl. I plan to use a separate styJe for each 
I' 
act, yet combine all the styles to .f1 t into a smooth, playabJ.e unity. 
II Act I will be play.3d in a melodramatic style . This will allow the 
actors to stretch t~emse lves in their ~dividual roles . 
Act II will be played in a burlesque-vaudeville style with the over-
all feeling of a musical comedy by the Conveeners as they encircle the six 
J 
II 8 
rna] n characters • 
A.ct III will he played realisti.cally. 
Noneof the acts will be a pure form of the individual style, but will 
ll be the basis with variations . It is Hr. Wilder's desire that above all 
II 
else the play be theatrical. By combining all these 
able me to form a solid 11 Hellzapoppin11 type of .J?lay. 
styles this will en-
III. The Theatrical Realization of the Dramatic Idea: 
A. Actors: 
I read my statement of intent:!_on to the actors before our first 
reading of the play. However, I did not add the theatricali ?,ation and the 
style of each act until I felt each actor knew exactly what his character 
I wanted to do on stage and why he was there. I continuously pointed out 
that each actor must be specific no matter what he did (movement, action, 
etc.). He was to keep it clean and exact, to do nothing without a definite 
reason . 
B. Scene Designer: 
I asked my scene desi.gner to use Room 210 as it is , not to cover 
up the fact that it is a large room with a platform at the end. I 1-.ranted 
too scenery to be simple, yet effective . I told the designer to use the 
space in an imaginative, exciting way. I wanted the set to appe~ as if it 
i 
were the background i.n a comic strip; that is, there, but washed out-- , 
to act merely as a colorful background . 
C. Light Designer: 
The lighting designer was to use the lights to enhance the action 
of the p lay . The lj ghts sho uld give the comic strip characters and the I 
set depth. They shou ld help set the mood acting as a paint brush on canvas . 
;I 
~---------~ 
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D. Costumes: 
The costumes were to fi. t the st;)rle of each act. I "ranted not 
only the basic style (1"1elodramatic, vaudeville, realism), but an over 
emphasis of the style. The cost1..1Jl')9S were to work similarJy as the 
lights, that is, to add color and excitement to the play. 
E. Composer: 
The music chosen ( 11Tl1e William Tell Overture" and "By the Beauti-
ful Sea11 ) was to help set the excitement and anticipation of what was to 
come. It, too, was to add. to the theatricality, music ally. The opening 
I dance of the Conveeners in Act II, Scene II, 1-m.s scored musically by the 
company. This set the tempo and the style of tre Act. 
F. Choreography: 
The Conveeners in Act II, Scene II were choreogra~ed to give the 
illusion that there were not reaL people, but rather the ideas and beliefs 
which man ('Mr. Antrobus) thinks them to 1:e. They are all figments of his 
II im~ ination, therefore, the faces are immobile, while their bodies react 
to the actim of his thocghts. 
G. Props: 
The props wereto fit into the style of each act. The over emphasis 
of each :rrop (making them larger and mere grotes que thanlife) not only adds 
to the comic element, but the theatricality as well. I chose the color 
red in order to 11.11ify the props in all three acts. 
H. Sound: 
I wanted the majority of the sound to be live as opposed to being 
on tape. This also emphasizes the fact that the sound is not reaL, rut a 
definite theatrical techniqtE. 
I 
10 
I . Stage Manager: 
The stage manager was to become compJetely familiar with the plCJiY . 
So many of the theatrical tricks are un ier her care. The timing for cues 
for actors , sound and lighting is of great importance to the theatricaliza-
tion of t he play. 
Problems : 
I . Actir.g : 
A. Ages . The ages end backgrounds of tro actors differed greatly. 
I worked with too f resrunm with little ext:erience and w:i th the graduate 
student with a great deal of theatrical experience. Yet the younger 
act ors had to carry more than one character (some as many as three) , ran-
ging fr cmthe emotions of an animal to a mature person . The older , more 
experienced actors had to w:Jrk right alorg 'With these students to create 
a solid unity. 
B. School s of Acting . I was working wL th sever a1. schools of acting . 
Sabina , Henry and Mr . Antrobus care from backgrounds which did not use the 
method which is used here and which I have been taught . Therefore , im- jl 
provisations , inages arrl plCJiYing an action did not worl<: at first . Slt.wly, 
through the use of "as ifs 11 they came aromd to my school of thocght . The 
inexperienced actors had mcst of the:ir tra::inir:g through what they ha::l. 
gotten in high school and private theatre schools . I had to adjust to 
them as well. I tried to talk the language which t hey understood . 
C. Style . Again, s oJTB were familiar with each style and kn5t how 
t o adjust to it vocally md physically, Others took going over and over 
1 an action in order to get it specific ar.d in the exact style desired . 
,I 
.I 
il 
·-
[! 
I 
11 
D. Time Lapse . After the first bro weeks of rehearsal there cart e the 
I Thanksgivi ng holiday for fi. ve dczy-s . Once we began again it took another 
week or so to get everyone back into i t. 
E. Act I I. The contr ast between human family and the Conveeners . 
At first the family 1..rere f all ing . into tl'B same q..tality of unreality the , 
Conveeners were creating . Once the family became real and human, the I 
Conveeners lost their belief in their unreality and became too human. It 
took a great deal of expla.:i.ning to ea::h grot:p to separate the contrast 
which must appear in order for the act to wcrk . 
F . Changing of characters . Fifteen people did the work of 45 . It 
took a great deal of patien: e and timing in order to get the feeling of 
each cha.racter being completely different in all three acts . 
II. Act III : 
The majority of trouble occurred in this act . The actors were 
preaching and handing over the "messagen on a silver platter . The scene 1 
between Mr . Antr obus and Henry just didn 1 t work . I couJd not find the 
key. I was having a hell of a time with the last scene as well , the 
It I I Ve lost i t 11 SCene • The entire act was heavy a11d moody and just woU!ld 
not get off the ground . 
I did not find the key tmtil the l ast Monday before opening . Henry 
played it the same , as if he were a bully , but Mr. Antrobus played just 
the opposite , letting Heni"J just run out of steam . 
In the last scene, rather then let :rtrrs . Antrobus be passive and sta-
tic , I had her play the opposite , to give M.r . Antrobus hope in a positive 
way. I t old Mr. Antrobus just to talk it , say it , not precch it over and 
12 
'! 
over, do not give it to us on a platter . 
I All o.f these things Horked. very well and cleaned up the entire act 
I to make it right. 
II III. 
II 
The set: 
I discovered, once the set was up, that I could not use the Austrian 
shade idea in the up stage area. The space was too small and too far from 
the audience f or the pro jecticn s to l::e seen. 
I I t hen incorporated the use of a collapsible screen to be used to 
show the slides. After an entj_re day of taking pictures of the family 
and the Antrobus house, I discover ed upon the slides return that they 
were not usable. 
I had to substitute the use of the live family, posed stage left, 
during the announcer 's spee ch at the beginning of Act I and Act II. 
... ;.. 
·I 
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Hindsight 
1.fuen one looks back, after having hai time to think about what he has 
done, the first thing t ha t always come s to mind is, what would it have 
been like if everythi ng had been exactly the way you originally intended 
it? It s eem s to me trat the di fference between one's original intention 
on the printed page an d v-1hat yo u finally see on the stage might be a very 
thin line in this respect. 
11 A director , whether he is in an educational theatre or a professional 1 
I theatre, wants the very best of everything . If he could, f er example, have 
a cast which is exactly what he had hoped for, and not have to cast with 
what is available; if he could choose his set designer himself, one that 
he coUld depend on both designing-wise an:l execution-:dse; if he had a 
production staff wrn..ch was professicnally alert and u....11derstarrling, this 
final hindsight may be of a different caliber. However , tucking all of 
these existing problems in~an educational institution into a dark corner, 
I shall clear my mmd and give my feelings about the play if I ha:i to do 
it all over again. 
The first plan of attack would be the elimj nation of separate styles 
for each individual act. I discovered that the acts themselves , through 
treir own me anjng br:ing abou t a style which is natural and not forced. 
I
I This style is of the Gilbert and Sullivan musical type . 
the entire play is to tell the story. Mr. Wilder doe s this beautiftin.y 
The main point of 
wi t haut the forced addition of separate styles other than Gilbert and 
Sullivan to enhance it. 
Secondly, tre design of the set would be of a much simpler and i ma-
14 
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ginati ve nature . Perhaps j ust the use of unit sets representing the 
1 places in the three acts . This too 1~uld emphasize the comic strip qual -
ity desired. 
I wou.1 d emphasize that the actors play the title , The SKin of Our 
Teeth . This i s Mr . Wilder 1 s entire thene and sho uld be acted out in 
all three acts to a much stronger degree . 
I 
I would not change my original intention of making it "Theatrical", J 
bu t 1-roul d try to enhance this quality of the play even more so. I believe 
just telling the story of the Antrobus family woal d give the 11Theatri-
cality' to the play . 
Last of all, I would concentra t e on Mr . Wil der's intention found in 
his title , The Skin of Our Teeth, to show his dedication and belief in 
mankind not only in the past, but today and what exists for man in the 
future . 
[1 
I! 
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~ehearsal Schedule 
November 7 - Tryouts, Room 470; 1 to 5:)) - Freshmen only 
November 8 - Tryouts, Room 4 70; 1 to 5: JJ and 7:30 to 9:45 
November 9 - First readings, Rocm 470; 7:30 to 9:45 
November 10- Room 470: 3:30 to 5 :30- Bl ook Act I; 7:30 to 9:45-
Block Act II and Act III 
November 11 - Room 470; 9:00 to 12;00 - Act I; 1 to 3 - Act II; 
6 to 10 - Arborway Dorm - Act II 
11 November 12 - Room 470; 9 to 12 - Act II; 1 to 4 - Act III 
II 
I! 
I! 
November 13 - No rehearsa 1 
November 14- Room 4/D; 3:)) to 5:30- Act I Principals; 
7:30 to 9:45 - Act I Entire Cast 
November 15- Room 470; 3:30 to 5:30- Act TI Principals ; 
7:30 to 9:45 - Act II Entire Cast 
November 16 - Roam 470; 3:30 to 5:30 - Act I1I Princ ipals; 
7:30 to 9:45 - Ac t I I I Entire Cast 
November 17 - Room 4?0; 3:30 to 5:30 - Act I Principals 
7:30 to 9:45 - Act I Entire Cast 
November 18 -Room 470; 3:30 to 5:30 Act II Principals 
7:30 to 9:45 - Act II Entire Cast 
Novenber 19 -Room 470; 10 to 12 -Act I TI Entire Cast; 
1 to 4, Act I , II ; III - Run Throcgh, Entire Cast 
November 2J - No r ehearsal 
November 21 - Room 470; 3:30 to 5:30 - Act I Entire Cast; 
7:30 to 9:h5 -Act II Entire Cast 
November 22 -Room 470; 3:30 to 5:30- Act I Entire Cast 
7 to 9:45 -Act I, II, III Entire Cast 
November 23 through November 27 - Thanksgiving vacation 
November 28 - Line Deadline 
Room 470; 3:.?D to 5:30- Act I Entire Cast 
7:30 to 9:45 Act II, III Entire Cast 
Nove!lfuer 29 - Room 470; 3:30 t o 5:30 -Act III Principals; 
7:30 to 9:45 -Act III Entir e Cast 
November .?D - Room 470; 3:.?D to 5:.?D - Act II Principals; 
7:30 to 9:45 Act II Entire Cast 
December 1 - 'l'hea tre,; 3: 30 to 5: .?D - Tape sound; 
7:.?D to 9:45 - Act I Entire Cast - Room 470 
December 2 - Room 470; 3:30 t o 5:30 - Act II Principals ; 
7: 30 to 9:45 - Act II Entire Cast 
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December 3 - Theatre; 1 t o 6 - Complete Run thrrugh on set with props 
December 4 - Theatre; 10 to 3 - pictures for slides; 
3 to 6 - Complete run through 
December 5 - The~ tre; 3:30 to 5:30 - Act I Technical; 
7:30 to 11 - Act II, III Technic al 
Decerrber 6 - Theatre , 3:30 to 5:30 - Costume Parade, Act I Techni cal; 
6 to 11 - Complete r un through Technical and Costumes 
December 7 - Thea t re; 3:30 to 11- Two complete run throughs with costumes 
and makeup 
December 8 - Theatre; 3:30 to 5:30 - Technical run through without cast; 
6 - Dress Rehearsal 
December 9- Thea-tre; Critioue Perf onnance at 7 :30 
I 
II 
17 I 
I 
II 
December 10 - Theatre; 1 to 6 - Two c crnp1ete run throughs in costilme 
December 11 - Theatre: 3 to 6 - Run through - No costumes 
December 12 - Theatre; 8 :00 Perf o rman ce 
December 13 - Theatre ; 4 :00 Performance 
I 
r' 
I 
I 
--
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Rehearsal Log 
Nov . 10, Thursday, Room 470 
3:32 
I Intention - Block Act I with entire cast 
7:30 
Intention - Block Act II and III with entire cast 
9:h3 
Nov .ll, Frida;y, Room 470 
9:00 
Intention - To have blocking cleared up and firmly planted in the cast 1 s 
mind. 
Results - Worked especially with extras to get a sense of exactness and 
II clearness as to the timiq; and where they were going and how they fit into 
the entire picture. 
2:57 
Aborway Girls 1 Dorm I, 
6:43 
Intentim - To refresh the blocking and clear up the entrances and exits 
of too Conveeners . 
Results -Took it all the way through , broke and then took it scene for 
scene , giving them an idea of what I wanted in style . I began to let them 
know, gradually, abrut the act being a dream , and the sense of urgency I 
arrl mystification produced because of it . Hust give Conveeners exact and 
specific movements, and an idea of each of their several characters as 
they enter arrl leave . Beg an to "h'O rlc with F ort...lln.a T...eJJ...e.r. _S.b.EL .. rm.nts. it 
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big and loud. Told her to try and play against this quality, but to make 
no decisions, just try it. Had all Conveeners join hands and encircle Jane. 
Had her try to get out of circle, we ha:i to stop her. This worked as a 
good example of Nhat the Conveeners are do :i ng to her in their tv.ro encir-
cling scenes. Hust work on the end of Act II for clarity of blocking out 
in audience w1-en the family leaves. 
9:50 
November 12, Saturday, Room 470 
9:00 - Act II 
Intention - Work on French scenes 
Work on individuals for purpose of finding a reason for their being there. 
Find out what each character wants and how they are going to get it.. 
Work on specifics - entrances, exits. 
Discuss what they are doing in each scene and what. they are saying to one 
another and what tleir relationships are. 
Resu]t s: Have Mrs . Antrobus start wcr king with hanky . 
rvrr . Antrobus - when Mrs . Antrobus is speaking give him sonething definite 
to do. 
Fortune Teller - All hers. The entire scene is seen through her eyes . 
She makes things happen. Each time she speaks everyone comes to a halt . 
She is always aware of what is going to happen before it happens. Jane is 
playing broad comedy. She is much too general, too slap stick. I am let-
ting her go ahead. I want her to play against this. Toldher to use entire 
stage as she liked. She mu&:. find sorreone in audience and go and get them. 
Hrs . Antrobus - Jackie Kennedy - prepared speech, but when called on she 
acts as if it were off the top of her head and gets a chance to really dig 
I 
' 
I' 
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in. Spoke of what she wants to accomplish in this scene. 
;.~ . 
II 
Antrobus - Jack Kennedy - Oedipus - Father image. Though he speaks 
of warmth and understanding, what is really going on inside hi~? He has 
the 11 Seven Year Itch 11 • What does he really have in his mind? W'nat hap-
pened to him before the speech~ Where can he go? Explained that the act 
was a dream that Ivr_r. Antrobus has ani that the Fortune Teller musters it 
up for him. He sees things bigger and broader than they really are. 
Talked about carreras on their faces during the entira speeches, always 
being watched by the outsiders. Family en trance - went back to hotel to 
freshen up. They are not going for a rest down at the beach (as Kennedys 
are going to Florida for a rest). 
Gladys - Likes the secure feeling she gets when entire family is together , 
(as if it were Chris imas eve) . Wanted. the warmth there ~t that time to 
last. Henry is always fascinated by what is going on outside the family. 
He sees the chair pusher as a chance to bully, and egg him on. 
Sabina - She acts as if her entrance is a surprise, but she has plotted 
' a ll this out. Her actionis to tantalize, to tease. Mr. Antrobus keeps 
edging up to the Bingo Parlor for warmth. The entire fami ly begins to 
antagonize Mr. Antrobus. They fuss over him. The Fortune Teller gives 
confidence to Sabina who is not too sure ofher self. The Fortune Teller 
is trying to sell her. Mr. Antrobus looks over the merchandise, feels 
it, then tries it on. This is the in"age for the rape scene between 1j 
Sabina and :tvrr . Antrobus. Mrs. Antrobus h as the moment of indecision also. 
She is ready to give it all up, but when she sees Sabina, the tigress 1 
comes back again. She begins to fight for her family again. Sabina sees 
she is losillg again and she too begins fightillg . Hr. Antrobus 1 dream is 
-
---
II 
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beginnmg to fade. Sabina becomes blurred and Mrs . Antrobus takes over. 1 
The Fortune Te Jler is telli115 him what to do. She is tre voice of his 
conscience. 
Act III 
Henry - The Hitler image. What do the books that he tramples mean to him? 
He cannot destroy the ideas though he may destroy the actual books tb.em-
selves. Whatever he says it is usually in the reverse, hate for love and 
love for hate. 
I lVfrs. Antrobus - Not sure of Henry's reacticn to her, as soon as she knows 
sre starts the mother bit again. As Sabina enters she is leader, but now 
1: J-irs. Antrobus takes over pushing everyboqy around. Henry talking in sleep 
li worked if I tickled him. 1 
:VJ.r . Antrobus - Henry s e es him and he uses "shoot me 11 for "love me, hold me, 
help me". 
Watch Mr. Antrobus, he has tendency to a::t from shoul ders up. 
Explained Henry's eros ses - for freedom, to get out. 
Explained hOlT this is where the wars beein, ll1 the house. If father and 
son cannot get along how can the T.vorld? 
Mr . andMrs. Antrobus have nice warmth in their scene at the end. The 
\ dishes are dore, the kids are in bed , together for intimaiB scene at the 
end of the day. 
Work on "lost it n scene. 
Work on Sabina's exit. 
Work on endjng from Sabina's exit. 
4:00 
November 13 , Sunday - No rehear sal 
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November 14, Monday, Room 472 
3:30 - Act I 
Intention - Bred{ do1-rn of French scenes . 
Work on spontaneity during Sabina's opening. 
I Discuss with each what has happened before entrance . 
Discuss with each Nhere they are and what they are doing , time of day, 
I who they are , relationships to each other. 
Work <n 11rs. Antrobus 1 indecision and why. 
vJork on Mr . Antrobus' indecision a1d why. 
What does e ach want? 
Load t hem all with "as ifs 11 
Results - Explained to Sabina what she had dore prior to curtain, what she 
wanted, I""Lr . Antrobus, By getting him how -would this benefit her? She 
cou]d go to the Riviera, cruise da-m the Nile. What were the oojects in 
her way stopping her from getting this : Mrs • Antrobus, the children, the 
idea of the h ome and fanily . Therefore, this room was her battlefield . 
What does Jvf.r . Antrobus 1 c h:lir mean to her , and Mrs • Antrobus 1 chair? 
II Here is the conflict which she +ells the audience right from the beginning . 
Rosemary anticipates the breakdowns and the cues business . Used "as if" 
t'f'le line were "Here comes George now 11 • She has difficulty using this as 
a natural thing, tendency to carry Sabina business into reality of the 
bre;_j_kdowns. 
I What was Jl.1rs . Antrobus doing causing her to be late as the actress? 
Hust work on Sabina's opening speech . It is dif ficult for Sabina a1d 
Roserra. ry to reach a happy medium. I have not asked her to separate them 
as yet , don ' t believe she is ready for it. If she gets a definite Sabina , 
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then can wart<: on the actress playing the role. TV!ust 1vork m big dramatic 
scene between TVf..r s. Antrobus and Sabina . Talked to Henry and Gladys about 1 
where they were coming fran. i.Je decided school. They have been playing. 
I Henry tries to find as many hats m men to lmock off and small boys to 
bully, while Gladys is always playing house. Talked af children and hew 
when they have to c orre in , they hate it . The smell of kids outside, the 
srrell of the cozy house , dinner cooking, fire in the fireplace, security 
of Hama . Henry shou l d look at stones 11 as iftt they were snow balls. 
Workea on the Gladys and Henry entrance to make it specific. Talked of 
the fanily ritual , k iss and off in the morning , kiss in the eveniP.g . 
Henry 1'1l'ant s to ignore this and fights it . Gla-iys would be lost wl thou t it . 
II 
1 One e they are in the house , each wants one of several things, and each tries 
I to get it out of Mama , but 1·1ama wants to warn the kids abou.-t Papa's ar-
rival. She wants them to be ready for anything. 
I \fuat does each of them want out of Mama? 
Why does Henry bring up fact or "Cain"? Is it to torture or to change 1 
the subject? How do2S Gladys react? 
Began to talk of Mrs . Antrobus 1 indecision scene. '\Vi] 1 have to '"ork -w:i.. th 
June on this . 
How does each manber of the family feel on Mr. Antr d:Jus 1 entrance? 
Sabina thinks he is t he boogy man , Gladys for comfort, Henry glad to see 
him . Used "as if11 some unknown thine outside the house. Gave example 
of the movie 11 The Thing". I made weird sou_l1ds, coming closer arrl closer 
to tiE house . When fani1y final1y realizes '!Jlo it is , there is a feeline 
of relief , but what will Papa be like? 
Worked on Mr . Antrobus ' -~trance . Gave each a specific thjng to do. 
I 
I 
;j 
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11 
Mr . Antrobus enjoys teasing . He will not let on to a Jl that he is happy 
until the last minute. 
Ta1ked of Henry's reaction to wheel and what he might be thinking , "put on 
a chair, cover it with steel and it becorres a tank; put a sling shot in 
betw·een and it becomes a cannon". 
I Worked on two scenes dealing with !"Irs. Antrobus getting Hr . Antrohus to 
tell her what will happen to them. "As if" will they go to Florida or 
, won 1 t the boss let him off? 
She wants definite answers, he tries to put her off. 
5:15 
Dismissed all but Sabina 
Went over openjng speech pointing out time (6 o'clock). What should it 
I be li l(e on hot August dey and what it is actually like (a February day). 
I Discussed phrases that made no senc;e which gave her provocation for saying 
II her lines. ent over phrases that made no sense to Sabina and gave pro- 11 
vocation for saying, 11 I don't understand a word of this pleyn . Difference 
in Mrs . An ' robus and Mr . Antrobus and a belief in her philosophy, 11 Can I 
he.ve cake and eat it too 11 • 
11 5:48 
II 7:30 - Act I 
Intention - Work on extras ' entrances. 
Explain to each who they are and wh:t they want to do. 
I Discuss their f eelings toward the Antrobuses. 
vlork onmaking each an indi vid<Jal . 
I Work on timing and specific movement . 
Where does each fit in? 1-.fhat do they say? 
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Results - Talked to each of the extras 
Doctor - where coming from, position , heals, a leader, a nan of the cormnun-
ity, has a lot to offer l1r . Antrobus , cannot get along without him. 
Professor 
-
leader , man of the mind, ans1.oers all q1esti ons for kn&ledge , 
people cor.e to him, looking it up in book . 
"Moses - Always the sernnn on the mount , shepherd tending his Dock, yet he 
is be:ing led ar amd, believes all questions are answered in the Ten Com-
rra. ndne n ts . 
, No Homer today , en light cre1-r for q:>era . 
!vluses - Tol::i Uem to look them up to see wmthey represent. Work.::rl en-
trances of an. Started to give them st=ecifics, this seeme::i to help them, 
but I do not want to add the style as yet, first of all v-rh~t they all want 
II to do is more important. Gave overall acticn , to please the Antrobuses , 
in order to live . Worked on the timi~ of their entrances. Went over 
three times . Worked timing of passing tray three times. As choral dir-
ector I worked up r.-·~rs . Antrobus 1 speech up to 11 spots 11 • 
T-Iad ancther canplete run throllgh up to 11 spots 11 to establish t.han all the 
way through and to set it . Must work ending . 
Get the singing down to precisian. Get ending around fireplace to pre-
cision. Let all the extras go at 9:00. 
Work3d Act I from Dinasour and :·1ammouth entrance. This allowed others to 
eo over what W9 did this a.fternoon, plus gave the Dinasour and 11-1ammouth 
the specific movem::mts. Talked to the Dinasour and JV!ammouth about their 
function and what they wanted. Explained how pets always become more lov-
~ble when they sense they must leave. 
Let all go at 9:.30 except Sabina. 
I. 
II 
I 
I 
,I 
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Worked opening speech beat by beat. If I give Rosemary ~ little business 
this seems to help her find her action and play it better. We discussed 
the speECh ani broke it dam into beats , ran each. Reminded her about her 
mid-1-Jestern accent. Gave her words to become aware of . 
9:55 
Noverrber 15, Tuesday - Room l-1-?2 
3: 30 - Act II 
Intention - Choreograph Conveeners 
Results - Expl~ire d to Conveeners that they rerresent figrrents of l1r . 
Antrobus 1 imagination . Each '-m.s a symbol of a belief, an idea, a govern-
ment , etc. The boey roves, but the masked face remains motionless . 
Chair Pusher - pushing the weight of theproblems of his race . 
:¥1 Conveener - Man pursuing woman . 
#2 Conveener - Enjoytng themselves. 
#3 Conveener - Giving u.p material things in the world . 
#b Conveener - The Nazi type of government. 
Gave them each specific :movements for opening. 
1
·Jent over four times for timing. 
Gave each specific movements for closing of Act II. 
They are the last dying hopes - drowning . 
Choreographed all of the Conveeners' movements . 
Run through of the entire Act 1.odth just Conveeners. 
5:30 
7:30 - Act II 
Intention - Run through, adding Conveeners, emphasis on them. 
Work out kinks in t he movement for the Conveeners. 
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1: 
Run through completely. 
Results - First run through -
}rr . Antrobus - don't anticipate Bishop bit, pick it all up. 
~1rs. Antrorus - Louder on helps - who is behind him, 'tvffit sort of threat 
is she to him? What are lies, wmt are truths? 
Conveeners - pick up gestures. 
Voice of Mrs. Antrobus strcnger, not so whiny, change of beats clearer. 
Point up Shakespeare bit. Cough on cold. Speech must appear as if off the 
top of her head, stronger, more exci till5 • 
F ortune Teller - Change of beats clearer. 
Chair Pusher ... Turn face up stage on Apoplexy. 
Fortune Teller - Introduction of Antrobuses a different beat . Build up the 
11Rain" speech, ms.ke it more specific. I 
Work out Conveeners on entrance ::; and exits - timing. Work out Chair Pusher 
on Henry's entrance. 
Mrs . Antrobus - really have fun on attack of man i..J" to ran against Mr. Antro-
bus in the election. 
rvr...r . Antrobus - There must be provocation for him to say, ttThere is a limit 
to what. a man can stand .n 
Hore excitement after Sabina's big cross. Mrs. Antrobus really probe. 
Work on Sabina. 1 s entrance to ov er to Hr. Antrobus • Sabina pour it on dur-
ing rape scene, remember -what you wa.."l.t fran him. Work en scene from 
Sabina's entrance. Cut business during Mrs. Antrobus 1 speech. 
Pic~ up Conveeners 1 entrances at the end. 
Second run through -
Hr . Antrobus- make bigger lifference on e~h item ·in the opening speech. 
li 
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II 
I 
Do not anticipate word 3 in which you make a mistake. What is his reaction 
when Mrs . Antrobus tells him to sit down? 
I Work on Sabina's entrC~.nce and scene with Fortune TeUer. 
Work on Fortune Teller speech - pick it up. 
Conveeners - better, needs more sincerity and clarity. 
Chair Pusher - don't move on your lines. 
Mrs. Antrobus really nag Yll'. Antrobus to give him provocation for wanting 
I to leave . 
Work on Sabina's blCM -up seem • 
Gladys needs specific action. 
Work on Mr. Antrobus' change of mirrl scene . 
9:46 
November 16, Wednesjay - Room 472 
3:30 - Act III 
I ntention - Break down scene for scene, ail French scenes to give the 
actors the full meaning of each. 
Concentrate on the Mr. Antrobus-Henry scene. 
Results - Used image of rat in an attic before Mr s. Antrobus corres out. 
She cannot make out shapes of furniture, plus she wonders what noise is. 
She is surprised at Mr. Hawkins sweeping - as if - out in rain sweeping. 
On Sabina 1 s entrance light filters in, and what ~as ugly shapes become II 
familiar objects of Mrs. Antrobus' furniture. June was having difficulty 
becaning involved in scene and what I was saying, she questioned Gladys' II 
baby and where it came from. Told her we don ' t lmow. Wilder wants us to 
take it as a qoostim, without an answer, just as "Who won the war" is 
never answered. Let it suffice that it is ther·e. 
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\~orked T-fenry 1 s entrance. How does Sabina feel about him? Does she repre-
sent a threat to him? She is not frightened far her life, looks at Henry 
as just another mouth to feed. Mrs. Antrobus and Gla:iys reaction to him-
he wants to go to har and she to him, but he fights this by stopping her 
before S'le gets to him. She wants to go to him, but realizes that if she 
does he :rre.y recoil again an:i shR will lose him as she did before. She 
tries to get at him another way, by feeding him, putting him to bed. He 
is the little boy who has run a way, but didn't dare cross the street be-
cause his,,mot her said he couJ.dn 1t. 
: Worlced on I'1r. Antrobus' scene with Henry. Most important in the play. 
Mr. Antrobus sees himse lf in Henry. His rebellions, his defeats, his 
1 despairs. It i s a fight for him for he sees all these things, yet he 
also sees Henry as part of him and mus t accept him and live with him. 
I Be must frighten Herry. That is why Henry keeps telling him to shoot 
but he can 1t. Talked of where Mr. Antrobus had been, what did he feel 
I like whenhe saw the house from outside? All his hopes and dream of the 
I 
past years are in jeopardy because of Henry. We must see Mr. Antrobus' I 
decision t o start again with Henry, yet Henry's defiance of the rules, and 
that he must abide by them is a constant threat to Mr. Antrobus. This is 
going to take sorre hard thinldng on the part of the actors to get all of 
this into a playing acticn, but it can work. Went over Sabina's speech 
to Mrs. Antrobus down cellar, beat for beat. 
5:35 
7!30 - Act III 
Intenticn - Two r.un throughs, one to establish extras and h01-1 they fit 
into the overall action of the play . Go over what they roo an at the end, 
~·------------------ ----------
_j 
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Once to point up these things we worked an in the afternoon with princi-
pals. Let extras goafter second run through of rehearsal in order to 
break down end of the Act for the principals. 
Results - Sabina must be aware of where sre is caning fran and going to. 
She also anticipates too much. Does she really know what "war is over" 
means? She should have more fun with entire scene than she is having. 
I Henry should really beg to be shct ,he wants to be shot for then he knows 
that he has won. Henry shouJd. listen to what Mr. Antrobus is saying. 
Play to the op posite of shoutil'lS. When Mr. Antrobus says, 11Let' s tr-.r 
again", Henry knows he has him at a weak moment, then close in on him. 
Watch Henry and Hr . Antrobus, Don and Dave have a tendency to act from the 
shoul oors up. 
Work on blow-up scene. I' 
I 1v1rs . Antrobus should help tvf..r . Antrobus on the 11 lost it" scene. 
8:25 Don got dizzy and could not go an. I let the actors take care of I 
him to see what trey muld do. June went over to him and told him to put 
his heai under sane water. It was amazing for these are the exact lines 
of the play, yet she was not aware of it. 
Work <n ending. 
Sabina sameness throughout act. 
Discussed blow-up scene without Don, I sent him home to get some rest. 
He was extremely tired and nervous, not only from Henry, but also from 
the "Zoo Story11 he was doing in a class scene. 
9:45 
November 17, Thursday- Room 470 
3:30 - Act I 
Intention - Run through scene fer scene with principals. 
Work on Sabina' s opening scene, watch Rosemary's accent. 
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Work on Telegraph Boy scene when we get Frank; he is still wcrking on 
1 i..ghts for opera. 
Results - Cleaned up Sabina - Mrs . Antrobus scene with the pirg-pong 
business of Sabina chasing Mrs . Antrobus around. the table not letting her 
get away with anything, over- d.ramatizing what she says versus the cool, 
clearness and stability of Mrs . Antrobus . Can clean it up more once 
Sabina is off book . Just let all go throu~1 as Frank was not here . 
Cleaned up Mrs . Antrobus and children scene around fireplace . Gave the 
children specific business with 1'-lrs. Antrobu:; on this, Had Henry move up 
stage so Mrs. Antrobus could get real grip on him and he could real]y 
yell the 11 Cain II in her faCe 0 
Discussed what Gladys wants in th i s scene and how she feels about Henry 
and 1-Irs . Antrobus 1 reaction to "Cain''. 
How does Gladys feel when Hrs. Antrobus is ready to give it all up? 
Cleaned up actions before Mr . Antrobus 1 entrance. 'ilent over in sl01.Y mo-
tion so that each character knev exactly where the,y were going and what 
they were gomg to do . 
Cleaned up Mr . Antrobus 1 entrance to make it specific for each. Worked 
out the Henry slapping rosiness. Wurked out the Mr . Antrobus-Mrs . Antro-
bus scene before extras enter. Told Mrs . Antrobus that me had to know 
exactly what to do al::Dut the situation . She could make plans as if Mr . 
Antrobus got the raise he promised to a ac the boos for. She must be 
guiding force for him and watch his every :rrove • 
.5:30 
~----------------~------------------- -----------------
-
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7:30 - Act I 
Intention - Be especial ·y aware of extras and clea~ up their business. 
Work on Sabina physicalJy - give her specifics on movements. Watch 
Sabina 1 s breathing, work feather duster. Sabina now has the separate 
beats in the opening speech. They need to be cleaned up a bit. She has 
the essence , ne8ds to be clearer and set. 
:rrrs. Antrobus 1 entrance m:>re specific, has to come from someHhere. Sabina 
and Mrs. Antrobus needs more clarity. Mrs. Antrobus lower voice. She 
needs help on the telegraph bus i ness. 
Worked timing of tray business. Worked "Abeln business. 
Each charact er represents an idea and belief that they want to give her 
ani help her • 
Clean up the ending. 
Second run through. 
Give Muses specific movement. 
Sabina scream on "ice". 
~lark on Sabina - refugee bit to audience . 
:tJfrs . Antrobus- "another soul in this housett what does it mean to her? 
Cleaned up endi~. Henry is very tired and can hardly hold his head up. 
Past his bed time, as if in car with ccnstant hum putting him to sleep. 
GJ adys is tired also and wants to sleep . Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus must keep 
them a1-1ake to carry on the human race. Worked Mrs. Antrobus' scene ;dth 
Mr. Antrobus. Menticned the 11Yearl:ing 11 ide a of no matter what happens 
the crop will be planted again next spri:rg. All that is important and 
is the main thing that keeps the family together. 
Worked Sabina's endi~ speech as if she were asking money for the Actor • s 
Fund. 
9:46 
November 18, Friday - Room 470 
3:30 
Met W.t h crews and explained sh01o1 and their functicn to it. 
Invited them to corre to too first c anplete run through. Saturday at 
1:00 is first rtm through . Assigned each to a specific crew. 
4:10 - Act II 
Intention - Watch Fortune Teller and work. en all her scenes. 
Hork with Broa cbast Official (Frank) for too first ti.m8 . 
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Clean up Sabina's entrances. Work her scene 1'1lith Mr. Antrobus. Work Mr. 
Antrobus' scene 1-rhen talldng about Sabina to ¥1rs. Antrobus. 
Eesults -
Reblocked Sabina and Fortune Teller scene. Fortune Teller is giving her 
co nfidence, she is wY.tding her doll up and setting her off. Sabina needs 
tC.is help. Cleaned up beats on Sabina-11r. Antrobus rape scene. \vorked 
on the kiss break, and Sabina's talk to audience as if they will cer-
tainly understand. She begins very emphatic about not telling the 
audience of her friend's troubles, then tells all. 
Worked Antrobm' entr~e and the echo effect l'T...r. Antrobus feels here. 
The entire family is bombardirg him all the time. This gives him provo-
cation for his blowup, as if every time they spoke they turned the fire 
up higher under him. Work ~d the Gladys-¥.rs. Antrobre scene with stockings 
Glaiys really did not kn01o1 what she was doing . Re-explained the situation 
and that she was being left out continuously. What she wanted she was 
not getting, thus the tears. Hent orer the Fortune Teller more beat for 
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beat. Kept ranindirg her she mustbe ::pecific inallhermovements. She 
started using the pipe today, but it was controlling her, she was not 
handling it. Gave her specific business on JTJ.ovement. She always feels 
self-conscious , wants to put off the direction I gi ve her rather than 
doing it right away. Once she gets the feel of it and knows exactly 
whet she is doing she 1a-ks very well , but loses her concentration easily 
the minute she realizes she doesn't ;mow what to do next. Will have to 
go over this 1d th her in private. 
5:30 
7:30 - Act II 
Intention - First run through to watch timing of Conveeners. Keep them 
on the jr toes for spscifics. 
Second run throogh - no interruptions, to get idea of completeness. Give 
notes afterwards~ 
Results - First run through 
Frank was not here to do Broadcast Official. 
Work his scene . Work perfect ttpromise 11 scene , "bottle" speech . Work 
entire ending with Fortune Teller , the Antrobuses and the Conveener s , 
smooth it out . 
Second run through . 
Saw the continuity for the first time . Had notes at the end . 
9:4.5 
November 19, Saturday - Room 470 
10 :00 - Act III 
Intention - Work on entrances of all, to determine where they are coming 
from and what they are doing on stage . 
Work in Dave Cryer as the Stage Manager for the first time. 
Clean up the blowup with Henry and Mr. Antrobus. 
Results -
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:r-·lrs. Antrobus - June has a tendency to become so quiet that she goes be-
lrnv the sound barrier in order to hear her. 
Sorrething is wrong with Sa.bina 1 s entrance. Try to firrl out the key. 
Work on Sabina 1 s bench scene once she has the book out of her hand. Henry 
scene with Sabina needs work as well. 
Don seems to be having a rough time with th:is entire act. 
Henry is all on the sai!J3 level on the "shoot men. Reminded him what he 
is really saying, and therefore why he is uncomfortable in the scene. 
Really cannot work blowup scene until Don is off book. He seems to be 
putting this off until the last minute. 
Dave is playing mood in his 11field, home, country11 speech, rather than 
listening to the words, let them do the work for you. 
12:00 
1:00 - Act I, II, III 
Intention - Complete run through for the first time with notes at the end 
of each act. 
Results -
Movei!J3nts of all must te more specific. 
Each beat cleaned up. 
Speech cleaned up. 
Rosemary has tendency to act on]y when she is specking. 
Timing off • Work oo this. 
Pick up tempo, drags. 
-
Relationships of each character must be clearer. 
Fortune Teller having trouble with laugh. 
Mrs. Antrobus - more positive approach to Mr . Antrobus. 
Entire cast always leaning over and talking to the floor. 
4:05 
November 20, Sunday - No rehearsal 
November 21, Honday - Room 470 
3:30 - Act I 
Intention - To intro:luce the melodramatic style. 
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Results -All kinds of new interpretation came i nto e f fect. Kept telling 
t J-;em not to change their interpretation , but let it begin to fall in 
place . I believe that once the newness of the style wears off t hey will 
go back to their original actions. Told Mrs . Antrobus srn is on s kates 
and moves solidly am sleekly, no bounce. Sabina falls into style only 
at specific times, she is always on the border line of not doirg the 
st irle, but never crosses the border. Kept reminding them all that all 
movement mu&. be specific, clean, and precise, the timjng was of the 
utmost importance here. Began with Mrs .Antrobus' entrance cleaned up 
the questions of the two lines that both say, rtFire going outtt. Worked 
the precisic.n of the movement around the table, the falling of Sabina, 
the folding of the blanket. Worked a bit closer with the Teleeraph Boy 
to have him fit in. Went over the entrance of the children line by line, 
movement by movement until th~ knew specifically where they go , enter 
and what they are to do. Went over four times. Worked posing around 
fireplace, and Mr. Antrobus twice. Took majority of time with the speci-
fics of movement with the extras. Went over their entrance and all their 
... 
~----------~-------- --------------
-
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cues to get firmly empl anted. 
5:28 
7:30 - Act I 
Intention - Finish giving them the styliaation of Act I. 
Results - Worked c]osely with extras to give them exact movement. Went 
over their entrance from up stage to into the house up to "put out the 
fire" twice . 
Worked Act II 
Worked Conveeners' entrance three times to smooth out. Added the timing 
of 11 Ha Ha's" plus t heir "Enjoy yourselves 11 • Smoothed out two Conveeners' 
cross to Sabina with je"t-vels and furs . Smoothed out Chair Pusher entrance 
with Henry . Smoothed out and cleaned up the "georgia r s" on different 
pitches . Smoothed out ending from 11 Cain 11 "With Conveeners and their 
cra1vling. 
Haa a complete run through of Act II with notes at the end. 
9:47 
CreN-s have been changed by Mr . Nickolson . Many of the girls originally 
scheduled were omitted and ne1,r ones added . Lost a cruple of men, girls 
put in their place . Henry Passoth took over lighting from Dave Cryer. 
Hr . Nickolson felt Dav-e should only concentrate en belng Production Man-
ager . Asked Mr. Kazanoff to cane to a rehearsal, he couldn't, he had 
the TV show "Everyman" to direct and could not get a1.vay. Asked Mr. 
Hirsch to come to Tuesday run through and he was going to see 111•Jai tir:g 
for Godot 11 • Mr . Thommen said he would drop by Tuesday. 
Novenber 22, Tuesdcw - Room 470 
3:30 - Act I 
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Intenti cn - Run thrrugh Act I with notes. Try to set before they all go 
on vacation. 
Results -
Sabina must get her feather duster down specifically. 
Moverent srecific around the table. 
Work Telegraph Boy, nee is higher voice. 
Timing of entrances, exits. 
Get music for 11Terrting Tonight 11 • 
5:27 
7:00 
Intention - Complete run thro~h to set before vacation. 
Results -
Reblock Henry end Mr. Antrobus 1 scene. It is still not working. 
Don is still not off book. Rosemary is frowning, bending over. She 
doesn 't know what to do with hands. Lack of concentration. 
The "Lost it 11 scene in Act III was just "Lost". 
i1r. Thomnen came at 8:)) and saw Act II and III. His notes: 
Build up and work out Antrobus' awakening of Broa:lcast Official. 
Fortune Teller - 11Start a new world" - got to mean it, that is why she 
is there getting family together, to see themoff, she feels a sense of 
ace omplishment. She is the Greek God Rea, the Greek creator. She saves 
them. 
Let actors play themselves, not acting characters . 
Have Dave play it straight. 
In Act III all people back stage as if en stage fer the first time. 
Play scene with Henry 's blowup as actor against role of Henry . 
Sabina has a 1{arm persmality and must c mvey this to the audience. 
9:52 
Noveni>er 23 throngp November 27 - ThanksgiviQ?: Vacation 
november 28 , ~·1onda.y - Room 470 
3:30 - Act I 
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Run through to get them warmed up to it again . Two run throughs with 
notes . 
5 :30 
7:30 - Act II, III 
Smooth out Mr. Antrobus ' opening speech . 
Smooth out Nrs • Antrobus 1 opening speech. 
M.r . Antrobus real]y go after Sabina. Henry slink after Sabina. Work on 
Fortune Teller's l augh , Jane is still having difficulty with it. 
Sabina dm't let ~..r. Antrobu.c; go a minute on the "promise" speech, Mrs. 
Antrobus rile up on the "bottle" speech . 
Act III 
Ivy is indicating . Work on extras entrance . 
Reblock Henry and Mr . Antrobus scene, still not working . 
Dave has tendency to wipe his hands on his thighs . 
Liven up "lost" speech . Reset endof Act I II. 
9:45 
November 29 , Tuesday - Room 470 
3:30 - Act III 
Intention - Breakdown of French scenes . 
1-J'ork especially on Henry and Hr .Antrobus 1 scene - reblock. 
Reblock "lost" scene . 
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Concentrate on Don - shake him loose. 
Try t~ improvise their scene. 
Results -
Began wi th the Henry and Antrobus scene . Had them run through to blowup. 
Then had them run through dot ng whatever they wanted, going anywhere, 
whatever they felt. Didn't work. They are both st..iff and felt uncomfor-
table , they were playing results. Tried just telling Dave to chase after 
Don ani not to_ let him get by him. Told Don just to naturally react to 
whatever Dave did. They were again stiff and very conscious of what was 
happening, again playing results. Broke the scene down for them to tell 
what ea.ch wanted. Don wants to get out, this is cue to him. No matter 
1..rhere he turns there is no ex.i.t except for one door guarded by Dave. 
Could he 1:anipulate Dave around to escape through the door? This worked 
a bit better. I gave them specific reblocking for this scene and told 
them both to take their time Rnd to underplay the scene. Then they over-
played the scene, movirg quickly arrl definitely. Wesaw what worked on 
the overplaying arrl w·hat did not work. \t.Je incorporated both the tempo 
of the overplaying with the acting of the underplaJQng. This worked. 
The blowup scene ms taken four tirres. Each time to build up Don' s ex-
plosion with plenty of provocation for 
to the floor, reminded them of that. 
.... 
1v o Do nand Dave are s ti 11 talking 
Rosemcry, Don and Dave complained about how impossible Room 472 was . 
I thought this very interestirg to start happening now 1~hen they were all 
having so much trouble with Act III. 
5:30 
7:30 - Act III 
Intention ... Run thro ugh of Act III 
Concentrate on opening scene with Hester , I vy , etc . 
Work opening scene with Sahi.na , Mrs. Antrobus and Gladys . 
Watch Henry and Mr . Antrobus for clarity . 
Rework "Lost n scene . 
Results -
It was all on the sare l e ve l. 
Mr. Ka zan off cane to watch Act III. 
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For some reason the entire cast ms v;ay dam and the Act never got off 
the ground . It was dull and each one was i ndicating and pl aying mood. 
~r. Ka zanoff 1 s notes : 
Gr eat joy that the war is over . Positive approach as opposed to a nega-
tive awroach . Sabina has a real pUsh to get the show back on the road. 
1\ctive , alive , rather than passive. Gl adys ' exuberance of milk , not 
sulky . Sabina help Henr y , give him hell . Henry fight agai n st dependence . 
He has to puni sh them in order to get l ove . Let Mrs . Antrobus ;.mrk off 
energy of T-fenry on Sabina. Make the end full , not dm-m and fall flat. 
9:.50 
November 30 , Wednesday - Room 470 I 
3:3C! - Act II 
Intention - Clean and polish openi rg speeches of Mr . and Mrs. Antrobus . 
Clean an:i poJ:ish Fortune Teller's monologue . 
Clean and polish Family entrance . 
Clean end polish Fortune- Teller-Sabin a scene . 
Clean arrl polish nrape 11 scene and "kiss n scene . 
1-!2 
Results -
'i'Jorked Hr . Antrobus' speech . Gave him specifics on building it up and 
hmv to react to Hrs . Antrobus. Worked on smoothing Mrs . Antrobus' 
speech . It was as if a TV ca!1'Era were on theiJI., as if the whole world 
was watching them. This helJ:ed them a l ot . Worked Fortune -Tel ler-
Sabina scene, nei trnr kn::nv 1"'hat they were doing, expla" ned how Fortune-
Teller is givmg her c mfidence and setting her up for the kill. Worked 
buil ding Fortune Teller monologue , changed sane blocking . Told her to 
complete anything she started, laughs , movement , etc . Worked the fam-
ily entr cnce for tempo and timing . Told Mrs . Antrobus that she must 
fuss, fuss, fuss over whole family . Her calling of Henry1.,as as if 
SOJ(l eone' s nails were scratching along a blackboard. Nag, nag, nag , 
don't let up for a minute . Worked Sabina entrance and cross down right 
with sexy music . Worked and reblocked Mr . Antrobus' scene Nhen he talks 
toMrs. Antrobus abo1.lt Sabina, letting Henry snea k to Cabana. Worked 
Sabina "rape'' scene fort lining. Gave them specific liDVements on "kisstt 
scene, taking it lire fer line . 
5:h8 
7 :30 - Act II 
Intention - R1m Act II to watch for what I cleaned up in the afternoon"" 
Use all props for Act II. 
hfork :in masks for Conveeners for tllning and location. 
Pick up tempo . 
Wat£h for change of tempo . 
Results -
Masks worked fairly smoothly . Hargie took notes for props '1nd mask loca-
--
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I 
tion . PointAri out that faces are always to the audience . r1asks muffle 
sound, speak louder and plainer . 
Opening speeches went m.1ch smoother. 
Gave Fortune Teller more definite movement . Her monologue improved. 
Sabina real Jy clicked in her blowup speech. Things began to work into 
the rigJ,t places . Most important now that these things get set . 
Start to pol ish now. 
Conveeners at end , in faster , more definite . 
\ 
Pic~ up tempo . 
9:45 
Rumor starteri that light rental woold come out of our budget. Mr . 
Nickolson said no . Care. unhappy id th the building of the set . Had 
figured five feet wide , but only have four foot wide flats . She 
should have checked this before designed the set . I had Walter Dolan 
c heck the sets out with me for constr uction , he says they were quite 
adequate . 
Louise Alexander rnd a blowup with Mrs . Ashton tcxiay which made her 
day an unhappy one . 
Gave Cara until Saturd~ at 1 :00 to finish the set . 
Gave Nancy the same deadline . 
Biff J,aviniS a hell of a time getting anything out of the theatre to 
build the set . He is stopped by stupid excuses at every turn . I told 
him that if he had any more trouble, I would take some strong measure s . 
December 1, Thursday - Theatre 
4:10 
~-----------~------- ------------
Taped sound of 11 Ha Ha' s 11 , animalsand birris. 
Taped Ian Brown as announcer for Act I and Act II. 
5:05 
7:30 - Ac t I - Room 470 
Intenti on - Run Act I from extras' entrance. C ~ean up. 
Complete run through for timing, moverrent. 
Get >1ovement down specif ically . 
Results -
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I'll or ked. entrances of extras. Went over and over for specific movements 
and to set it. Watched f anily for specific movements and style as well . 
Reworked the 11Ten Command:rrents" speech. 
Cleane0. up all movement so that each character kn ew exactly where he 
was go jng and why. 
Ran entire actfrom Mrs . Antrobus' entrance . 
Worked on Telegraph Boy scena , giving him specifics in movement and 
vocal cpality . Overemphasized his action. Ran Telegraph Boy scene 
three times. 
Reworked chi1dren 1 s entrance for cleaness and to make it accurate . 
Worked the "fireplace11 scene for timing and specifics. 
Worked Mr . Antrobus' entrance for clarity and timi rg. 
From the extras' entrance doubled the rest of the act. Kept poi.nting 
out the urgency, urgency, urgency of it. 
This worked very well. They picked up the tempo, yet kept all the 
mo vement and the timing in correct order. 
9:45 
L_-. ----~--------------~--------
-
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Thought we could move into the Theatre but sets will not be f i nished 
until Saturdqv. Ga-ve Cara a deadline of Saturday at 1 :00. 
Nancy beg cn to fit costumes . 
December 2 , Friday - Room 470 
3 :30 - Act II 
Intention - Clean up al l family scenes . 
Work Fortune Teller mono and her scenes with Sabina . 
Work the end af the act . 
Results -
Ran Act II to clean up all entrances and exits . Also to watch move-
ment , timing , terrpo. Worked on Fortune Teller aYJ.d Sabina scene . 
Cleaned up opening speeches . 
Worked Broadcast Official scene three times . 
Cleaned up fami ly scenes . 
Played French Anthem to Hrs . Antrobus' "bottle'~ speech. This worked 
beautifully. She no longer sobbed it , but gave it the life it needed. 
Worked Fortune Teller mono . Kept remindi:og her of laugh - big and 
solid . 
S:OO 
7:30 - Act I I 
Ran through Act , worked out tre ending and gave nates . 
Ran Act I to smooth OQt , gave notes . 
9:47 
December 3 , Saturday - Theatre 
1 :00- Complete run throu€#1 on the set f<r the first time . 
Intention -
~--~------------~·----------------
-
-! 
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To enable nB to get a. complete look at entire sho w to see where re-
staging will have totake place and i f the timi~ of props and set will 
work . 
Invited l'1r . Hirsc h, !·1r . Kazanoff and Mrs . Macklin to the rehearsal. 
Let the actors get used to the set. They walked around it and tried 
out all the actual furniture and props they were going to use . The 
actors had been getting rather upset about Room 472, it wa.s beginning 
to close in on them and they neede :i the opportunity to let themselves 
go for a change. They had all the emotion and energy pent up and were 
ready to burst with it . Th:is was a good oppor tunity to let them burst. 
Results -
Rosemary keeps up staging hers .-~lf , made her aware of this . 
Worked out swinging door busi rnss on the kitchen door. 
Rosemary still bending over . 
Rewcrk Moses' bit . 
Actors 1-1er e letting out all stops and pouring out energy. Thought it 
best just to 1 et trnm go and get it aut of their system. 
Spoke to Mr. Hirsch, Mr. Kazanoff and Mrs . Macklin at the end of each 
act to get their comme nts. Nrs . Macklin helped en crmously in speech 
defects af the actors and macE than very aware af their faults . 
Catch the faults of tre set . 
Lower platformfor Act II, have Bingo doors swing, chair cannot get 
through up stage left door. 
Reblock t•ord:inary storm" scene and the family out in the audience 
scene . 
All actcrs are overplaying to extreme . Start sitting on them. . 
I 
-
Sabina should be more herself on the blowups . 
Dave and June are venr tight , vocally . Herry shouting . 
Masks must be cu.t at the mouth , cannot understand tmm. 
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First time Biff Johnson was staged as the Stage Nanager . Dave Cryer 
is singirg with the Shew Toppers and will not be available during 
tre perfonnanc:es. 
Henry is dancing all over the stage , doesn 1 t stand still . Heisner-
vous and you cannot under stand him . 
Work the book throwing scene . The blowup ani rehearsal scene in Act 
III went very well . Biff has a eood sense of the comic and is having 
a good time Hith it . Gave him the image of as if he were talking to 
Cara wh:mhe is actually taJking to Sabina . This worked beautifully. 
~ct III is still nat what it should be. The scene between Mr . Antro-
bus and Henry is not right and the 11lost it" scene still drags . Must 
find the key for both scenes . 
All crews are -working in very well, they all seem to love the show 
and cooperate beautifully. 
Louise ' s props are very clever and the actors enj oy working with them. 
5:1.5 
December 4, Sunday - Theatre 
10 :00 - Pictures for Act I with Famil y 
1 :00 - Pictures for Act II with Mr . and Mrs . Antrobus 
2 :00 - Pictures of Clea1ing Women - Norton , Walsh, Weber . 
3 :13 - Stop and Go Rehearsal of Act I , II . 
Intention - Work out kinks of staging Acts for the sets according to 
previous notes, adding sound cues . 
I 
I 
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Res ults -
Hade Sabina's rrovellEnts !OOre specific . Bl ocked in falling offl.at up 
stage on 11magic the house". Worked. in Biff . Took Mrs . Antrobus r 
entrance twice . Worked timing of Mrs . Antrobus• ent rance from kitchen 
door with Sabina getting it in the face . Worked timing of blanket 
folding three times . Worked Telegraph Boy entrance three times . Re-
blocked Dinosaur on the lighting of match at fireplace . Timing of 
Tel egraph Boy 1 s e :xit an d Gladys 1 and Henry• s entrance . Mr . Antrobus 
had prop trouble , worke d his entrance three times. Reblocked Sabina ' s 
slap on rear end . Worked removal of coat and hat of Mr . Antrobus by 
Gladys . Worked entrance of extras three times . Worked timing of 
passing of sandwiches and cups . Worked timing of light i rg of candles . 
Worked Sabina• s ex:it, t o cellar for wood . 
Act II - Hell of a t i me setting the flat s so that they cover one 
another . Reblocked all Conveeners to fit into the new set change. 
Ha d to eliminate left cente r and right center wi11g s . Masks 1 mouths 
must s till be bigger . Blocked all pr op girls on the blowup scene . 
Worked kiss for big smack and entrance into Cabana.. Reblocked Fortune 
Teller and :t-1rs. Antrobus and Glaiys 1 entrance. Reblocke d entrance 
into audience with family . Worked entire ending three times. 
5:43 
6:45 
Worked with Fortune Teller alone. Gave her the image of holding 
people in the palm of her hand. Bite, make t hem· squirm as if wrapping 
a pxkage i n anticipation of giving it to a loved one . Worked her 
laugh, sha{ed her how . Embarrass ed to let it out, Jane worries too 
-
I 
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much . Used speech techniques to show her how to laugh. Started 
sffik jng her telling her to laugh louder and louder. Ran entire mono 
over and over to give her life . She is holding in, much too stiff . 
Told her to just relax and say the lines , just talk to me. Gave her 
more specific 1ncvements. Went over end over the mono. Jane finally 
clicked, 1-Jhen srn was justtalking it calmly and not putting on her 
acting h at . It worked for her for the first tirre and. she knew t1'1at 
that was what she must do . 
8 :00 
December 5, Men day - Theatre 
3 :30 - Act I 
Intention - R1m through for lighting cues . 
Pick up and clean up whet. is needed. 
Get lighting and props and sets to finish up by Tuesday. 
Results -
Lighting went fine, had to change only two cues. Did not have fire-
place lighting working in this run thrrugh . Judy worked with her 
Dinosaur mask for the first time. Double checked blocking of Mr . 
Antrobus' entrance , worked much better this time. Worked wheel busi.. -
nes s. It was dragging and several of the style staging was lacking 
preciseness , but mainly interested in light setting. One light was 
refocused to kill dead area center stage. On the whole the technical 
went smoothly. 
Act III 
1.-Jorked lighting cues for opening three tirres . Gave Biff sane specific 
busines s to do . Reb locked Mr . Antrobus - Henry scene again . 
-
so 
Final]y found the key to the Nr . an::i Brs. Antrobus scene . Told Dave 
to j ust talk , net to preach, this worked much better . June 1 s scene 
had always been on the same l evel , a little ITX) r bid . Thekey here was 
to give Pa hope , not to make him fe ?l sorry for her . This is what 
saves the entire ending . Worked with Sabina on endi~ , more of the 
little girl quality, asking for a ni& el for an ice cream cone. Still 
needs more work . Told all at end to forget who they represent and 
merely make what ' they say make sense to them with full , rich voice . 
Technically went rather smoothly . 
Act I I 
Opening went vezy wel l . Told Hr . end Mrs . Antrobus to hol d it at 
end while imagining photogr aphers took their pictures , and mothers 
W're holding up their children for Hr . Antrobus to touch. This will 
fill in gap while announcer speaks . Went over light cues for change 
of Scene 1 and 2 three tirres . 
Fortune Teller mono better , shew as using all I had given her the pre ... 
vious evening . She was talking to us rather than using all the Jane 
Desmon gimicks . She dropfed it >ihen her fan fell off her bench. 
Ran lighting scene five times. Can't really work until actual lights 
in house are set up . Worked ending t)rice to clear it up . 
Act I 
Was running becutifully until cup passing scene , then c ast began to 
break up . I gave them a lecture on concentrat i on and professionalism. 
This helped for they worked to,_;ether very well after that . Had fire-
pl ace to worlc w.Lth . Still needs fix ·illg and addirg of red jell. Don 
u s ed mask of Hammoth fer the first time . Told him to try different 
-
things with it until he gd used to it. 
10:55 
December 6, Tu~sday- Theatre 
3:30 
Intention - Costume r arade 
Run through technically, pick up all technical cues. 
51 
Run through with cootumes, watch for individual problems. See heM 
they work with one another. Dinosaur and Hammoth are to use their 
costumes in order to get used to them. 
Results -
Work ending of Act I, urgency of eaph character. Watch Mr. Antrobus. 
He is mugging, play more the real character a s he is in Act III. 
Act II wilder, nastier. Mr . Antrobu~ more pompous. Stand up. Use 
a pot belly. Ending, more connection between each character. Much 
wilder at end. 
Act III - ~.r . Antrobus, build up the Henry scene . Must be completely 
exhausted at the end. Individuals bigger. 
Act I - The extras still not concentrating , just going through the 
moticns, no sense c£ urgency. Work on pointing out individual char ac-
ters and what their need is. Action - to br·ng cheer. Add 1odndmv 
lights on open:..~, Sabina in dark. Bigger movement on tthouse hasn't 
fallen downn. Work out timing of sncw rrore specifically. 'l.J'ork on 
lighting of candles. Sabina more coocerned at end of Act. 
Act II - Lighting cues still sticky . HoJ.d the applause light longer. 
Put the fen in the Fortune Teller's hat rather tlan hanging from the 
back cr the bench . 
..... 
Conveeners too cute and clean , make them dirtier , louder, uglier . 
All static and dead, must corre alive to srow ccntrast between family 
and themselves . Add nois emakers . Work Act II ending to ehow a connec-
tion between characters on the boat and characters on the stage . For-
tune Tell er must give us the boat. 
Act III - Found the key to the Mr . Ant robus - Henry scene wit h the help 
of Hr . Thommen . Give him enough rope and he '11 hang himself . Image 
of letting fish fight until too tired , then pull him in . Worked Sabina 
opening three tirres . Reblocked Mr. an:i Y.trs . Antrobus scene to put her 
up stage and give her more strength . Reblocked Sabina exit . 
Act III f :inally t.rorked . Must now get I and II back into shape . 
11 :1.5 
December 7, Wednesday - Theatre 
3:30 
Intention - Compl ete run through with costume and makeup. Pol is h, 
do not l et anything slip by . Watch cast , makeup, rrovement, props , 
lighting, etc . Hust be precise all the way throtgh. 
Resul ts -
More urgency for extras , still doing nothing . When singing is to 
cheer, watch Sabina and Hr . Antrobus aJ l the time . Pick it all up . 
11 House fal l en" - shake hell ou t of flats, drop wood back stage t o add 
to the confus i on . 
Timing of snow still off. Wirrl louder on each cue . 
Sab i na. needs :rrore concentraticn at the end of the act . 
Remember the title THE SKIN OF OUR TEETH and play it . 
Act II - Pick up lightjng cues. \A1or k the ball oons , don ' t seem t o 
~ -----------------------------
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-vrork right. Conveeners still louder and uglier. Still a little lack 
of cone entrati on betwP-en Sabina , Hr. Antrobus, Mrs. Antrobus, T-Ienry, 
Gladys , while out in the boat. 
Remember the title, THE S<IN OF OUR TEETH and plBi)T it. 
Act III - Sabine more com e med a bout Henry in the blowup. 
'I'alk to the audience rore . Light cues more specific. 
1rJanted to have another run through, but unable to as "Dr. Faustus" 
was not playing late tonight. 
Worked the mirror globe for the first time. The en tire cast sang 
Old Lang Syne as it went aromd. There is great spirit in the cast 
and a worrlerful rcpport. 
11:20 
December 8, ThursdBiY - Theatre 
3:3 0 - Technica.l rehea-sal with light and stage crew only. 
Intention - Dress Rehear sal with notes. 
Act I - 6:55 to 7:38 - Ran 38 minutes. 
Intermission - 20 minutes , must get down to 15. The s~t change only 
took 13 minutes. The cast is taking too long. 
Act II - 8:0.5 to 8:55 - 50 minutes.. This is too long, it was dragging. 
Intermission - 10 minutes. This is good . 
Act III - 9:10 to 9:52 - 45 minutes. This is too long , shou1d be cut 
to 40 minutes. 
Had notesof entire show at the end of t he show. Set curtain calls. 
10:30 
December 9, Friday - Theatre 
7:30 - Critique Performance 
I 
,.... 
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Comments : 
1. The actors must look at th e style in Act I objectively. Don ' t let 
the sty 1e carry tre meaning . The actors sti 11 must portray the meaning 
and logic of the play first , then add the style . 
2 . Simplify, a lighter attitude . 
3. Have the actors do the work , not the style, as in the Henry and 
Gladys entrance in Act I. 
4. Humanness of being cold. 
5. The audience must become so much a part of it that they actually 
do want to pas s up their chairs. 
6. VVhat is the mother co~erned with? Family . 
7. What is the Father cone erned with? Culture, lear ning first, then 
the family . 
8. What do each of the people contribute? 
9. Mr. Antrobus' great energy of ambition , control , power gained in 
first act do es not carry over . 
10 . Mr . Antrobus is human being 'Who is always caught short . 
11 . Sabina - hew does she feel abrut Henry :bhrmving another stone 
in Act I? 
12 . Mrs. Antrobus a bit mere frilly . 
Faculty Critique : 
1. VVha t is Sabina 1 s role in the play and why is she important? She 
plays the part of the chorus . She can stop the play any time she wants 
and make; comments on what the action of the play is . She also changes 
the actionof the play when she wants to . 
-ss 
2. Consistency of the family should be strcnger . 
3 . Others do not have any real dimension u ntil Act III. That is, 
the extras in Act I do not have clarity as to who they are and 1-vhat 
they want . 
4. 
s. 
We laugh at instead of thra.tgh Mr . Antrobus . 
Lack of warmth in the family in Act I and II . 
6. More reality and humanness of family throughout. 
7. Style should not be obvious, but actors use it , nat let it use 
them . 
8 . 11 Bcttle" speech delivered to audience , should be more centered 
around Mr . Antrobus. Here is where we see a change in him. Did not 
see it. 
9. ~~s . Antrobus in Act III - When change look fresher . 
10. Dramatize struggle between Mr . Antrobus and Henry in Act III . 
11. Sabina more human emotions throughout . 
December 10, Saturd~ - Theatr e 
1 :00 
Intention - To go over the critique remarks and have a dress , stop and 
go rehe crsal, without mckeup . 
Results -
Read the comments to the cast . Those comments that the student s and 
the f acult y made • 
Spent two hours just dis cussing the play. Asked each member of the 
cast who they were, what they wanted and what they represented. 
Pointed up that the biggest weakness was in the extras , especial l y 
I 
n 56 
in Act I . Friday it was definitely Sabina 1 s show. That was wr mg . 
:VIr. and Mrs . Antrobus werA too weak and she took it away from them . 
They must be the stror:g facets in the pla;v. Brot1ght out the fact that 
the play is based on the title and was not shewn in the acting, espec -
ially the extras . Went over each one of the characters discussing 
their feelings and wh3. t they wanted to accomplish . 
Had a stop ani go rehearsal for Act I. 
Rickie Hayden fell down the steps on her way off stage . She was not 
able to cmtirrue the rehearsal . 1-fe called an ambulance and she was 
taken to the hos pita 1 for a checkup . This put the cast in a worried, 
unhappy mood. Act II was going very badly and I thought the best thing 
to do was to call off the rehearsal ani let them all go home and thin.]{ 
about it. 
5 :15 
December 11 , Sunday - Theatre 
3:00 
Intention - Complete run through without costumes or makeup. 
Act I - 3:28 to 4 :10 - Notes 
Act II - 4:2h to 5:10 ... Notes 
Act III - 5 : 2~ to 6 :08 - Notes 
December 12 - Nonday 
8:00 - Performance 
Due to tre snmv storm the perforrn.ance was caled off. There 1-Till be 
two perforrrances Tuesday, at 4:00 and at 8:00 . 
December D , Tuesdcy 
4:00 - Performance 
--
r-
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Curtain - 4:15 
Final curtain - 6 :40 
8 :00 - Performance 
Curtain - 8 :15 
Final curtain - 11: 45 
I 
-
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SKIN OF OUR TEETH 
Sound Cues 
Act Ct~e Time Level Effect 
- - -- --
I A 6:00 4 i~ 4 Wm. Tell Over • to Ann. to Wm. Tell 
II A 7:05 4 3 By the Sea to Announcer 
B 7:45 3 Announcer 
c 7:50 3 Announcer 
D 7:55 3 4 Announcer to By the Sea 
E 8:07 2t Laughs 
F 8:21 2t Birds 
G 8:27 2t Animals 
III A ~:44 -2 Bugle (rewind) 
Al 8:44 -2 Bugle 
l 
r-
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I 
Lighting Cues Sheet 
Act I 
Plug 1 - C.S. Dimmer 1 - Up Stage 
Flu§ 2 - B 1 (Window) Dimmer 2 - Down Stage 
Plug 3 - D 1 (Blue Strip) 
Plug 4 - Fireplcce 
Plug 5 - Majorette Spot Light 
Plug 6 - House Lights 
Pre-Set House Lights on Full 
Cue 1 House Lights Dim Out 
la l1fajorette Spot Light on (4 times) 
Cue 2 D.S., U.S., C.S., B. L, Up full fast 
D 1 up to 8 
2a B 1 Dim out Count of 4 
Cue 3 B 1 up to 8 Count of 4 
Cue )_j B 1 Fade out Count of 5 
Cue 5 Fireplace up to ~ Count of 10 
Cue 6 Fireplace up to 8 Count of 3 
Cue 7 B 1 up to 9 Count of 4 
Cue 8 b 1 Fade out Count of 4 
Cue 9 B 1 up Full Count of 7 
Cue 10 B 1 Fade out Count of 5 
lOa u.s.' D.S., c.s., BLACK OUT 
' 
lOb u.s.' D.S., c.s. Up Full Fast 
Cue 11 Firepla::e Dim to 2 Count of 3 
lla u.s.' c.s. Dim Out Count of 10 
Cue 12 Fireplace up to 8 Count of 4 
Cue 13 D.S. Down to 96 Count of 6 
j 
J 
D 1 Dim Out Count of 6 
Fireplace up Full Count of 3 
Cue 14 Fireplace BLACK OUT 
.D.S. BLACK OUT 
Cue 15 House Lights Dim on Full 
Act II 
Plug 1 - C.S. 
Plug 2 - B 1 
Plug 3 - D 1 
Plug 4 - Cabana 
Plug 5 - Haj orette Spot Light 
Plug 6 - House Lights 
Pre Set House Lights on Full 
Cue 1 Dim Hou oo Lights 
la Majorette Spot Light (4 ti.res) 
lb D 1 Switch on fer Count of 4, then switch off 
Cue 2 B 1, D 1 Dim up Full Fast 
B 2 Switch on 
60 
UnPLUG HOUSE LIGHTS - PLUG IN LIGHTNING 
2a Hajorette 
2b Majorette 
2c Majorette 
Cue 3 B 1, D 1 Dim out Count of 5 
B 2 Switch Off 
UNPLUG MAJORETTE - PLUG IN FORTLrnE TELLER BOOTH 
Cue 4 D.S., u.s., C.S., Cabana Up Full Count of 3 
4a Fortune Teller Booth up Full Count of 4 
4b Fortune Teller Booth Dim Out C01mt of 4 
-
Cue 5 
Sa 
Cue 6 
Cue 7 
Cue 8 
Cue 9 
Cue lOA 
lOb 
lOc 
Cue lla 
Fortunr-> TeU.er Booth Up Full Count of 4 
Fortune Teller Booth Dim Out Co .ntof 4 
Fortunp Teller Booth Up Full Count of 4 
fortune Teller Booth Dim Out Count of 4 
UNPLUG FDRTU ::'E TELLffi BOOTH - PlUG FORTUNE T::!.:LL'I:t"""'R. 
D.S ., U.S., C.S., Flicker until 
Flicker stop Set. at 
u.s. - 64 
D.S . - 46 
c.s. - 7 
D.S., U.S ., c.s. BLACKOUT 
Flicker Lightning 3 times 
(High) 
u.s.' D.S., c.s. Flicker (Medium) 
TT. S, ~ D.S., c.s. BLACKOUT Cabana BLACKOUT 
llb Fljcker lightning 
llc U.S., D.S. , c.s., Flicker (Low) 
61 
SPECIAL 
1
_TNPLUG U.S . - PLUG SP'SCIAL GLOBE EFFECT 
Cue 12 Globe Light on Full (Low Flicker Cont.) House lights on 4! 
Cue 13 Fo~tune teller Special On Full Fast 
D. S., C.S. Flicker Out 
House Lights Off 
PLUG LIGHTNING - PLUG Housg LIGHTS 
Cue 14 Fortune Teller Special 
Globe 
Cue 15 House Lights Dim On 
~·------------------------~----------
BLACKOUT 
--
I"""" 
Act III 
Plug 1 - C.S. 
Plug 2 - B 1 
Plug 3 - D 1 
Dimmer 1 - Up Stage 
Dimmer 2 - Down Stage 
Plug 4 - Fireplace 
Plug 5 - D 2 
Plug 6 - House Lights 
Pre-set 
Cue 1 
Cue 2 & 3 
Cue 4 
Cue 5 
cue 6 
REPLUG UP STAGE 
House Lights On Full 
Dim House Lights 
D 2 Up Full 
D 1 Up to 2 
U.s. Up to 36 
C.S. Up to 3 
D. S. , U.S . , C . S. , House , Up Full Fast 
D.S . , U.S., C.S., D l, D 2, 
Dim House 
BLACKOUT 
~2 
UNPLUG HOUSE - PLUG IN CELLA..."R OOOR 
Cue 7 
Cue 8 
Sa 
Cue 10 
D 2 Up Full 
D 1 Up to 5 
U.S. Up t o 36 
C. S. Up to 3 
B 1 Up Slow to 3 
Count of 4 
Cellar Door Switch on Full 
B 1 Slow up to 5 
U.S. Up to 56 
D. S. Up to 100 
C.S. Up to 7 
U.S. Up to 76 
..---
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I 
Cue 10 D.S. Up to 70 
c.s. Up Full 
Cue 11 Cellar Door Switch Off 
Cue 12 D.S. ,U.S, Up Full 
D 1, B 1 Out 
Fireplace up to 6 
12a D 1 on Full Count of 4 
Cue 13 D.S., U.S., C.S., Out 
Count of 10 
F 2 Switch on 
Count of 3 
D 1, D 2 Dim out 
Cue 14 D 1, B 2, Firerlace BLACK Our 
Cue 15 D •. s., u.s., c.s. Up Full 
Cue 16 u.s.' D.S., c.s. SLo~· FADE Count of 4 
Cue 17 u.s.' T_T. s.' c.s. Pp Full 
Cue 18 D.S., u.s., c.s. BLACKOUT 
Cue 19 D.S., u.s., c.s. Up Full 
Count of 4 Then 
Cue 20 D.S., u.s.,\ c.s. BJ.AGKOUT 
Cue 21 Dim House Up Full 
I 
L l 
-
L 
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Master Property List 
Act I 
Dinosaur bone - Preset unie r sofa 
Sewing Basket wit '1 ffi cks, darn.Lng egg and thread-preset table c. 
Slingshot - table C. 
Small l')la te - table c. 
6 piec~s of torn paper - table c. 
Large steel needle - preset in pin cushion. 
Snowman - on front lawn. 
Jh.ite vase and bullrushes - table UC 
Fishbowl with fish - table UC 
Lizard - UC flat. 
Hatchet - R. Flat 
Bow and Arrow - UL flat 
2 oval pictures - DR flat 
1 large picture LC flat 
"Horne S1-1eet Hone 11 - DL flat 
spiked club - preset on clothestree 
Bookbag - preset on rocker 
Feather duster - Off R. 
Bedspread - Off R. 
Watering can - Off R. 
Matches - Off R. 
Flour bag - Off R. 
Present ""' Off R. 
Shopp.Lng bag with packages - Off R. 
Wheel - Off R. 
Lantern - Off R. 
Blanket - Off L. 
1 round tray with san·iwiches- Off R. 
1 large tray with 9 coffee mugs - Off R. 
Large book and spectacl~s - Off L. 
Lightning bolt - Off 1. 
Report card - Off R. 
Slippers - Off R. 
Broken Cradle - Off R. 
4 pieces broken wood - on fence 
2 pieces broken wood - (Henry) - off R. 
Guitar - Off L. 
Doctor bag and stethescope - Off R. 
Scroll - Off L. 
Pitch pipe - Off R. 
3 carrlles - Off L. 
3 candles - Off R. 
Key ring - Off R. 
Banky - Off R. 
Prince Nez - Off R. 
-~ouncer slides - Off L. 
----
r 
I 
L 
Act II 
4 balloons - preset on strings D1 
6 standards - across proscenium 
11To The Beach" - DR .flat 
Flags - strung across fJat 
Black purl'3e 1<r.i.th scarf, notes, hanky (Mrs. A..) -Off R. 
Atlantic City hanner - Of.f R. 
Cigarette holder - Off R. 
Sunglasses - Of.f R. 
Corncob pipe, tobacco and matches - Off R. 
Roll of bills - Off R. 
Long cigar - Off R. 
Turkish towel and turban - Off L. 
Parasol - Off R. 
Pill bottle - Off R. 
Furpiece and Jewelry - Of.f R. 
Microphone and earset - Off L. 
Slingshot- OffL. 
Cane - Off R. 
Umbrella - Off R. 
Roller chair - Off R. 
iVJ:anuscripts (2) - Off R. 
2 Liauor bottles - Off L. 
2 Gingerale bottles - Off L. 
Noi::emakers - Off R. and 1. 
Gold handbag - Off L. 
Announcer slides - Off L. 
"Applause" sign fc' Off 1. 
Act III 
Re:i hoe - preset UR window 
2 potatoes - preset in firepla::e 
"\{rapped prop baby - near cellar door (Off R. ) 
3 books - near cellar door (Off R.) 
2 guns in holsters (SABINA ani HENRY) - Off R. 
1 gun inholster (MR. A.) - Off 1. 
Large flashlight - Off R. 
Canvas knapsack - Off R. 
Burlap bundles - Off L. 
Cigarettes and matches - Off 1. 
Lantern - Off R. 
Red bag 1d th 6 beef cubes - Off R. 
h numerals - Of.f R. 
2 manuscripts - Off L. 
Bookbag - preset on rocker 
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o-ostume Plot 
Act I 
Sabina - Green dress, red shoes, white petticoat, green 
maid's cap, black mesh hose. 
Mrs. Antrobus - Maroon dress, brown shoes, stockings, 
green apron 
Gladys- Dark blue middie dress (two piece), dark blue 
blue coat, dark blue hat, black shoes, white 
stockings. 
Miss E. Muse -Dark blue cape. 
Miss T. Muse - Dark blue cape. 
Miss M. Muse - Dark blue cape. 
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Mr. Antrobus - Two piece suit, fur overcoat, brown fur bat, 
wide leather belt, red and black plad shirt, 
pair overshoes, red scarf. 
Dinosaur - Dinosaur costume. 
Mammoth - Mammoth costume. 
Telegraph Boy - Two-piech blue Telegraph suit, cap, red 
muffler, red ear muffs, black shoes. 
Henry - Gray short pants, black turtle neck sweater, black 
stockings (knee length), blue coat, red cap, black 
shoes. 
Doctor - Black suit, muffler, straw hat, black shoes. 
Professor - brown cape, tan shawl, fur mittens. 
l I 
J 
n 
I 
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Judge - Gray cape and shawl, beard, muffler, sandles. 
Homer - Brown cape, gray shawl, red ear muffs, sandles. 
Act II 
Sabina - Red stockings, white cape, gold bathing suit. 
Mrs. Antrobus - Tan picture hat, tan shoes, straw purse, 
tan gloves; tan umbrella, tan dress, green sash. 
Gladys -Yellow dress, straw bat, white stockings, red 
stockings, black shoes. 
Fortume teller - Orange shirt, red petticoat, Mustard 
skirt, red scarf for turban, bracelets, necklaces. 
#1 Majorette - Yellow majorette jacket, black skirt, 
yellow hat, black boots. 
#2 Female Conveener - Black dress, Black hat, black shoes. 
#3 Female Conveener - Tan dress, tan hat, tan shoes. 
#4 Female Conveener - Gold dress, gold hat, tan shoes. 
Mr. Antrobus - Black frock coat, double-breasted vest, 
#1 :rt.:a le 
#2 Male 
#3 r.1a. 1 e 
#4 Male 
black trousers, red fez, white shirt, red tie, 
black shoes. 
Conveener 
- Brown suit, red fez, black shoes. 
Conveener - Blue suit, red fez, black shoes. 
Conveener 
- Gray suit, red fez, black shoes. 
Conveener - Light blue suit, red fez, blue fez, 
black shoes. 
Henry - Two piece light blue suit, large black bow tie, 
black knee stockings, black shoes. 
-
Act III 
Sabina - Red hat, tan trench coat, tan shirt, red scarf, 
green skirt, boots, belt and holster, green 
sack. 
Mra. Antrobus - Dark brown dress, tan sweater, black 
sandals. 
Gladys - Tan dress, tan dandals, blue sweater. 
Hester - Blue dress, smaock, slippers. 
Ivy - Blue dress, white apron, tan shoes 
Mr. Antrobus - Army coat, tan trousers, Army cap, tan 
shirt, boots. 
68 
Henry - Army uniform, tan shirt, boots, hat, black tie. 
Mr. Tremayne - Alpaca jacket, blue trousers, white shirt, 
red tie, black shoes. 
Fred Bailey - Usher uniform. 
-----~----
.----~ 
Name - November 9 10 11 12 13 J1 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
R. Kozlo"fski X X X X I ex X X X X X X I X 
J. Lewin X X X X I ex X X X X X X I X 
W. Balos X X X X I ex X X X X X X X X 
J. Desmon X ex ex ex ex X ex ex X ex X ex I X 
J. Ackerman X X X X I I ex ex ex x X X I I ex 
C. Goldfarb X X X ex ex X ex ex ex X X X rrHANKSGIVING I ex 
N. F P.r gus on X X ex ex ex X ex ex ex ex X X VACATION I ex 
R. Hayden X X ex ex ex X ex ex ex ex X X I ex 
H. Warner X ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex X ex ex 
D. Deacon X X X X I ex X X X X X X I X 
D. King X X X X I ex X X X X X X I X 
F. Keysar ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex X X X I ex 
D. Knaub X ex ex ex ex I ex ex ex ex X X I ex 
rvr. Carson X X X ex ex X ex ex ex X X I ex 
D. Barber X ex ex ex X ex ex ex ex X I ex 
R. Russell X X X ex ex X ex ex ex X X I I ex 
0\ 
Note: x = present, ex = excused, I = absent \() 
-
I -~-
:J 
--~ 
Name - December 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
R. Kozlowski I X X X X X X X X X X 
J. Lewin I X X X X X X X X X X 
W. Balos I X X X X X X X X X X 
('\"'\ 
J. Desmon .-I ex X X x ex X X X X X s... X 
Q) 
J. Ackerman I X X X X X X X X X ~ X Q) 
C) 
C. Goldfarb I Q) X X X X X X X X X (:l X 
s::: ....--. 
I 0 ::.r N. Ferguson X X X X X X X X X X 11) s::: 
~ 0 R. Hayden I X X X X X X X X X .c X ): 11) Q) 
s... 
H. · Warner N C) ex X X x ex X X X X X X ..__., 
I 
Q) 
D. Deacon I "d ~ X X X X X X X X X s... X •rl ~ t., 
-+-) 
D. King I t'! 11) X X X X X X X X X •r-l X 
.-I 
.D 
F. Keysar I X X X X X X X X X I X 
Q) 
D. Knaub I C) X X X X X X X X X s::: X 
m 
N. Carson I X X X X X X X X X {) Ct-1 X 
s... 
D. Barber I Q) X X X X X X X X X p. X 
0 I R. Russell I :z; X X X X X X X X X X 
~ 
0 
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The Skin Of Our Teeth 
ACT ONE 
#I Music-Overture, "William Tell Overtu;..re;;..'_' ------~ <:!.I) .G. A -Go 
A projection screen in the middle of a drop. The first 
lantern slide: 
(#r STTDP.-"7\Tezm Ezr~rvtc of tke--UL~d/' An AN-
NOUNCER's voice is he'ard) 
ANNOUNCER: 
The management takes pleasure in bringing to you-
the news of the world: 
(#e SLIBE The 9H?t tJffefJI in!J tJbBf!e tlte ?M1 i 
~ 
Freeport, Long Island. 
The sun rose this morning at 6 :32 a.m. This gratifying 
event was first reported by 
(#3 £L lD!i) 
Mrs. Dorothy Stetson of Freeport, Long Island, who 
promptly telephoned the Mayor. 
The Society for Affirming 
(#4 SLIDE) 
the End of the World at once went intto a special ses· 
sion and postponed the arrival of that event for twenty· 
four hours. 
(#5 $4-!J:JE) 
All honor to Mrs. Stetson for her public spirit. 
New York City: 
(#6 SL!JJE Bf the fl'(mt d~:f-the--the~t¥-~n 
~h thi& ptsy i.r..p~ 
ovs~ TIJe£ 
L CUE. I · Go 
H¢c.;~t:. oul 
L CUE. !A -Go 
T[ht!Je~~~l~:fft~\J~Iilli!!!ti!A!:..l..nTh~ea~t~re~ ....;D~7~u.!Jri~ng:g.Jth~e_Jd~a!:lil~y:._c£!l~ea~n:!.!i!!ngg.Jo~f'------:~- L CO£._ { 4 _ q 0 
this theatre a number of lost objects were collected, as 
usual 
(#7 $.L.Wli) 
by Mesdames Simpson, Pateslewski, and Moriarity. 
Among these objects found today was 
(#8 5LHJE) 
a wedding ring, inscribed: To Eva from Adam. Gene-
sis 2-r8. 
The ring will be restored to the owner or owners, if 
their credentials are satisfactory. 
Tippehatchee, Vermont: 
f#t7 SLIDE) 
The unprecedented cold weather of this summer has 
produced a condition that has not yet been satisfac-
torily explained. There is a report that a wall of ice is 
l>lG\ ~-><5 ~vc~tl1 ward acro~s these counties. The disrup-
tion of communications by the cold wave now crossing 
the country has rendered exact information difficult. 
Little credence is given to the rumor that the ice 
·{#I& irbUNir) 
had pushed the Cathedral of Montreal as far as St. 
Albans, Vermont. 
For further information see your daily papers. 
Excelsior, New Jersey: 
(>#HI $l.TJ)Ji rJf G mefiest suku9'!991f heme) 
The home of Mr. George Antrobus, the inventor of 
the wheel. 
The discovery of the wheel, following so closely on the 
discovery of the lever, has centered the attention of 
the country on Mr. Antrobus of this attractive subur-
ban residence district. 
This is his home, a commodious seven-room house. 
conveniently situated near a public school, a Methodist 
church, and a fire-house; and it is right handy to an 
'A. and P. 
{=f;I=IJ $/;,[JJ,g ef Thb. A >'+lfl<~-.\ii >Jn his fr•n<lt 
3tep:r, Jlltilin'!} emr:J 6Vjtil~ his .s41'8W oot. HB h?Jlds a 
~) . 
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and has made his way up from next to nothing. 
It is reported that he was once a gardener, but left that 
8 ACTI 
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situation under circumstances that have been variously 
reported. -,--:-----~:-7~:-------:-:-------~ L C..tJE.. I A- OFF 
Mr. Antrobus is a veteran of foreign wars, and bears 
a number of scars, front and back. 
( #I3 SLIDE of MRs. ANTROBus, holding some 
roses) 
This is Mrs. Antrobus. the charmin~ anq ~racjous 
president of the Excelsior Mothers' Club. ----:-------
Mrs. Antt·obus is an excellent needlewoman; it is she 
who invented the apron on which so many interesting 
changes have been wrung since that time. 
L c_u£- 1 4- eto 
L C.v£- !A -D~F 
(#I4 SLIDE of the FAMILY and SABINA} 
~H.~e::!r..;e:..w.!!.:::e'-Tse~e;...rth'7e~A~n~t~r~o~b.l;!;u~se;;.=;s~w~it¥h~th~e~i.a.r-;w~~w... ...... -.------- L (!_(.)£- I A- -<Sto 
enry and adys, and friend. The friend, in the rear, 
is Lily Sabina, the maid. 
I know we all want to congratulate this typical Amer-
ican family on its enterprise. 
(PROIEGTION au#. PLY CUE #I} 
We all wish Mr. Antrobus a successful future. And 'i3L.ItC.l<OU'l 
now the management takes you to the interior of this b. C..U£., 2- C-ro , 
home for a brief visit:...- -----------------
(£ rc;; fiT ·~t Uf H· PR.QP.ERTY CUE #~) t) s I 1) 5 ' ~ 5 I J) 
• • · • • Bm of e, eam11u~ s hom;. 
e is enough open space between the lower effds 
of s Right and Left, and the prosceni£m to 
show t ence that surrounds the house 
Down Ri is a door to the kitche£ and back 
yard; up Ri is a pagoda wit]a:' steps leading 
through and up irs; u,p ce,t;6 is a window; 
down Left is the t dooY, 
A walnut Hamlet ch · i.r below door Right; a 
backless bench up Righrt low pagoda,· a sofa up 
Center below windoy{ a lig . eig~t round r:tahog-
att.Y table Center;;;rockzng chazr zght of thzs table 
with hassock b{low the chair; a chair Left of 
table; two ·tfe tables above and bela door Left; 
·a clothes. ree up Left corner; a pair o tJ..re dogs 
down enter before an imaginary fireplac~ SA-
BI . -straw-blonde, over-rouged- enters f'!m 
~"Ji'Uo.,_,ao.s.s.es.Jo_:Jhe-window.-back-Ce~nt~r, 9n 4'tlt 
ACTI 9 
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) ~.-JU.nde.'J'-..her~w--.J~ks. 
off Left, eyes shaded) 
J~~ ~tF---~--~S~A~B-1-NrA: 
Oh, oh, oh! Six o'clock .and the master not home yet. 
Pray God nothing serious has happened to him cross-
ing the Hudson River. 
(To audience) 
If anything happened to him, we would certainly be 
inconsolable and have to move into a less desirable 
iJ!.J.. To residence district. 
S~-.OF WttJI1c:W'I'I'fF-------· (C1·essi11fj ~e tietw Left) 
The fact is I don't know what'll become of us. Here it 
is the middle of August and the coldest day of the year. 
(Looking through~ window) 
It's Simply ireezmg; tfie aogs are sticking to the side-
walks; 
(To audience) 
can anybody explain that? No. 
')(.6 e. -ro ,.,.1-----,. {-G1 eJ:ffli~t.f!J te ttfflle tit8'W9! L-eft, ti116~) 
.s.~-. cr= But I'm not surprised. The whole world's at sixes and -~e~-e -<!.. . sevens, and 
(P.L. Y CWi i{;li4} 
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why the house hasn't fallen down about our ears long L (!.()£ -2.1\ - C'10 
ago is a miracle to me. • F. . 
(A fragment of the Left wall, flat "i4;" leans pre- £ 1 .,_ tF·- CIG'I 
cariously over t1k#£fle. SABINA looks at it ner-
vously, ·IHJ61J& fj~91/fl it and it slowly rights 
itself) 
Every night this same anxiety as to whether the master 
will get home safely: whether he'll bring home any-
'thing to eat. · 
1n the midst of life we are in the midst of death, 
t'C' eJJJe:r t" fttJt "A" te Elusj-11t·eHe 91f '<*18M) 
il. truer word was never said . 
. , (FLY CUE #3) ' I 
(The fragment of scenery, flfjt "iii,'' jii{/& up it!lto Fl.4r <!:. v\/iiP~ 
·tlu lgfts. SABINA is struck dumb with surprise, 
shrugs shoulders and crosses to Left Center table 
and starts dusting MR. ANTROBUs's chair, includ-
ing the under side) 
\0 lC'l'l 
Y.O::.C!..- '""tt>of-----. SoFA- Of course, Mr. Antrobus is a very fine man, an excel-
lent husband and father, a pillar of the church, and 
has all the best interests of the community at heart. Of 
cour-se, every muscle goes tight every time he passes a 
policeman; but what I think is that there are certain 
charges that ought not to be made, and I think I may 
add, ought not to be allowed to be made; we're all hu-
man; who isn't? 
(She crosses to chair Right of table, dusts MRs. 
eJ;Nnwmrs's rocking chair. then stops dusting) 
Mrs. Antrobus is as fine a woman as you could hope 
to see. She lives only for her children; and if it would 
be any benefit to her children she'd see the rest of us 
stretched out dead at her feet without turning a hair-
that's the truth. 
(Dusts back of chair slightly) 
If you want to know anytbing more about Mrs. An-, 
trobus, just go and look at a tigress, and look hard. 
As to the children- · 
{Crosses to above table Center-picks up slingshot 
from table) . . 
Well, Henry Antrobus Is a real, clean-cut American 
boy. He'll graduate from High School one of these 
D.ays, if they make the alphabet any easier-
CAirns the slingshot) 
Henry, when he has a stone in his hand, has a perfect 
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aim; he can hit anything from a bird lto an older .a. "'.!1).4PS .SJ...fll}~ 
brother- ~-------------------, ~ 
... 
Slin shot down on table 
Oh! 1 n t mean to say that !-but it certainly was 
an unfortunate accident, and it was very hard getting 
the Police out of the house. -~-k l 
(Crosses down Right Center to above /iMsg6N 
4Jtsts it) 
Mr. and. Mrs. Antrobus' daughter Is named Gladys . 
She'll make some good man a good wife some day, 
(To audience) 
if he'll just come down off the movie screen and agk 
her. 
So here we are ! 
ACTI ti 
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'FI-4T :.J' 
(Crosses to fireplace down Center-dusts Right 
~a@ ~ 
We ve managed to survive for some time now, catch 
as catch can, the fat and the lean, and if the dinosaurs 
don't trample us to death, and if the grasshoppers don•t 
eat up our garden, we'll all live to see better days, 
knock on wood. 
Knocks on wood. Crosses to Left fire dog-
usts tt 
Each new ch1ld that's born to the Antrobuses seems to 
them to be sufficient reason for the whole univers~'s 
being set in motion; and each new child that dies seems 
to them to have been spared a whole world of sorrow, 
and what the end of it will be is still very much an 
open question. 
(61 <'JJ<!J Rit!)ht ttJ tJuat piet~we tJr& fifji ''-B" elYB'l!'e 
daor Right) · 
We've rattled along, 
(FLY CUE #;f) 
hot and cold, for some time now, 
{To audience) 
and my advice to you is not to inquire into why or 
whither, but just enjoy your ice cream while it's on 
your plate; that's my philosophy. 
(Ci asses down Ri~ltt ltJ ehai1· d&e515 ~t) 
Don't forget that a few years ago we came through the 
depression by the skin of our teeth! 
(C9'855e5 tfl .. ~r414dazf•) 
One more tight squeeze like that and where will we be? 
(This is a cue line. SABINA looks an ril at the 
RJiJ. t oar an repeats: 
-we came through the depression by the skin of our 
teeth; one more tight squeeze like that and where will 
we be? 
(Flustered, she looks through the opening in the 
Left wall; then goes to the window and reopeus 
~ U5~ ·---------~~~th~e~A~c~t~--~~--~~----~--~----~ Oh, oh, oh ! 1x o c oc an t e master not orne ye . 
(A guick look at door Riqht) 
Pray God nothing has happened to him crossing the 
Hudson. 
12 ACT! 
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I took this hateful JO because I had to. For two years 
I've sat up in my room living on a sandwich and a cup 
of tea a day, waiting for better times in the theatre. 
( Cr B:Mt:Y tt1 ehair Left of ffl:ble Cmte1) 
And look at me now: I-I who've played Rain and 
The Barretts of Wimpole Street and First Lady-God! 
FITZPATRICK: 
(The stage managl!.t/t.uts his head out from the 
proscenium down I:fiHf.lrfjoints to door~l~ 
Miss Somerset! 
~116 ~~~--------~S~ABINA: 
Sl"c:x:>L.. (.Yit3 ehaii beft ~~ tfifl/g) 
Oh! Anyway-nothing matters! It'll all be the same in 
a hundred years. 
ACTI q 
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(Loudly) 
Oh, oh, oh. We came through the depression by the 
skin of our teeth-that's true !-one more tight squeeze 
like that and where will we be? 
(Enter MRs. ANTROBUS, from Right; a majestic 
matron carrying small watering can. Crosses to 
bulrushes on table fir,;·ovH l.i{t to water them) 
·~!>~ Tb T~oL.S f-4----\'I:Rs. ANTRoBus: 
Sabina, you've let the fire go out. 
~ ISE,s ~ SABINA: 
· (I~r 111 l111~he1· puts du&te1' eH t8hle 1'i&es.) 
One-thing-and-another; don't-know-whether-my-wits-
are-upside-orcdown; might-as-well-be-dead-as-alive-in-
a-house-all-sixes-and-sevens-
)1.1>.$<!.- -u:> .,4A,-----=:.:MRS. ANTROBUS: /.i1>--n!e (THm ta ~ABUh\) 
Ft~ t-1 You've let the fire go out. Here it is the coldest day of 
the year right in the middle of August, and you've let 
the fire go out. (Awn& lHJGH te fle~·e'I'G.-) 
SABINA: 
Mrs. Antrobus, I'd like to give my two weeks' notice, 
Mrs. Antrobus. A girl like I can get a situation in a 
home where they're rich enough to have a fire in every 
room, Mrs. Antrobus, and a girl don't" have to carry 
the responsibility of the whole house on her two shoul-
ders. ·~v!;o <11~ ----- (To Right of MRs. ANTROBUS) 
fV\R..S .. ~ . And a home without children, Mrs. Antrobus, because 
children are a thing only a parent can stand, and a 
truer word was never said ; and a home, 
MRs. ANTROBUS uts can under table) 
Mrs. Antro us, w ere t e master o t e house doesn't 
pinch decent, self-respecting girls when he meets them 
in a dark corridor. 
(MRs. A NTROBUS turns to SABINA) 
I mention no names and make no charges. So you have 
my notice, Mrs. Antrobus. I hope that's perfectly clear. 
MRs. ANTROBUS. ( c, f1:Mi~t.tJ re t6bl~ ) 
You've let the fire go out !-
· ~ 14 ACTI 
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Turns to SABINA} 
Have you m1 e the mammoth? 
SABINA: 
(To audience) · 
I don't understand a wcrd of this play.-
. (T 0 MRS. ANTROBUS) 
l-SI- 0~ .. ~~------ Yes, I've milked the nammoth. 
TMiLE. MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Dusting paper scraps from table onto plate, mov-
ing to Right of table) 
Until Mr. Antrobus comes home we have no food and 
we have no fire. You'd better go over to the neighbors 
and borrow some fire. 
SABINA: 
(Crossing to MRs. ANTROBus) 
Mrs. Antrobus! I can't! I'd die on the way, you know 
I would. It's worse than January. The dogs are sticking 
to the sidewalks. I'd die. 
iVR../\15 MRS. ANTROBUS: 
~l?r "'. L ..,.~__. ____ ___,V~eio.!r~y-w~ellJ..l.o-..~.I'.~..~ll...,~il>'o. 
!.:S:.;:)A~B~IN~A~: ;;;::;;~~~;;;;ij~6:ef~Uj:~;;~f:Q;'iii!.:fli~:----,_,_ ~ ro L t" 1: /11\ re.s. 4 . (-E'O·en mtwe tlta#l'811flht1 ttma:H!J fo~rJ QH(i ~nli- STh ?5 ITEr:!.. 
mg-ttff- hef' lmee&) 
You'd never come back alive ; we'd all perish ; if you 
weren't here, we'd just perish. How do we know Mr. 
Antrobus'll be back? We don't know. If you go out, 
I'll just kill myself. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Get up, Sabina. 
SABINA: 
(Straightens up) 
Every night it's the same thing. Will he come back 
safe, or won't he? Will we starve to death, or freeze 
to death, or boil to death or will we be killed by bur-
:n~ .. . 4 1 ? S:rA-~'T ".a, .. _  _____ -bg ars. 
(... .. 46P.,u~ 4 E.Sits ehsi1~ Left ~J{ tfiMII.)-m~s. A ;.s ' I clon't know why we go on living. I don't know why 
t:E..£'1 we go on living at all. It's easier being dead. 
(She bursts into sobs, flings her arms on the arm 
of chair and btlries her head in them. In each of 
the succeeding speeches she flings her head up-
ACT I IS 
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and sometimes her hanris-then quickly buries her 
head again.) 
MRS.ANTRm3.-:;u::;;;:s~:---------------
(Crauing to ahozre chair Right of table) 
The same thing! Always throwing up the sponge, Sa-
bina. Always announcing your own death. But give you 
a new hat--or a plate of ice cream--or a ticket to the 
movies, and you want to live forever. 
SABINA: 
Her head comes u ) 
You on t care w et er we live or die ; all you care is 
about those children. If it would be any benefit to them 
you'd be glad to see us all stretched out dead. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Well, maybe I would. 
(Exits Right with plate of scraps and SABINA's 
duster.) 
SABINA: 
(Risinq) 
And Wliatd'o they care about? Themselves-that's all 
they care about. 
-,.I)!) TO ••1------::,.,.--~of.:.~SOI.IIh~ri~ll...~:.v~) 
"DL~- 12. They make fun of you behind your back. Don't tell 
me: they're ashamed of you. Half the time, they pre-
tend they're someone else's children. Little thanks you 
get from them. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Enters from Right carrying candlewick bed-
spread: crosses to Center) 
I'm not asking for any thanks. 
~ Tt).a, 'l4~---~S.!!:ABINA.: 
ti!oJ:.f\1e:..4. And Mr. Antrobus-you don't understand him. All 
that work he does-trying to discover the alphabet and 
the multiplication table-whenever he tries to learn 
anything you fight against it. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
Oh, Sabina, I know you. 
When Mr. Antrobus raped you home from your 
Sabine hills, he did it to insult me. 
He did it for your pretty face and to iruult me. 
You were the new wife, weren't you? 
16 ACT I 
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For a year or two you lay on your bed all day and 
poli~hed the nails on your hands and feet : 
You made puff-balls of the combings of your hair and 
you blew them up to the ceiling. 
And I washed your underclothes and I made you 
chicken broths. 
I bore children and between my very groans I stirred 
the cream that you'd put on your face. 
But I knew you wouldn't last. 
You didn't last. 
Wands SABINA one end of sPread.) 
SABINA: 
(They fold sPread lenqthwis.e) 
But it was I who encouraged Mr. Antrobus .to make 
the alphabet. 
I'm sorry to say it, Mrs. Antrobus, but you're not a 
beautiful woman, 
( . e t ce to ace- old s read in hal) 
and you can never know what a man coul o 1f he 
tried. 
(Fold in quarters) 
It's g1rls hke I who 'inspire the multiplication table. 
I'm sorry to say it, but you're not a beautiful woman, 
Cz:hey tneet face to face-cover folded_) 
Mrs. Antrobus, and that's the God's truth. 
MRs. ANTRonus: 
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And you didn't last-you sank to the kitchen. And 
.-------------~what do you do there? You let the fire o out!.--:--:------ )(O~ -r~ Sc'F4- ,h!.. 
(. 1 - us es SABINA int hair befl 8/ ~ 
hJbla. Gl'e&&i.nfj up G914f(lr fg &Qfa) 
No wonder to you it seems easier being dead. L <1-u- ..--j -q 
Reading and writing and counting on your fingers is all 
very well in their way-but I keep the home going. ~ 1 1) z- S LDl-0 
CEuts cover on sof(Jr-looks through window 8{!- ' 
'Ri§h-4-
-There's that dinosaur on the front lawn again.-
Shoo! Go away. Go away. 
(The baby DINO&AUR puts his head in the window.) 
DINOSAUR: ()\G\"' tT'IO.,.h 
It's cold. 
ACTI 17 
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MRS. ANTROBUS: 
:----------'-------rrou go around to the back of the house where you 
belong. 
(FLY CUB #5) 
(She crosses Right, turns to 'Window, watches the 
DINOSAUR and MAMMOTH move across stage Left 
to Right, then turns to audience. She joins their 
laughter, then speaks to them and exits calmly 
Right. The central portion of the back wall rises, 
pauses, and disappears into the loft. SABINA 
slowly raises her head.) 
SABINA: 
Now that you audience are listening to this, too, I un-
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e,SE.S -4 derstand it a little better. c-----~I,'wish eleven o'clock were here; I don't want to be TU-2JV!> v:::. 'T't> 
dragged through this whole play again._ _ ------1·11>- WI·V'Du.:.O, SE.E-.5 
(The TELEGRAPH BoY is seen entering from the T6. '~- S.P-.. 
P-J"I/ibe-(4. She catches .~.:LQL!::.i.1!1 ris£.-L . ..9.!1ri....s..alls.;J 
(I.JGWT CUE =/;I<Iy 
Mrs. Antrobus I Mrs. Antrobus I Help! There's a 
strange man coming to the house. He's coming up the 
walk, help! 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Enters in alarm, but efficient, from Right. Crosses 
Left. Gets the clothes tree and places it against 
~ML~) ~ 
Help me quick.! 
TELEGRAPH BoY knocks at door. ~}JH9~s 
· et o ta e ~of 
rricad oor by piling-the 
· puts her 
urv~u.RS. AN- · 
Who is it? What do you want? 
..(.Dnw.SAJIE.and ~MSYIJ;LC1Jl.s.s....tiage..lz..a.m..B.Wht 
Jo Left _t!l...£oor Left.) 
TELEGRAPH BoY: 
A telegram for Mrs. Antrobus from Mr. Antrobus in 
the city. 
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SABINA: 
Are you sure, are you sure? Maybe it's just a trap! 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
(Turns to her) 
I know his voice, Sabina. We can open the door. 
(SABINA pushes chair up Left and hides behind it. 
MRs. ANTROBUS places tree up beft in COffltW, then 
opens door. Enter the TELEGRAPH BoY, I2 year; 
old, in uniform. The DINOSAUR and MAMMOTH 
slip by him into the room and cross to fireptaa 
Center to warm themselves. SABINA and TELE· 
, GRAPH Bo '£ carry on a fiirt_ation.) _ 
I m sorry we kept you wa1ting. We have to be careful, 
you know. 
(Crossing Center·to the animals~I'H68.tr:t!R nt~t:Jes 
18 R&fjhi 8{ fo'•e-fl8ee. Mti!dM8'i'll me-yes te-L-eft of 
forefdacfl) 
Hm!-Will you be quiet? 
(They nod) 
Have younad your supper? 
(They nod) 
Are you ready to come in? 
(They nod) 
Young man, have you any fire with you? 
/He nods) 
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L Q,c,'E.- f.)- C.1C Then light the grate, will you? 
(He nods, produces a kitchen match from his - -----p--,-'<-~::.-?-.z-.4<..-r-. ---/.-.(..J-,.v-....J 
pocket, goes to fireplace and kneels; lights match. 
FOOTLIGHTS Center. Pause) 
(£1GB 1 G C'li #:~) 
What are people saying about this cold weather? 
(SABIN A crosses Cmte' to listen. He makes a 
doubtful shrug of his shoulders. SABINA straight-
ens up l 
Sabina, tike this stick and go and light the stove. 
( MRs. A N TROBUS hands her a twig, the end of 
w~h~ic~h~is~p~a~in~t~ed~r~e~d~,~t~r~o~m~fi~r~ep~l~a~c~e.~) ___ __ 
SABINA: 
Takes stick· crossin to door Ri ht) 
Like to you, rs. ntro us; two weeks. That's 
the law. I hope that's perfectly clear. (Exits Right.) 
ACT I 19 
(MAMMOTH lies down Left of fireplace-Drt!_o-
SAUR crosses to above table Center, Fiead ontiible 
watchtnq scene.} - ~· 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Sits chair Ri ht o table) 
What a out t IS co 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
(Crossing ut to Left qf table) 
Of course, I don't know anything-but they say 
there's a wall of ice moving down from the North, 
that's what they say. 
We can't get Boston by telegraph, and they're burning 
pianos in Hartford. 
It moves everything in front of it, churches and post 
offices and city halls. 
I live in Brooklyn myself. 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
What are people doing about it? 
TELEGRAPH BoY: 
Well-uh- Talking, mostly. 
Or just what you'd do a day in February. 
There are some that are trying to go South and the 
roads are crowded; but you can't take old people and 
children very far in a cold like this. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(RulJ.&o lla&&Qck tg kg~;· takes sewing basket from 
tasle .· fl"i=i-t_ 8ti htMsd; darns a red sock) 
What's this telegram you have for me? 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
(Fingertips to his forehead) 
If you wait just a minute; I've got to remember it. 
{Steps Left Center, poses, arms folded, one foot 
extended. The ANIMALS take places on either side 
of him, leaning against his hips, like heraldic 
beasts, the DINOSAUR to his Right, MAMMOTH to 
hi£ Leftl _ __ _ _ 
This telegram was flashed from Murray Hill to Uni-
versity Heights ! And then by puffs of smoke from 
University Heights to Staten Island. 
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And then by lantern from Staten Island to Plainfield, 
New Jersey. What hath God wrought! 
(He clears his throat) 
"To Mrs. Antrobus, Excelsior, New Jersey: 
My dear wife, will be an hour late. Busy day at the 
office. Don't worry the children about the cold just keep 
them warm. Burn everything except Shakespeare." 
.~(Pause.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
He knows I'd burn ten Shakespeares to prevent a child 
of mine from having one cold in the head. What does 
it say next? 
(Enter SABINA Right to Riqht Center.): 
TELEGRAPH Bov : 
"Have made great discoveries today have separated 
em from en." 
SABINA: 
I know what that is, that's the alphabet, yes it is. Mr. 
Antrobus is just the cleverest man. Why, when the 
alphabet's finished, we'll be able to tell the future and 
everything. 
TELEGRAPH BoY: 
Then listen to this: "Ten tens make a hundred semi-
colon consequences far-reaching." 
(Watches for effect.) 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
The earth's turning to ice, and all he can do is to make 
up new numbers. 
T ELEGRAPH BoY : 
Well, Mrs. Antrobus, like the head man at our office 
said: a few more discoveries like that and we'll be 
worth freezing. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
What does he say next?. 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
I-I can't do this last part very well. 
(He clears his throat and sings to the tune of 
"Yankee Doodle") 
"Happy w'dding ann'vers'ry to you, Happy ann'vers'ry 
to you-" 
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(The ANIMALS begin to howl soulfully; SABIN4 
screams with pleasure.) 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
Dolly! Frederick! Be quiet. 
(DINOSAUR crosses up Left behind chair. MAM-
MOTH down Left-throws up his front feet-lies 
down.) 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
(Drowned in the din)· 
"Happy w'dding ann'vers'ry, dear Eva; happy w'dding 
ann'vers'ry to you." 
(SABINA looks admiringly at TELEGRAPH Bov.) · 
MRs. ANTROBUs: 
Is that in the telegram? Are they singing telegrams 
now? 
(He nods) 
The earth's getting so silly no wonder the sun turns 
cold. 
SABINA: 
Mrs. Antrobus, I want to take back the notice I gave 
you. 
Mrs. Antrobus, I don't want to leave a house that gets 
such interesting telegrams and I'm sorry for anything 
I said. I really am. 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
Young man, I'd like to give you something for all this 
trouble; Mr. Antrobus isn't home yet and I have no 
· money and no food in the house-
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
Mrs. Antrobus-! don't like to-appear to-ask for 
anything, but_:, 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
What is it you'd like? 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
Do you happen to have an old ..needle you could spare? 
My wife just sits home all day thinking about needles. 
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SABINA: 
(Shrilly) 
We only got two in the house. Mrs. Antrobus, you 
know we only got two in the house. 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
(After a look at SABINA, taking a needle from her 
collar, hands d to hzm] · 
Why, yes, I can spare this. 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
~Lowered eyes-takes needle) 
Than you, Mrs. Antrobus~: Antrobus, can I ask 
you something else? I have two sons of my own; if 
the cold gets worse, what should I do? 
SABINA: 
I think we'll all perish, that's what I think. Cold like 
this in August is just the end of the whole world. 
(Silence.) 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
I don't know. After all, what does one do about any-
thing? Just keep as warm as you can. And don't let 
your wife and children see that you're worried. 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
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-p·~ .l\'\ -,~. Yes. Thank you, Mrs. Antrobus. Well, I'd better be 
I) s "I"V ..._ _____ -&g.~.~.oi~n!,6g· ,.~--:----------:---::--:~-------
"P<1<'R.-L. 04Rs. ANTROBUS crosses to door Left) 
Oh, I forgot there's one more sentence in the tele-
gram-
[.Takes pose) 
"Three cheers have invented the wheel." 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
A wheel? What's a wheel? 
TELEGRAPH BoY : 
I don't know. That's what it said. The sign for it is 
like this. 
/Gestures larq,e circle) 
Well, goodbye. 
(Looks at '"SABINA, chcks hts tongue.) 
(MRs. ANTROBUS otens door io_r J:tim ~he exi~s. 
ACTI 23 
When door is opened ANIMALS lower their heads 
0._!scape the cold.) 
SABINA: 
(Apron to her eyes, wailing) 
Mrs. Antrobus, 1t looks to me like all the nice men in 
the world are already married; 
(Crossing Right to door) 
I don't know why that is. -
(Sobs. Exits Riqht.) 
MRs. ANTROBus : 
{.Thoughtful; to the ANIMALS) 
'1- e <!.. .,.~,__ _ __:D:;;..o:::. you ever remember heanng of any cold like this in 
'D'+-M 'FcL.u-iJ August? 
.. _ snt?W 
(The ANIMALS shake their heads) 
From your grandmothers or anyone? 
(They shake their heads) 
Have you any suggestwns? 
(MAMMOTH raises his front feet in doubt. DINo-
SAUR wraps his arms around his body for warmth. 
S e oes to the door Le t and o enin it an inch 
(The CHilDREN bound in and take off their win-
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ter things and leave them in heaps on the chair 
down Right and sofa up Center.) 
GLADYS: 
{Taking off coat, hat and gloves, places them on 
~hazr down Rtght} ~ 
Mama, I'm hungry. Mama, why is it so cold? 
HENRY: 
(At the same time. Taking off jacket, sweater, hat, 
gloves, Places them on sofa) · 
Mama, why doesn't it snow? Mama, when's supper 
;/;<r~, )( ready? Maybe it'll snow and we can make snowballs. 
(& ~~~~------------~G~LA~D~Y~S: 
Mama, it's so cold that in one more minute I couldn't 
of stood it! 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
Settle down, both of you, I wimt to talk to you. 
(She draws up a hassock and sits front Center 
Q7.'oW t4"' grGh!f,#'i'€1 ;1t t/iji)i(; tJi'i=1m~. 
The CHILDREN stretch out on the floor, leaning 
against her lap. Tableau of Rqphael. The Am-
MATs edge up and comp_lete tfie_ ~ tr1arijjl~: ''MA:M-
MOTH to GLADYS' Right. DINOSAUR to HENRY's 
.i&JJ..L - . --·-
It's just a cold spell of some kind. Now listen to what 
I'm saying: 
When your father comes home I want you to be extra 
quiet. He's had a hard day at the office and I don't 
know but what he may have one of his moods. 
I just got a telegram from him very happy and ex-
cited, and you know what that means. Your father's 
temper's uneven; I guess you know that. 
{HENRY looks up at her. She shriek§) 
Henry ! Henry ! 
( H oMs him bY. his hair) 
Why-why can't you remember to keep your hair 
down over your forehead? 
(HENRY covers his forehear/ with hand. MRs. AN-
TROBUS releases fitm. ~p"7ii:Jls natr over s@ -
You must keep that scar covered up. Don't you know 
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that when your father sees it he loses all control over 
himself. He goes crazy. He wants to die? 
{After a moment's despair she collects herself de-
cisively, wets the hem of her apron in her mouth 
and starts polishing his forehead vigorously, hold-
in him b the hair · 
I:t t your 1ea up. top squrrmmg. 13lesseame, some-
times I think that it's going away-and then there it is: 
just as red as ever. 
HENRY: 
Mama, today at school two teachers forgot and called 
me by my old name. They forgot, Mama. You'd better 
write another letter to the principal, so that he'll tell 
them I've changed my name. Right out in class they 
called me : Cain. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
(.?uttinq her hand on his mouth, too late,· hoar:se: 
..l:iJ__ 
Don't say it. 
If you're good they'll forget it. Henry, you didn't-
hurt anyone today, did you? 
HENRY: 
Oh-no-o-o! 
(GLADYS fingers shame. HENRY gestures llff · 
..Ql!L!lli)__ 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
(Not looking at GLADYS) 
And, Gladys, I want you to be especially nice to your 
father tonight. You know what he calls you when 
you're good-his little angel, his little star. 
(Pulls down GLADYs' dress). 
Keep your dress down like a little lady. And keep your 
voice nice and low. Gladys Antrobus!!! What's that 
red stuff 
(GLADYS' hands qo to her _face) . 
you have on your face? · -
(Sla#....b.cuJLn.d_ thgL S,il,e ...P!:tlls _fromJ:ier_ fac~) 
You're a filthy detestable child! . 
(Rises. Crosses .Left ~d_Eor~ ... MAM!fOT~ moves 
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away to Right of chair Ri9,ht Center. DINOSAUR 
gets to his feet) - -- ,....- , -
.Get away from me,""both of you! I wish I'd never seen 
sight or sound of you. Let the cold come! I can't stand 
it. I don't want to go on. 
(She faces away from them.) 
(DINOSAUR edges close to HENRY.) 
GLADYS: l'lli2:1. A 
CW eepinq rises. crosses to d98ro·e leele) 
All the girls at school do, Mama. 
-----....£MRs. ANTROBUS: (Shrieking ) 
I'm through with you, that's all! 
(Cr wys; cras.H'S I.~tt-~~R.S- ANTJWEUS. 
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-Sabina! Sabina !-Don't you know your .father'd go 
crazy if he saw that paint on your face? Don't you 
kriow your father thinks you're perfect? · Don't you 
know he couldn't live if he didn't think you were per-
fect ?-Sabina! 
SABINA: 
(Entering Riq,ht) 
Yes, Mrs. Antrobus! 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
Take this girl out intb the kitchen and wash her facl! 
with the scrubbing brush. 
(GLADYS starts Right, but stops on noise.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(_Outside, roaring) 
Look out below ! ! 
(Singing) 
"I've been working on the railroad, all the livelong 
day-" etc. 
:-----------------!(The ANIMALS try to hide. DINOSAUR under table, 
MAMMOTH behind chair Right Center. SABINA 
tries td hide alongside MAMMOTH. HENRY rises, 
crosses Right ~ watching.) 
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MRs. ANTROBus: 
Sabina, what's that noise outside? · 
SABINA: 
(G''f1<H;,,e_tj tJheJr~e table tfJ -Left ef it) 
Oh, it's a drunken tramp. It's a giant, Mrs. Antrobus. 
We'll all be killed in our beds, I know it! 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Help me quick. Quick. -----
(ANTROBUS enters around 
~HENRY Jzicks u/J slingshot from table. stePs baclj 
ta take aim.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Broken-down camel of a pig's snout, open this door. 
MRs . . ANTROBUS: 
God bt: praised! It's your father.-Just a minute! 
George! Sabina, clear the door, quick. · 
.£Takina GLADYS to Center) 
Gladys, come here while I clea-n your nasty face! 
(SABIN A places tree and chair t!jl beft) 
ANTROBUS: 
She~bitch of a goat's gizzard, I'll break every bone in 
your body. Let me in or I'll tear the whole house down. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
--------·-- --...;;Just a minute, George, something's the matter with the 
lock. 
(SABINA stands at door, fingers in ears, awaiting 
orders.) 
ANTROBUS : 111:%$"" Open the door or I' your livers out. I'll smash 
your brains on the ceiling, and the devil take the hind-
most. 
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MRs. ANTROBus: 
Now I'm ready, Sabina. You can open the door. 
"""",. MRs. ANTROBUS ~v~ -+---------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ter. ABIN A opens oor-c oses zt a ter NTROBUS 
enters. The door is flung open. Silence. ANTROBUS 
enters, face of a Keysfone Comedy Cop-stands 
there in fur cap and blanket. His arms are full of 
parcels, including a large stone wheel with a cen-
ter in it. One hand carries a railroad man's lan-
tern. Suddenly he bursts into joyous roar) 
ANTROBUS: 
Well, how's the whole crooked family? 
(Relief. Laughter. Tears. Junipinq up and down. 
ANIMALS cavorting. ANTROBUS throws the parcels 
on the ground. Heroic embraces. Melee of hu-
mans and ·animals, SABIN A included. He holds 
GLADYS in his Left arm. GLADYS unwraps his 
scari- J 
I'll be scalded and tarred if a man can't get a little wel-
come when he comes home. 
(SABINA takes his hat and gloves) 
')t.. To Well, Maggie; you old gunny-sack, how's the broken .1'\4hl.llw~4·t-----...:.down old weather hen-Sabina, old fishbait, old skunk-
pot-And the children,--how've the little smellers 
been? 
GLADYS: 
(Hanging on to him) 
Papa, Papa, Papa, Papa, Papa. 
(SABINA takes his scarf.) 
ANTROBUS: 
How've they been, Maggie? How've they been? 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Well, I must say, they've been as good as gold. I 
:.__ ____________ h,aven't had to raise my voice once .• . 
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(HENRY crosses Left to him and takes wheel, then 
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ANTROBUS: 
(Holding GLADYS) . 
Pap:t's llrrle wease1, en? Sabina, there's some food for 
you. 
GLADYS: 
(Her arms around his neck) 
Papa, you're always teasing me. 
ANTROBUS: 
And Henry? 
(HENRy rtops up Center) 
arcels and shop-
Nothing rash today, I hope. Nothing rash? 
HENRY: 
No, Papa. ~;..141£!- D &.... · (Crosses toim6h up li:i!fh!, sits, examines wheel.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Roaring) 
Well, that's good, that's good-I'll bet Sabina let the 
fire go out. 
_(~...&,.~..izsJ.f kside as sl:J,e is bent over. 
She straighte,ns u(? sharPly.) 
SABINA: 
Mr. Antrobus, I've given my notice. I'm leaving two 
weeks from today. I'm sorry, but I'm leaving. 
(To door Right.) 
ANTROBUS : . -
{Roar) . 
Well, if you leave now you'll freeze to death, so go and 
cook the dinner. 
SABINA: 
(Takes lanter;&rom his Left arm meJ. pula it 8,t 
flrmr unae,· ttJt?w.7il:OiiiiiT£fJ )- · 
Two weeks, that's the law. 
(Gesture o ain where she was slapped. Exits 
Rtg t wt c at es an parce s 
(DINOSAUR crosses to ANTROBUS with large bone 
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i14 lair 11149utk. ANTROBUS takes it and throws it 
against .door ~.t,..DrNOSAUR chases it and 
pounces on it.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Crosses Center to MRs. ANTROBUS by the fir..e) · 
Did you get my telegram ? 
(A quick kiss on her cheek.) 
MRs. ANTROBus : 
Yes.-What's a wheel? 
ANTROBUS: 
Why, there it is-
He indicates the wheel with a lance. HENRY is 
e:ra1mmn zt. e catc es ts arm anapulTS!ttm 
to fireplace. Rapz 1 oarse znterc ange:) -
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
What does this cold weather mean? It's below freezing. 
ANTROBUS: 
Not before the children! 
MRS. ANTRO~US : 
Shouldn't we do something about it ?-start off, move? 
ANTROBUS: 
Not before the children ! ! ! 
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HENRY: 
Papa, you hit me! 
ANTROBUS: 
Well, remember it. 
DINOSAUR oes u Ri ht with bone) 
That s to rna (e you remem er to ay. ·ocfay. The day 
the alphabet's finished; and the day that we saw the 
hundred-the hundred, the hundred, the hundred, the 
hundred, the hundred-there's no end to 'em. I've had 
a day at the office! By the way, Maggie. 
(Takes wheels from HENRY) 
Take a look at that wheel, Maggie-when I've got that 
to rights : you'll see a sight. 
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(DINOSAUR crosses up to window.) 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
How do you mean? 
ANTROBUS: 
, ( H oldinq the wheel. With awe) 
Maggre-we'Ve reached the top of the wave. There's 
not much left to be done. We're there! 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
And the ice??? 
ANTROBUS: 
The ice! 
"=-'- t:r (He rolls the wheel H:T¢*to HENRY, who catches 
it. The wheel comes so close to MRs. ANTROBUS 
her leg goes up in the air to avoid it.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Children, go out in the kitchen. I want to talk to your 
father alone. 
(Crossing to get GLADYS, who has just taken AN-
TROBus' coat off. ANTROBUS goes to .r;htJi'' 1!/J Lef~, ~c) FA 
sits and takes off overshoes. MRs. ANTROBUS and 
GLADYS cross to door Riqht.) 
-i.t>S e 44~r----...;H~E:.:..:N..:.:R:..Y: Papa, you could put a chair on this. 
ANTROBUS: 
Yes, any booby can fool with it now; but I thought of 
it first. 
St:-,::;tt 
(DINOSAUR crosse~J;Jiqht of~ MAMMOTH 
crosses to Left of Exit GLADYS (J,nd HENRY 
Right. AN'FR8J!1'Hl i'~ hie Ghsir ijp L~j.t. He takes 
the goldfish bowl on his lap; p21flr t~" cg111a~' cage 
I 
XRTo 'B1R:O 
X 'To .So~A- ..;5 ITS 
l>tno!Sdu.- t'rH~~s ·-tt:. -pu"t ho.:se '""" -f',sh bowl. 
M4mmoTH x +o .fee+ A•--
o~ Me. A. 
dlilli'?2 fg the Tezrel of bjs face. Both the ANIMALS 
put their paws up on the arm of his chair, ~Rs. 
ANTROBUS faces him across the room, like a 
judge.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Well? 
ANTROBUS: 
(.Shortly) 
It's cold.-
(LU;UT CUlt #JJ 
(fuo fish6 How · mgs een, eh? Keck, keck, keck.-
(To bird) 
'--------------~nd you, Millicent? 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
I know it's cold. 
ANTROBUS: 
(To the bird 
No spilling o sunflower seed, eh? No singing after 
lights-out, y'know what I mean? 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
You can try and prevent us freezing to death, can't 
you? You can do something? We can start moving. Or 
we can go on the animals' backs? 
ANTROBUS: 
The best thing about animals is that they don't talk 
much. 
DINOSAUR: 
(Quick cue) 
It's cofd. 
MAMMOTII: 
It's cold. 
~-------------------~NTROBUS: 
Eh, eh, eh! Watch that!-
(MAMMEJHI 69'@li&flli li9'l~'11 l.Clft Lillli g@'"'Y2) 
-By midnight we'd turn to ice. The roads are full of 
people now who can scarcely lift a foot from the 
ground. The grass out in front is like iron,-which re-
minds me, I have another needle for you. 
(Turns his coat lapel to show her) 
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-The people up north-where are they? Frozen-
crushed-
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Is that what's going to happen to us;? 
-----------'-------,-,o:· (:1\.P>'i'iaQIHHi 'U'NiJ;flgr fg_ bird) 
Will you answer me? 
ANTROBUS: 
I don't know, Maggie. I don't know anything. Some 
say that the ice is going slower. 
(Pf)J)ts jNh bM:t!l tm table Hf Left) 
Some say that it's stopped. The sun's growing cold. 
What can I do about that? Nothing we can do but burn 
everything in the house, and the fenceposts and the 
barn. Keep the fire going. 
(Rises· a step down Left) 
When we have no more fire, we die. 
(JUDGE enters from up Left. Crosses around fenet 
to window. DocToR and Mrss E. MusE enter from 
up Left,· cross around fence to dsst• J..gfi,) \Ult'\00~ 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
=-----------·-----wm-ell, why didn't you say so in the first place? ______ W..:..-_A_~_N _ _ 
They are 
Mrss T. MusE: 
{From u(J Right) 
Mr. Antrobus. · (LIGHT CUE #4.J 
}UDGE: 
(From uP Center) w,~ ·Dow 
Mr. Antrobus. 
HOMER: 
(From up Right) 
Mr. Antrobus. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
-----------------W.;.t-ho's that? Who's that calling you? 
ANTROBUS: 
(Clears his throat) 
Hm let me see. 
(He turnsito Left doo~.) 
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(TmtEB R:sFBs:s:ss 81'8 tJt the Mf1El9w OTIIERS 
rtqnd farther off) 
}UDGE: 
Could we warm our hands for a moment, Mr. Antro-
bus? 
Miss T. MusE: 
It's very cold, Mr. Antrobus. 
HoMER: 
Mr. Antrobus, I wonder if you have a piece of bread 
or something you could spare? 
102 
--------------------(Silence-they wait humbly. MRS. ANTROBUS 
stands rooted to the spot. Suddenly a KNOCK-
ING at the door Left, then KNOCKING at the 
door Right, then KNOCKING at both doors-
short rapid blows.) 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
Who are these people? Why, they are all over the front 
'"" 4P- .u W 11\.)D- 5.Uou.J 
K~OC.K' ~ .'\JE:\ I -
G(O 
yard. What did they come here for? !< NOC+< 1 1\)G{ ----------------------~~----~ (SABINA enters from Right. KNOCKING ceases.) 5To.Y 
SABINA: 
Mrs. Antrobus, there are thousands of tramps knock-
ing at the back door. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
George, tell these people to go away. Tell them to move 
right along. I'll go and send them away from the back 
door. Sabina, come with me. 
(She goes out Right energetically.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Sabina, stay here. I have something to say to you. 
(He goes to door Left, opens it a crack and talks 
through it. SABINA crosses to him, stands back of 
him at door) q 0 
Lad1es and Gentlemen-l'II have to ask you to waif a ·-------LJ...:...~..:....:.D'---..:::J....:::..._-1 
few minutes longer. It'll be all right. While you're 
waiting, you might each pull up a stake of the fence. 
We'll need them all for the fireplace. There'll be coffee 
and sandwiches in a moment. 
ACTI 35 
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Oh, 
a Ies an ent emen, on t ta e t IS p ay senous. e 
world's not coming to an end-you know it's nob 
People exaggerate. Most people really have enough to 
eat and a roof over their heads. Nobody actually 
starves-you can always eat grass or something-that 
i<:e business-why, it was a long, long time ago. 
ANTROBUS: ~ 
FITZPATRICK S ('t!Jt:er) 
d 
e.t+T . .. (From own roscen~um) 
Miss Somerset l 
Miss Somerset l 
SABINA: 
All right, I'll say the lines, but I won't think about the 
play. And I advise you not to think about the play 
either. (E.rits4f!ight kel~isPJ tho> eM) 
UP 
(MRs. ANTROBUS enters from d/Jor Right, crosses 
36 ACT I 
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to door Left and stands guard there. KNOCK!Nf; 
is heard at door Left.) 
Miss M. MusE: L.Ef"T 
(Calling from up~ 
Mr. Antrobus-Mr. Antrobus. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
George, these tramps say that you asked them to come 
to the house. What does this mean? 
104 
J, NOC4< I "<!t 
-----------------.~------~--(KNOCKING stoPs. Ds6'f8R ergsses up Ceiiter to .::>Tof' 
8Utsidg ·wi?<IH/Q~&') 
MRS. NTROBUS : 
=--------------...IWo:ell, just one person, then, the doctor. 
( PusJ<es &h9ir fn~WI up L. rlft fQ L. gft •4 table Calzo 
.W:,l. 
The others can go right along the road. 
ANTROBUS: 
M.aggie, there's an old man, particular friend of 
mlne-
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MRs. ANTROBUS: 
I won't listen to you-
ANTROBUS: 
-------------...-It was he that really started off the A.B.C.'s. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
I don't care if he perishes. We can do without reading 
or writing. We can't do without food. 
~(MISS M. M'E:J'SB jBiH§- fji'BUf 9t .. ,~HdB'U'.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Then let the ice F~~ ! 
(Crouina /i!iilit;to hassock) 
Drink your coffee! ! I don't want any coffee if I can't 
drink it with some good people. 
(Sits hassock.) 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
-----:-----·-----...:.S~t.l.!ool4,s~h~o~u.!:.!ti!!n.!i.g:J.·IWho else is there trying to push us off 
the cliff? 
ANTROBUS: 
Well, there's the man~who makes all the laws. Judge 
Moses. 
(JuDGE looks in throuah window. Miss K M~sE 
j9tH6 f!4'9ilf filf 'ii&~Hr;/Q;&•) 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
(Crossing !6 l8d 811# window) 
Judges can't nerp us now. 
ANTROBUS: 
And if the ice melts ?-and if we pull through? Have 
you and I been able to bring up Henry? 
(MRs. ANTROBUS looks at him) 
What have we done? 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Who are those old women? 
ANTROBUS: 
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(Coughs) WA R.N 
Up in town there are nine sisters. There are three or--------~:..:......:.;.~---. 
four of them here. They're sort of music teachers- L CUe:., 1 (.) 
and one of them recites and one of them-
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MRS. ANTROBUS: 
That's the end. A singing troupe! 
(Crossing down Left) 
Well, take your choJCe, l1ve or die. Starve your own 
children before your face. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Gently. Rising. crossing to her) 
These people don't take much. They're used to starving. 
They'll sleep on the floor. 
Besides, Maggie, listen ! 
(She turns away) 
No, listen: 
Who'ye we got in the house but Sabina ?t Sabina's al-
ways afraid the worst will happen. Whose spirits can 
she keep up? Maggie, these people never give up. They 
think they'll live and work forever. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Walks slowly to ~Center) 
:_ ___________ _..;;MoL rignt, let them in. 
LANTROBUS starts for door Left) 
You're master here. 
(Softly) 
-But these animals must go. 
(He stops at door. MAMMOTH rises) 
Enough's enough. They'll soon be b1g enough to push 
the walls down, anyway. 
(MAMMOTH backs away) R'~t+T 
Take them away. 
(Crosses to Right Center.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Sadly) 
All right. The dinosaur and mammoth-! Come on, 
baby, come on, Frederick. Come for a walk. That's a 
good little Fellow. 
(MAMMOTH crosses to door slowly, turns and 
looks at ANTROBUS. DINOSAUR crosses to Ri.qht of 
ANTROBUS with bone in mouth. He growls at 
MAMMOTH, who exits. DINOSAUR indicates bone. 
ANTROBUS takes it from him.) 
ACT I 39 
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And-Juuge-Maggie, you know the Judge. 
(JUDGE hesitates 
Come nght m, u ge. 
( UDGE crosses u Center 
Coffee 1 be ere m a mmute. 
(The old BLIND MAN 'With a guitar is HoME~) 
Maggie, you know-you know Homer? 
(MRs. ANTROBUS crosses down Right; .picks up 
Gr mys' clnther from chair) 
-:-Professor, will you-
(He lead£ HoMER to the PROFESSOR) 
:--------------M~i,...s:.l..s ,;-M~u=se~are some of your sisters here? Come right 
in- Miss E. Muse; Miss T. Muse; Miss M. Muse. 
(T_he MusES huddle together T eft Center) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
How do you do? Pleased to meet you. 
Just-make yourself comfortable. Supper'll be ready 
in a minute. 
(She goes out Right abruptly. ANTROBUS crosses 
40 Xct! 
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llt(!!j, tfJ(!. . 
~ -A. A· E./Ylu5£ )(~~ T. MOS£ X1J~H<~ 
.ht. Mo.S£ )(-"'S (!_, 
'DO<:..I'O g lb 'D L. s 0 °~ 
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l. Ml)bE' "TA-f<£..51feA'/ 
lhR.S. A-. TA- t<~S Te.Ay 
;ne, A. 'TAf(t-.s I'R.4V 
Right to har, but she has gone. He then turns to 
the GUESTS.) 
f.G,.9aeee tfl t9ble ,· jl9&B& sgnfi,.,ri,hi&, #f"Q'!J& 9N 
~) 
ANTROBUS: 
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(Indicates JuDGE) 
There's the law. That's Mos~eS:i,.. ___________ ..;_ __ _,.,..li.J"'~£ 
SABINA: R. I~E-6 
(Stares) · 
The 'teil'l:ommandments- Paugh!!-
(To audience) 
That's the worst line I've ever had to say on any stage. 
(Exits Right.) 
ANTROBUS: 
I think the best thing to do is just not to stand on 
ceremony, but pass the sandwiches around from right 
to left. Judge, help yourself to one of these. 
ACT J 41 
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MRs. · ANTROBUS: [;(S:;le~r~v:i!in~q!...f1CU:!J_(J.S~tow:M~I~~~!!~r~E!:;_. ~M~U£S~E~~L------------· X 'P.S€ 
The roads are crowded:, I Iiear? To BE/()t::l/ 
(The GuESTS all talking at once:) 
Miss E. Mu~E.._,:'--:-:-----:':';--------------_, R IS£ 
People are trampling one another. 
DoCTOR : ' I' R rSE 
· Ma'am, you can't imagine. 
Miss M. MusE' . Rk5!:.._ 
You can hardly put one foot before you. 
(SJtdden silence~Mig~M !hm~p:-4 ::Jj:~ 
trii}i on chan d<Jr:t!;-Rifjltf.: ;Qes:I'9Q .put. ~~~c. 
MRs. ANTROBUs: 
(Se1 r~i1tg cnjJ ~(J Mt~~ T. Me~E:) , 
Well, you know what I think it is,-I think it's sun- WARN L CUE 
spots! . - --_j::'i'_ ·----------...:..:...:..:.:...!.!..:__~_.:::::..=..=.,. 
(Crosses to above table Center.) 0 .A - B 
{The GuESTS, discreet hubbub:) 
HoMER: 
Oh, you're right, Mrs. Antrobus-
THE MusEs: 
That's what it is-
jUDGE: . · · 
That's what I was saying the other day. 
{t$tudden silence) . 
.A.CT:l 
~ p 
hJRS.IL J> j 
l>.C-) 
Fte£ PtA-C..~ 
- -- - - ------
( :A!Ri A J>ITRQB!li rerzrer ctlp fg U:Xil :64 i{rxilt, 
then 'YO£ ref tq Wble for cup for relf) 
1\NTROBUS: 
(Crossin 
Well, I on't 
ice. 
(_All e es are xed on him, waiting) 
I can't e teve tt. u ge! Have we worked for nothing? 
Professor! Have we just failed in the whole thing? 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
(Crossin to chair Ri ht o table 
It is certam y very strange-we on both sides of the 
family we come of very hearty stock. 
(Sits chair 
-Doctor, want you to meet my children. They're 
eating their supper now. And of course I want them 
to meet you. 
DocToR. 
Of course ! 
Mrss M. MusE: 
How many children have you, · Mrs. Antrobus? 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
110 
I have two,-a boy and a girl. """"OC S p ( T 5 }UDGE: ..v 
(Softlyl L r 10r. 
I understood you had two sons, Mrs. Antrobu~s~·-------;Jl~··· Q:..lJE. n-G 0 
{ 1ll GuESTs look sharply at JUDGE.) 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
(Rises in blind suffering,· then sits again,· then 
rises and walks toward ' the footlights. In a low 
voice) 
Abel, Abel, my son, my son, Abel, my son, 
{The GUESTS move with few steps toward her as 
though in comfort, murmuring words in Greek, 
· H ebrew, German, etcetera. ) 
Abel, my' son. S. SCR&f\ f1\ 
{.::.;A~p...:..;ie...:..;r.:....;ci..;.;.ngi!......:s:..:.;h...:..;ie...:..;k_._fr~o.;.;.m;......;.t...:..;he;......;.k_it;..;.c;..;.he;..;.n;...._S;;;..A.....;B;.;;;I_N_Jt..'.s ..________ , ~ L e UE I 6; B~ GQ 
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'VOice. All heads turn. GuESTS back away. HoMER 
rises. PROFESSOR helps him up Center.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Crosses to table; leaves cup, tLe14 tg ""~'*1;14 pf114t 
gf rGg\ir Lift gf tgGJe} 
What's that? 
(SABINA enters; crosses to Right of MRs. ANTRO-
Bus, bursting with indignation. GLADYS follows 
SABINA in.· crosses to above door Right.) 
SABINA: 
Mr. Antrobus-that son of yours, that boy Henry An-
trobus- I don't stay in this house another moment!-
He's not fit to live among respectable folks and that's 
a fact. · 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
Don't say another word, Sabina. I'll be right back. 
(Without waiting for an answer she goes past her 
ento the kitchen.) 
SABINA: 
Mr. Antrobus, Henry has thrown a stone again and if 
he hasn't killed the boy that lives next door, I'm very 
much mistaken. He finished his supper and went out to 
play; and I heard such a fight; and then I saw it. I 
saw it with my own eyes. And it looked to me like stark 
murder. -
(MRs. ANTROBUS appears at thg kitchen door, 
shielding HENRY, who follows her. When she 
steps aside, we see on HENRv's forehead a large 
ochre and scarlet scar in the shape of a C. ANTRO-
BUS makes a start for him. MRs. ANTROBUS steps 
to HENRY to shield him. A pause.) 
H1"'\NRY: 
(Below door Right, is heard saying under his 
Jreath.·) 
44 ACTI 
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He was going to take the wheel away from me. He 
started to throw a stone at me first. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
George, it was just a boyish impulse. Remember how 
young he is. 
(Louder, in an urgent wail) 
George, he's only four thousand· years old. 
SABINA: 
And everything was going along so nicely ! 
(Silence.) 
ANTROBUS: 
112 
Put out the fire! L C.U"£ /I- G 0 
CCrosses to fireplace. He starts stamping out the ---·~0.;....- . -------' 
.~ F~t::E.PI-4t:..IE- PllYi 
Put out all the fires. 
(Violently) . (Is u;; UT CUE #5 ~ 
No wonder the sun grows cold. · 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Doctor ! Judge ! Help .me ! 
(They step toward him) 
-George, 
(Crosses to him. SABINA crosses to Right of MRs. 
ANTROBUS) 
have you lost your mind? 
ANTROBUS: 
There is no mind. We'll not try to live. 
(To the GuESTS ve") Lef~, enMair~ &lj i&'O&sr¥1 
~ 
:-----------------:.G;:..u.ive it up. Give up trying .... ·--------------·+:Sff.S .P.LCII-4-1€ 
'i 
(JuDGE, PROFESSOR and DocTOR step up Left; 
huddle together, arms folded. MRs. ANTROBUS sits 
in chair ~of table, head in hands.) 
/ll~ifr 
SABINA: 
Mr. Antrobus! I'm downright ashamed of you_·-------t•~.....:V1:..:.V...;.f-l..:.... :....;K.:....rl_:_.::.L__:C.::...:.u_£ 
MRs. ANTROBUS : " .I) 
George, have some more coffee. Gladys! Where's // n 
Gladys gone? 
ACT I 45 
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SABINA crosses 'Ri ht to GLADYS. GLADYS ste s in, 
:~..:r:_:;tg~t:.::,e~ne~·:---------:------------~1" ')("'OS 12 ~ 
GLADYS: 
Here I am, Mama. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
Go upstairs and bring your father's slippers. 
(GLADYS starts for stairs) 
How could you forget a thing like that, when you know 
how tired he is ? 
{He covers his face with his hands. GLADYS exits 
up stairs. MRs. ANTROBUS turns to the REFU-. 
GEES:) 
Can't some of you sing? It's your business in life to 
sing, isn't it? 
ffn:Rl'!fl ~fl':l'Sr!S sit lmeeh u-p Rif}hi) 
Sabina I ·· · 
, _________ • ..._ ___ .....:=;;;.::[S-'ABrNA starts ((Jingle Bells." They start singing: 
((Jingle Bells''; later MRs. ANTROBUS continues to 
ANTROBUS in a low voicer singing quieter) 
_________ ._ ___ __:G;;:.e::::o;:.:r~g..:::ze, remember all the other times. When the vol-
canoes came right up in the front yard. 
( Gr·666ing t9 hi14i omd taking off his shoes) 
And the time the grasshoppers ate every smgle leaf 
and blade of grass, and all the grain and spinach you'd 
grown with your own hands. And the summer there 
were· earthquakes every night. 
ANTROBUS: 
Henry ! Henry ! 
(HENRY crosses up Center above table; puts his 
.hand on his forehead J · 
Myself. All of us, we're covered with blood. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Then remember all the times you were pleased with 
him and when you were proud of yourself. 
(RisfsJ 
-Henry. 
HENRY: 
Yes, Mama. (Crosses to Left of ANTROBUS.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Henry! Come here and recite to your father the mul-
tiplication table that .you do so nicely. 
46 ACTI 
(GLADYS enters from stairs with slippers; comes 
to Right of MRs. ANTROBus. MRs. ANTROBus 
makes stern pantomime gesture to GLADYS: Ga 
in there and do your best. Singing stops. HENRY 
kneels on one knee beside his father and ·starts 
whispering the multiplication table.) 
HENRY: 
(.Finally-kneeling) 
Two times six ts twelve; three times six is eighteen-
! don't think I know the sixes. 
{The GuESTS are now singing "Tenting Tonight.") 
GLADYS: 
{Crossing to his Right-puts on slippers) 
Papa-Papa-l was very good m scho6rtoday. Miss 
Conover said right out in class that if all the girls had 
as good manners as Gladys Antrobus, that the world 
would be a very .different place to live in. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
You recited a piece at assembly, didn't you? 
(Fierce glance at (iLADYS) 
Recite !t to your father. 
GLADYS: 
Papa, do you want to hear what I recited in class? 
(.Singing stus) 
"The Star," byenry Wadsworth Longfellow. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
Wait!!! 
( b J'8SSi~&ft iJ.8WII 18 pf'SfHJGg} 
The fire's going out. 
(Sin~inq starts, "JinW_ Bells") 
There isn t enough wood! enry, go upstairs and bring 
down the chairs 
(HENRY crosses u(? Right to stairs) 
and start breaking up the beds. · 
(E.rit HENRY up stairs. Singing quieter.) 
GLADYS: 
Look, Papa, here's my report card. Lookit. Conduct A! 
ACTI 47 
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Look, Papa. Papa, do you want to hear "The Star," by 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow? P-'lpa, you're not mad 
at me, are you ?-I know it'll get warmer. ~~.::.o;;:.:on:.:...:,it~'l~li'b;.;;:e-------•• OH KAJE£..5 just like Spring, and we can go to a p1cnic at the 
Hibernian Picnic Grounds like you always like to do, 
don't you remember? Papa, just look at me once. 
(Her head on his knee) 
(Singing stops. Enter HENRY with some chairs he 
holds on step.) 
'(ANTROBus looks up at MRs. ANTROBUS. Pause. 
Then ANTROBUS rises/ goes to the door Left/ the 
GuESTS draw back timidly/ he peers out of the 
door at the ice.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(With decision, suddenly closes door/ crosses to 
fireplace. HENRY crosses down Center/ places 
chair pieces in fire I 
Build up the fire. It's cold. Build up the fire. We'll do 
what we can. Sabina, get more wood. 
(She exits Right) tJ~UJH UE~L,t~l!!. 
L C U.~ I Z. ·• (-::r-r.;, 
~ +- f,.:<~ ,;,:. 4 urn,:-
Come around the fire, everybody. Bring up your 
benches. 1- Cl-U G J 3- G 
(JuDGE and PROFESSOR. carry sofa to Left Center.-----~tt• DS D D M 
MusEs carry bench to Right Center. MRs. AN· • - t' 
TROBUS sits chair Right of table I 
At least the young ones may pull through. 
(.P.ullinq HENRY to his Left l 
Henry, have you eaten something? -------------6- -~.22...~.!..)!---r 
HENRY: 
Yes, Papa. (I. rc; l4T C~r.li #Q.} 
ACTI 
ANTROBUS: 
Gladys, have you had some supper? 
GLADYS: 
I ate in the kitchen, Papa. 
ANTROBUS: 
~SJts choir T eft of +able Center, holding GLADYS' 
qnd HENRY's hands) 
If you do come through this-what'll you be able to do? 
What do you know? Henry, did you take a good look 
at that wheel? 
HENRY: 
Yes, Papa. 
ANTROBUS: 
Six times two are-
HENRY: 
-twelve ; six times three are eighteen ; six times four 
are- Papa, it's hot and cold. It makes my head all 
funny. It makes me sleepy. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Gives him a cu 
Wake up. on t care if your head is sleepy. Six times 
four are twenty-four. Six times five are-
HENRY: 
Thirty. Papa! 
ANTROBUS: 
(WARP! Gew#ein.) 
116 
Maggie, put something into Gladys' head on the chance 
she can use it. --------------------_. 1'1/t 0 J 
MRs. ANTROBUS: :5o r: 11. 'I 
What should it be, George? l3() tJ. v 1 AJ<q 
ANTROBUS: 
Six times six are thirty-six. 
Teach her the beginning of the Bible. 
GLADYS: 
But, Mama, it's so cold and close. 
L£1T 
(MRs. ANTROBUS pulls GLADYS to her ~t. 
HENRY has all but drowsed off. His father slaps 
him sharPly and the lesson goes on.) 
MRs. ANTROBUS: ( J,J(; WT Cb'-M #7) 
"In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth; -----------------· WARN . 
ACT! 49 ei-AcKou"T 
L. C!.-t.J r:.. 14 
l>s~ e.. A ...t------------
{The singing starts up again louder.) 
SABINA: 
(Coming down to the footlights, tossing wood_ in 
firePlace) 
______________ ....,.Will you please start handing up your chairs? We'fi 
need everything for this fire. Save the human race.-
Ushers, will you pass the chairs up here? 
Thank you. 
( Singi1tg :fMI t3 ((Jingle BelW' GtH!!S'PS.:) 
HENRY: 
Six times nine are fifty-four; six times ten are sixty. 
(PROPERTY CUE #2) 
{In the back of the auditorium the sound of chairs 
being ripped up can be heard. An UsHER rushes 
down the aisle with chairs and hands them over. 
SABINA takes the pieces; tosses them on the fire.) 
darkness he 
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A.CT TWO 
Cabana in the Right end of orchestra pit is set up from 
within it. MUSIC, "By the Sea." Two CoNVEEN-
ERS enter from Cabana to set up ramp rails and 
boardwalk, standards and rope rail. Music con-
tinues through this and finishes with the exit up 
the auditorium aisle of the two CONVEENERS. 
HOUSE LIGHTS OUT. ACT CURTAIN UP. 
SOUND CUE #I. LIGHT CUE #I. Lantern 
slide projections begin to appear on the curtain. 
Time tables for trains leaving Pennsylvania sta-
tion for Atlantic City hotels, drugstores, churches, 
rug merchants, fortune tellers, bingo parlors. 
The voice of an ANNOUNCER is heard. 
ANNOUNCER: 
.(# r rfide) -
The management now brings you the news events o£ 
~---='-::..;C=..::U'-!OG.=-::.&,..e;<_.-----.:>the world. Atlantic City, New Jersey: 
. (#IS o'lidll) 
This great convention city is playing host this week to 
the anniversary convocation of that great fraternal 
order 
(.,I~ .%i4s) 
-the Ancient and Honorable Order of Mammals, 
L eve. l9 Subdivision Humans. 
----=..:::..::::..=~:.~-------' (# 9 rUde) 
This great fraternal, militant and burial society is cele-
brating on the Boardwalk, 
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(#Ig &liJg) 
ladies and gentlemen, its six hundred thousandth An- L 2. 
nual Convention. It has just elected its president -· -----t" C!.ut:= 
{# I 9 ~idll) L (!.()E. 2 A 
for the ensuing term- . 
SI 
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~(Projection of Mp and Mpco A NTRQBUS pared as-
tl11iw ~~rill b11 &~Q~~w a frl·w '!i140'!il4entr {ate~) 
Mr. Ge~rge Antrobus of Ifxcelsior, New Jersey. We ____ -t.,_=L:.__C:._· u_£._.!.1..::33~-
show you President Antrobus and his gracious and <:7 0 
charming wife, every inch a mammal. Mr. Antrobus 
has had a long and checkered career. Credit has been 
paid to him for manv useful enterprises including the 
introduction of the lever, of the wheel and the brewing 
of beer. Credit has also been extended to President 
Antrobus's gracious and charming wife for many 
practical suggestions, including the hem, the gore, and 
the gusset; and the novelty of the year,-frying in oil. 
Before we show you Mr. Antrobus accepting the nomi-
nation, we have an important announcement to make. 
As many of you know, this great celebration of the 
Order of the Mammals has received delegations from 
the other rival orders,-or shall we say: esteemed con-
current orders: the Wings, the Fins, the Shells, and 
so on. These orders are holding their conventions also, 
,.---~L::...:::c:;.;' o;..;G.=...-' ;;..~-- ---~in~v.;;;a._ri;.;;o~u.;;.s_.p;.;;a;.;;r..;.ts.;.~Jof the world, and have sent represen-
tatlves to our own, two of a kind. 
( EltJe~au# P•·ajee#ianj 
Later in the day we will show you President Antrobus 
(.Tfli1%'Bl's,.- 9vt scrrsa1a Bfsn) 
S C. vt .A - 001 broadcasting his words of greeting and congratulation 
to the collected assemblies of the whole natural world. 
(ls!Cl/T Cl:JE !/!1!4) 
Ladies and Gentlemen! We give you President Antra- C.0G. .;:( ~o 
bus! (SOU~W CUF ::.#:=z.:_)======~~D1 ~',i3·!. -J;~ FA::>I 
ANTROBUS: 
(Rises and quiets applause) 
Fellow-mammals, fellow-vertebrates, fellow-humans, I 
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thank you. Little did my parents think,-when they told 
me to stand on my own two feet,-that I'd arrive at 
this place. 
My friends, we have come a long way. 
During this week of happy celebration it is perhaps not 
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fitting that we dwell on some of the difficult times we 1- <.. u E 2 i3 -uO 
have been through. The dinosaur is extinct- ------1.... . ---- _ _ _ 
(£0bfj\TD GTP #3) APPJ-4 ()6£. .. ~IC.I<I:: ... 
-the ice has retreated; and the common cold is being CN)IUT 2... 
pursued by every means within our power. 
(MRs. ANTROBUS sneezes, laughs prettily, and 
_. murmun · "T her; ;)lour pardon") 
In our memorial service yesterday we did honor to all 
our friends and relatives who are no longer with us, 
by reason of cold, earthquakes, plagues and-and-
(Couqhs) 
d:fferences of opinion. 
As our Bishop so ably said-uh-so ably said--, 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Gone, but not forgotten. 
ANTROBUS: 
"They are gone, but not forgotten." 
I think I can say, I think I can prophecy with complete 
-uh-with complete-
MRs. ANTROBus.: 
Confidence. 
ANTROBUS: 
Thank you, my dear,- With complete lack of confi-
dence, that a new day of security is about to dawn. 
The watchword of the closing year was : work. I give 
you the watchword for the future: Enjoy yourselves. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
George, sit down ! 
W AF?.I"J 
L Q.u£ 2 c.. 
ANTROBUS : ' VJ-A r< IIJ 
(A look of annoyance he tFJke& eft .fJlFJ&&es) -:::;::, 
Before I close, however, I wish to answer one of those _...,_ ____ ..:S::__C_<J ~_--_u__, 
unjust and malicious accusations that were brought 
against me during this last electoral campaign. 
Ladies and gentlemen, the charge was made that at 
various points in my career I leaned toward joining 
some of the rival orders,-that's a lie. 
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As I told reporters of the Atlantic City Herald, I do 
not deny that a few months before my birth I hesi-
tated between- uh- between pinfeathers and gill-
breathing,-and so did many of us here,-but for the 
last million years I have been viviparous, hairy and 
diaphragmatic. - (gQ{/\W ('p,g #4) 
(Applause. Cries of "Good old Antrobus," "The 
Prince Chap," "Georgie," etc.) 
ANNOUNCER: 
Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr: Antrobus. 
Now I know that our visitors will wish to hear a word 
from that gracious and charming mammal, Mrs. An-
trobus, wife and mother,_:_ Mrs. Antrobus! 
Mrs. ANTROBUS: 
(SOUlVD Cl!E !/;I=S) 
Rises bows and sa s 
Dear nen s, on t really think I should say any-: , 
thing. After all, it was my husband who_ was elected 
and not I. - -
Perhaps, as President of the Women's Auxiliary Bed 
and Board Society,-! had some notes here, oh, yes, 
here they are !-I should give a short report from 
some of our committees that have been meeting in this 
beautiful city. 
Perhaps it may interest you to know that it has at last 
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been decided that the tomato is edible. Can you- all WA-121\J 
hear me? The tomato is edible. e._ 
A delegate from across the sea reports that the thread _____ ..;:S::.:·:....C.:=1 :..:U:_~.:.._----; 
woven by the silkworm gives a cloth-! have a sample 
of it here-can you see it? Smooth, elastic. I should 
say that it's rather attractive,-though personally I 
prefer less shiny surfaces. Should the windows of a 
sleeping apartment be open or shut? I know all mothers 
will follow our -debates on this matter with close in-
terest. I am sorry to say that the most expert authori-
ties have not yet decided. It does seem to me that the 
night air would be bourid to be unhealthy for our Chil-
dren, but there are many distinguished authorities on 
both sides. Well, I could go on talking- forever,-as 
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Shakespeare says: a woman's work is seldom done; 
but I think I'd better join my husband in saying thank 
you, and sit down. Thank you. 
{She sits down.) 
ANNOUNCER: 
Oh, Mrs. Antrobus! 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
(Rises) 
Yes? 
ANNOUNCER: 
We understand that you are about to celebrate a wed-
ding anniversary. I know our listeners would like to 
extend their felicitations and hear a few words from 
you on that subject. 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
I have been asked by this kind gentleman-yes, my 
friends, this spring Mr. Antrobus and I will be cele-
brating our five thousandth wedding anniversary. 
I don't know if I speak for my husband, but I can say 
that, as for me, I regret every moment of it. 
(Laughter of con fusion) 
I beg your pardon. What I mean to say is that ! do not 
regret one moment of it. I hope none of you catch my 
cold. 
We have two children. We've always had two chil-
dren, though it hasn't always been the same two. But 
as I say, we have two fine children, and we're very 
grateful for that . . 
Yes, Mr. Antrobus and I have been married five thou-
sand years. Each wedding anniversary reminds · me of 
the times when there were no weddings. We had to 
crusade for marriage. Perhaps there are some women 
within the sound of my voice who remember that cru-
sade and those struggles; we fought for it, didn't we? 
We chained ourselves to lampposts and we made dis-
turbances in the Senate,-anyway, at last we women 
got the ring. · 
{She adjusts her girdle) 
A few men helped us, but I must say that most men 
blocked our way at every step: they said , we were un-
feminine. ' 
ACT II 5'5 
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I only bring up these unpleasant memories, because I 
see some signs of backsliding from that great victory. 
Oh, my fellow mammals, keep hold of that. 
My husband says that the watchword for the year is 
Enjoy Yourselves. I think that's very open to misun-
derstanding. My watchword for the year is: Save the 
Family. It's held together for over five thousand years: 
Save it! Thank you. (SOUND c~ee· #6) 
(As she sits she sees MR. ANTROBUS has fallen 
asleep. She nudges him. He awakens with a start 
-starts applauding.) 
rr u; wr c~TJi #JJ 
(T1'9'0'Bll99' GlrJsed ) 
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ANNOUNCER: s c D 
Thank you, Mrs. Antrobus. . (SOUND CUE #7) _____ _.::.., ~· ~V=E~ .... ·-'q=-=O'T 
{The tp·ans-jJBP eney elisafttJe81 ~) 
We had hoped to show you the Beauty Contest that 
took place here today. 
President Antrobus, an experienced judge of pretty 
girls, gave the title of Miss Atlantic City, 1942, to Miss 
Lily-Sabina Fairweather, charming hostess of our 
Boardwalk Bingo Parlor. (RisY nnii; ;#a) L (!,U£ 3 - C-,o 
Unfortunately, however, our time is up, and I must::---------------1 
take you to some views of the Convention City an f'Ai7£ 
conveeners,-enjoying themselves. (L!GUT C~1e #:5) 
(SOUND CUE #SJ 
(The Boardwalk. The audience is sitting in the 
ocean. A handrail of scarlet cord stretches across 
the front of the stage. A ramp-also with scarlet 
hand rail-descends to the Right corner of th.e or-
chestra pit where a great scarlet beach cabana 
stands. There are steps at Left from stage to 
pit. Center stage is a beach facing the sea. Stage 
Right is a street-lamp.) 
{The only scenery is two cardboard cutouts si,v 
feet high, representing shops at the back of the 
stage. Reading from Left to Right they are: 
Salt Water Taffy; Fortune Teller; then the blank 
space; Bingo Parlor; Turkish Bath. They have 
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practical doors, that of the Fortune Teller's being 
hung with bright gypsy curtains.) 
(Left of Fortune Teller's tent is the weather sig-
nal; it is like the mast of a ship with cross bars. 
From time to time colored lights come on to indi-
cate the storm and hurrciane warnings. A roller 
chair, pushed on Left by a melancholy NEGRO, 
files by off Right. It is occupied by a sleeping 
CoNVEENER loaded with boardwalk gifts.) 
~------iGt~~~~C~o.NVEENER: 
· (I mitatinq_ MRs. ANTROBUS) 
My watchword for the commg year is save the family. 
~~:;:: ft:L!t;;e;feJh:s r:afii~ !!;;;-;~g~, fel--
It's held together for five thousand years. Save it! 
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Thank you! --------------------------------------~~------------
( NVEENER, follow ed by a GrRL-:;dr..-~ 
as a drum maJor, 
stage. The 
e.nt up Right.) 
CoNVEENERS: 
Enjoy yourselves! 
G I RLS: 
Enjoy yourselves! 
------
/. (!,c)£ ---14- GtJ 
F. r: ShJT' 
;_ euG. 4B- ou ,-
F.I.AITE 
FA· t:>P- a.· rf lEA-· 
cSffF '/. <:!..-
-------~- -~--
41-~Jf-4 
)C. iJ R. .,.,.1------~B:..:i"n~ao~P~ar~l~or ~ CoNVEENERS rush out, their 
hands full of bills. They pause a moment, amazed 
at all the money, and exit up Right. The FoRTUNE 
TELLER sits on the Left arm of bench and puts her 
::liZ -#3 money in her stocking. As she moves to the bench 
(! dt>~.5 ,.~'_.- .. , ------~th~e"""Two CoNVEENERS who came from the cabana 
a £it- enter from up Right and cross to Left.) 
(From the Bingo Parlor comes the voice of the 
caller) 
BINGO CALLER: 
B-Nine; B-Nine. 0-Twenty-six; 0-Twenty-six. 
N-Four; N-Four. !-Twelve, etc. 
" CHORUS: 
(f3ack-staqe )' 
Bingo!!! 
(The front of the Bingo Parlor shudders, rises a 
few feet in the air and returns to the ground, 
trembling.) 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
(Mechanically, to the unconscious backs of Two 
CoNVEENERS, pointing with her pipe) 
Bright's drsease! 
(They pause a second with pain, then continue off 
. up Left) 
Your partner's deceiving you in that Kansas City deal. 
..:f/1'.5'1 DS.t- 11.,_ __ _;,.. _ _:Y;,;:o~u:..:'l~l~have · six grandchildren. Avoid high places. /<f' D.S e (She shouts- after another CoNVEENER who has 
come from down Right and is passing in front of 
her) 
Cirrhosis of the liver! 
SABINA: 
(Appears at the door of the Bingo Parlor. She 
hugs about her a white coat that almost conceals 
her red bathing suit. She crosses to the FoRTUNE 
. TELLER back of bench) 
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FORTUNE TELLER : 
Keck! 
SABINA: 
Has President Antrobus come along yet? 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
No, no, no. Get back there. Hide yourself. 
SABINA: 
I'm afraid I'll miss him. Oh, Esmeralda, if I fail in 
this, I'll die ; I know I'll die. 
FORTUNE TELLER: 
Keck! 
SABINA: 
President Antrobus!!! And I'll be his wife! If it's the 
last thing I'll do, I'll be Mrs. George Antrobus.-
Esmeralda, tell me my future. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Keck! 
SABINA: 
All right, I'll tell you my future. 
(Laughing dreamily and tracing it out with one 
. finger on the palm of her hand) 
I've won the Beauty Contest in Atlantic City,-well, 
I'll win the Beauty Contest of the whole world. I'll 
take President Antrobus away from that wife of his. 
Then I'll take every man away from his wife. I'll turn 
the whole earth upside down. When all those husbands · 
just think about me they'll get dizzy. They'll faint in 
the streets. They'll have to lean against lampposts.-
Esmeralda, who was Helen of Troy? 
::#~,>~~..3 )I ..,.&a----------·(The Two CoNVEENERS from cabana enter from 
P.5 -r-o ., up Left carrying bottles of liquor.) 
.C lfi!;~N.~ 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
(Furiously) 
Shut your foohsh mouth. 
When Mr. Antrobus comes along you can see what 
you can do. 
Until then,-go away. 
(SABINA laughs. As she returns to the door of her 
.A.CTI 
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Bingo Parlor, Two CoNVEENERs rush over and 
smother her with attentions: "Oh, Miss Lily, you 
________ .. _______ k:.::.:_now me. You've known me for years.") 
SABINA: 
Go away, boys, go away. 
(One of the CoNVEENERS whispers in her ears) 
SABINA: 
I'm after bigger fry than you are.-Why, Mr. Simp-
son! ! How dare you?! ! You forget yourself. It does 
not impress me that you are the commissioner of sani-
tation from Scranton, Pennsylvania. (Exits.) 
~1-he CoNVEENERS squeal with pleasure and stum-
ble in after her. T-h.J S;o.IOIOPnH;; 0;>W'iil0l!'TIOR. ri1i #u 
u•Jw?l chair is Jmshed acrarr fra144 11[; J..qt tg up 
Ri9ht eRt) 
· · . 2ng er hips 2 e 
I tel e u ure. · ec . o mg easrer. 
future is in their face. Nothing easier. 
But who can tell your past,-eh? Nobody! 
Your youth,-where did it go? It slipped away while 
you weren't looking. While you were asleep. Whrle 
you . were drunk? Puh! You're like our friends, Mr. 
and Mrs. Antrobus; you lie awake nights trying to 
know your past. What did it mean? What was it trying 
to say to you? ' 
Think ! Think ! 
(.4w iwpty ';qrbeelrbair 1·r purbed by Q fQt:/Qrt1 1ggR-
ing Cg A Ip-prrsHFR from up l ~ft fg up 7Zi,r]ht-) 
Split your heads. I can't tell the past, and neither can 
you. If anybody tries to tell you the past, take my word 
for it, they're(~harlatans. But I can tell the future. 
(She sud en y ar s at a passmg HAIR-PUSHER 
who is just passing the Bingo Parlor) 
Apoplexy! 
(.The Cg ATR-PTTSH ER stops a second, PMfe£ hi f 
6o ACT II 
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~ She returns to the audience) 
Nobody 11stens.-Keck! I see a face among you now~ 
I won't embarrass him by pointing him out, but, lis-
ten, it may be you: Next year the watchspring inside 
you will crumple up. Death by regret,-Type Y. It's in 
the corners of your mouth. You'll decide that you 
should have lived for pleasure, but that you missed it. 
Death by regret,-Type Y- Avoid mirrors. You'll 
try to be angry,-but no !-no anger. 
Far orward con dentiall 
And now what's t e 1mme 1ate uture of our friends, 
the Antrobuses? Oh, you've seen it as well as I have, 
keck,-that dizziness of the head; that Great Man 
dizziness? The inventor of beer and gunpowder. The 
sudden fits of temper and then the long stretches of 
inertia? "I'm a sultan; let my slave-girls fan me"? 
You know as well as I what's coming. Rain. Rain. Rain 
in floods. The deluge. But first you'll see shameful 
things-shameful things. 
Shameful things. Some of you will be saying: "Let 
him drown. He's not worth saving. Give the whole 
thing up." I can see it in your faces. But you're wrong. 
Keep your doubts and despairs to yourselves. 
Again there'll be the narrow escape. The survival of a p handful. From destruction,-total destruction. 
:-------:,..,.....-""..::;....;________ crowd of CoNVEENERS and GIRLS enter: 
MEN r · o; two MEN and tw from 
down Right to a · t N and one GIRL 
form up Left to MAN 
from be · ent to weather signa . 
tng with her hand to the stage) 
Even of the animals, a few will be saved: two of a 
kind, male and female, two of a kind. 
{The CONVEENERS appear about the stage, jeering 
at her with animal sounds and raucous laughter.) 
IJ J.t.. CoNVEENERs: 
{)4: • )f tle<ei·n beft) 
Olarlatan! 
4.CT II 
(~iAN tis~m Rtrfot )1 
Madam Kill-Joy! 
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(1\4:,• H u; '{;(i_~'4t) 
Mn;. Jeremiah ! 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
•( Mu< u; J,.g.ft) 
Charlatan! 
f.X.ur14r a14 tl<~ li'Ji/4 &/:lr;srpl;,• r;sl4g rra sr"s tg th11 Two 
~-------------------------r-T~"!~tij~g~B~il4~g~a~P~r;s~r~l9~r) And you! Mark my words before it's too late. Where'll 
you be? 
7 The group of FouR down Right stick their 
tongues out at her. She moves toward them.) 
V e_ 1-t-""---....::C..::o.,.N.:O:V~EME~N::ER~s~:~~~ 
• '( Mir:It (jH Ri.EJ,1,t) 
#ZM The croaking raven. 
(Gm. da1iw Ti.i.qkt) 
:/FZ.r: Old dust and ashes. 
(}.inn de1:em Left) 
.:lit.M ,~ti.A:<ags, bottles. sacks. . 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Yes, stick out your tongues. You can't stick your 
tongues out far enough to lick the death-sweat from 
your foreheads. It's too late :-------------~ (SCREAMS and LAUGHTER come from off 
Left. She crosses to GROUP Left Center) 
to work now-bail out the flood with your soup spoons. 
You've had your chance and you've lost. 
1/:!f b t1" .4,-----::CONVEENERS : 
Enjoy yourselves! ! ! ! 
1'\ 
l 
(They disappear. The FoRTUNE TELLER looks off 
Right and puts her finger on her lip.) 
FoRTUNE TELLER. 
They're coming, the A.PtW]J.)ISes. Keck. Your hope. 
(Crossing down ~to 6Jsm1grj ~.;; P~tNe . 
Your despair. Your selves. 
(Enter from up Right GLADYS and MR. and MRs. 
ANTROBUS. GLADYS crosses to down Left. ANTRO-
BUS to Right of GLADYS. MRs. ANTROBUS to above 
bench.) 
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MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Gladys, Gladys Antrobus, stick your stummick in. 
GLADYS: 
But it's easier this way. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
As ANTROBUS takes a digestion pill from bottle) 
Wei, 1t s too a t e new pres1 en as sue a c umsy 
daughter, that's all I can say. Try and be a lady. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Aijah! That's been said a hundred billion times. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Goodness! Where's Henry? He was here a minute ago. 
Henry! 
{Sudden violent stir. Two CoNVEENERS run on 
quickly, followed by a roller-chair from up 
Right. About it are dancing in great excitement 
HENRY and a NEGRO CHAIR-PUSHER. As they reach 
Right Center the CHAIR-PUSHER pulls the chair 
from HENRY and rights it. HENRY looks to the 
CoNVEENERS at his Left for encouragement. They 
urge him on.) 
HENRY: 
(Slingshot in hand, advancing on the CHAIR-
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PUSHER) . . W l+f2.AJ 
I'll put your eye out. I'll make you yell, hke you never )... e I) e. S'tl 
yelled before. · ----------------. 
NEGRO: 
(A! the same time)_ 
Now, I warns you. I warns you. If you make me mad, 
you'll get hurt. 
ANTROBUS: 
Henry ! What is this? Put down that slingshot. 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
(At the same time. Crossing to HENRY to straight-
en his hair and tie ) 
Henry! Henry! Behave yourself. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
(G,·e8tfiltg fl'ent ef A~HROBUS te te~&tj 
That's right, young man. There are too many people 
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in the world as it is. Everybody's in the way, except 
one's self. 
(Exits into her tent.) 
HENRY: . 
All I wanted to do was-have some fun. 
:#~F~ 
Fun? You get clean away from me and you get away 
fast. Nobody can't touch my chair, nobody, without I 
allow 'em to. /?l(kllr 
(He pushes his chair off up hi/+, muttering, fol-
.. lowed by the two CoNVEENERS.) 
ANTROBUS: 
What were you doing, Henry? 
HENRY: . IZI<AI.Fr' 
( C rossinq down kefH 
Everybody's always gettmg mad. Everybody's always 
trying to push you around. I'll make him sorry for 
this; I'll make him sorry. 
ANTROBUS: ;i£;U.e 'f 
. (Crossing to t~~h8%'e ksHGia) 
G1ve me that shngsnof. 
(GLADYS crosses to bench; sits.} 
HENRY: 
I won't. I'm sorry I came to this place. I wish I 
weren't here. 
( rosses to acin awa 
I wish weren t anyw ere. 
)C r~ #GM"A!:.'/ ~----...IM~R~s_..A~Nl;i.J.TR~O!.l.B!i,i[.V~S: 
Now, Henry, don't get so excited about nothing. I 
declare I don't know what we're going to do with you. 
Put your slingshot in your pocket and don't try to take 
hold of things that don't belong to you. 
ANTROBUS: 
After this you can stay home. I wash my hands of you. 
MRs. ANTRamus : 
(Crosses to ANTROBUS, pushes his pocket handker-
chief down into the pocket. Annoyed, he pulls it 
out) 
Come now, let's forget all about 1t. 
~ ~QTU ~r"o-s L eft) 
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L <!,u~ 54- (7-c . 
Everybody 
::tf.$ ~ ( CoNVEENER enters rom ) 
take a goo reat o t at sea a1r and calm down. 
(The passing CoNVEENER bows to ANTROBUS, who 
nods to him) 
WM MIS drat you spoke to, George? 
ANTROBUS: 
Nobody, Maggie. Just the candidate who ran against 
me in the election. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
The man who ran against y~~e election! ! 
(She turns, crosses up . and waves her um-
brella after the disappearinq CoNVEENER, whom 
the has= CaU(lht laughing qt tbgm) 
My husband didn't speak to you and he never will 
speak to you. 
IC rot!£A.JCII, ANTROBUS: 
s ,r51l.IE.AA) <111-fi------;N~ow~, ;M;;;;:a~g~g:.;.;ie. 
MRs. ANTRoBus : ~E,:'f 
(Calling off up ~ 
After those lies you tOkfabout him in your speeches! 
Lies, that's what they were. 
GLADYS: 
Mama, everybody's looking at you. 
HENRY: 
Everybody's laughing at you. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
If you must know, my husband's a saint, a downright 
saint, and you're not fit to speak to him on the street. 
ANTROBUS: 
Now, Maggie, now Maggie, that's enough of that. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
George Antrobus, you're a perfect worm. If you won't 
stand up for yourself, I will. 
GLADYS: 
Mama, you just act awful in public. 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
(Laughing) 
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:#i2M1#~+ ~ 
X. V.S~ -r() US'-
(HENRY crosses to Right end bench, watching the 
chair roll by.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
No, sir. If you're tired you just sit where you are. We 
have no money to spend on foolishness. 
ANTROBUS: 
I guess we have money enough for a thing like that. 
It's one of the things you do at Atlantic City. 
(Takes coin purse from Pocket.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Oh, we have? 
{fulls GLADYS' dress down to cover knees) 
I tell you it's a miracle my children have shoes to stand 
up in. I didn't think I'd ever live to see them pushed 
around in chairs. 
(HENRY crosses wt-to Turkish Bath~) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Takes out roll of bills) 
We're on a vacation, aren't we? We have a right to 
some treats, I guess. Maggie, some day you're going to 
drive me crazy. 
(Hands a bill to GLADYS.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
All right, go. I'll just sit here and laugh at you. And 
you can give me my dollar right in my hand. Mark my 
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words, a rainy day is coming. There's a rainy day 
ahead of us. I feel it in my bones. 
(He hands her a bill) 
Go on throw your money around. I can starve. I've 
. starved before. I know how. 
:Ji .If/ CoNVEENER : 
· (Puts his head out of Turkish Bath window and 
,4, . WJI £ zcrj fh mj £Cd Pjlfbrow~:_,) 
Hello, George. How are ya? I see where you brought 
the whole family along. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
And what do you mean by that? 
( CoNVEENER withdraws and closes window.) 
. 
:ANTROBUS: 
(Jiises) 
Maggie, I tell you there's a limit to what I can stand. 
God's Heaven, haven't I worked enough! Don't I get 
any v:acation? Can't I even give my children so much 
as a ride in a roUe - · r? 
(_Crosses to o benchr-above it) 
MRs. NTROBUS : 
(Puttin out her hand or raindro s) 
Anyway, 1 s gomg o ram very soon and you have 
your broadcast to make. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Turns to her) 
Now, Maggie, I warn you. 
(Steps up stage) 
You're dnvmg me crazy . 
.{.Turns to her) 
'A man can stand a family only just so long. I'm warn-
ing you. J.E~T 
(He steps up to .Rfgkt of Bingo.) 
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(Enter SABINA from the Bingo Parlor. She wears 
a flounced red silk bathing suit, I905. Red stock-
ings, shoes, para2}p~ bows demurely to AN-
TROBUS, crosses gud #arts dozem the_ ramp ~ t'4~ 
ANTROBUS and the CHILDREN stare at her. A:N-
TRQBUS bows gallantly and follows her across stage. 
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HENRY starts to follow them, then quickly moves 
down Right to rail to watch her descend the ramp 
to cabana.)' 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
13,5 
Why, George Antrobus, how can you say such a thing? 
You have the best family in the world-------------.:5A-a•.U4 
ANTROBUS: 6AJT1;;.e5 s.e. 
Good morning, Miss Fairweather. 
(~ABINA finally disappears into the cabana.) 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
Who on earth was that you spoke to, George? 
ANTROBUS: 
(Comf!acent ,·mock-modest) 
Hm-m-JUSt a-solambaka keray. 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
What? I can't understand you. 
GLADYS: 
Mama, wasn't she beautiful? 
HENRY: 
Papa, introduce her to me. 
1/bfii~Y J(-r'C .L _____ M~ll.S. ANTROBUS: 
CAe4NA "' ~-Pc£<5 ,p Children, will you be quiet while I ask your father a 
simple question ?-Who did you say it was, George? 
ANTROBUS: 
Why-uh-a friend of mine. Very nice refined girl. 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
I'm waiting. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Crossing to bench) 
Maggie, that's the g1rl I gave the prize to in the beauty 
contest,-that Miss Atlantic City 1942. 
(.Stees up Left.) 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
Hm ! She looked like Sabina to me. 
HENRY: 
f2ft tYee ; ailing ~8!fJJ& Ri~ht.J 
Mama, the lifeguard knows her, too. Mama, he knows 
her well. 
ANTROBUS: 
Henry, come here. 
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1/EAM!. Y '34<.1:!..1 1.1, 5/2.. 
)t''D -rc C-4-ltu9·111.4 •-------------
!f£.4Je y .X 77:> A tZc II 
'i3A-C.k TO CAtlJ,IJ-,I()A 
{Crosses to bench. H1WRY ~1'1%'9& !J'Oit~J:}' fnJ~ rgil, 
cirdo>& guJ ca144u da1i'U ta it again l 
-- e s a very nice girl in every way an"d the sole sup-
;Jort of her aged mother. 
(Step up Left.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
So was Sabina, so was Sabina; and it took a wall of 
ice to open your eyes about Sabina.-Henry, come over 
and sit down on this bench. 
ANTROBUS: 
( Crossinu down to bench) 
She's a very different matter from Sabina. Miss Fair-
weather is a college graduate, Phi Beta Kappa. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Henry, you sit here by Mama. 
(Pulls down GLADYs' dress) 
Gladys-
(HENRY crosses to bench. Sits on Right arm, fac-
ing up.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Reduced circumstances have required her taking a 
position as hostess in a Bingo Parlor; but there isn't a 
girl with higher principles in the country. 
(Step away.) 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
Well, let's not talk about it.-Henry, I haven't seen a 
whale yet. 
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ANTROBUS: 
. (.Crossing to her) \'\)4£.1() 
She speaks seven languages and has more culture i~ :>&::o~D ·~1-Q:) • .V 
her little finger than Jll?..~ acquired in a lifetime. ·;;.... ___________ ____, 
(Crosses down ~'Looks to cabana.) 
(HENRY spots the weather signals-rises, moveJ 
toward it, slingshot in hand-takes aim.) 
ACT II 
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,f_1&,Nr 
(ANTROBUS to bench-sits }!llft efZ~ 
HENRY: 
(Crossing up Left) 
What is it, Papa? 
ANTROBUS: 
What? Oh, that's the storm signal. One of those lights 
means bad weather; two means storm; three means 
hurricane; and four means the end of the world. 
(t:JGJ1T CUE #6) 
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,~£G&t}t> .BA/.a:/.0-(jo 
f-As they ~£deh it a eeeend light Gli8f& en.J'-·---------------...J 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Goodness ! I'm going this very minute to buy you all 
some raincoats. 
GUillYS: ~0 
(Putting her cheek against her %-?s shoulder) 
Mama, don't go yet. I like sitting this way. And the 
ocean coming in and coming in. Papa, don't you like it? 
ANTROBUS: 
H-m-m-m! 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Well, there's only one thing I lack to make me a per-
fectly happy woman: I'd like to see a whale. 
"l'l>-5L 7"0 HENRY' 
R_A-1/.../ .V"f ·114...._---+:;=~· Mama, we saw two. Right out there. They're delegates 
to the convention. 
fC,·a:r:ring tie~~• Left te platfenn, leekin~ fo·ant:) 
GLADYS: 
Pava, ask me something. Ask me a question. 
ANTROBUS: 
Well-how big's the ocean? 
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GLADYS: 
Papa, you're teasing me. It's-three hundred and sixty 
million square miles-and-it -covers-three-fourths 
-of-the-earth's-surface-and-its--deepest place 
-is-five-and-a-half-miles--deep--and- its-
average--depth- is- twelve- thousand- feet. No, 
Papa, ask me something hard, real hard. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
(Rising{ 
Now l'm gomg off to buy those raincoats. I think that 
bad weather's going to get worse and worse. I hope it 
doesn't come before your broadcast. I should think we 
have about an hour or so. 
HENRY: 
I hope it comes and 
x v t.. -ro (Air lane esture .~JeS . 4~ .... ------e~v:':':e""r::\y~th~t"=n~g~e::T.:o:':r~e~tft.T'hope it-
(111 achine gun sound and buzz.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Henry! · 
(HENRY aims at her with louder gun sounds) 
Henry! 
J. HENRY crosses up Left) 
-George, I thmk f; lr'1 · 
(Crossing to of ANTROBUS) 
-maybe, tPs one of those storms that are just as bad 
on land as on the sea. When you're just as safe and 
safer in a good stout boat. 
HENRY: 
(Turns to them) 
There's a boat out at the end of the pier. 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
Well, keep your eye on it. 
(_Pushes his handkerchie in ocket 
George, you s ut your eyes an get a good rest before 
the broadcast. 
ANTROBUS: 
Thundering Judas, do I have to be told when to open 
and shut my eyes? 
(He Pulls out the handkerchief) 
Go and buy your raincoats. 
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MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Now, children, you have ten minutes to walk around. 
Ten minutes. 
(HENRY starts running. She catches him as he 
passes) 
And Henry: control yourself. 
(HENRY exits up Right) 
Gladys, stick by your brother and don't ~et lost. 
(GLADYS kisses ANTROBUS and exits a fer HENRY.) ( . , 
a#p-&fMii!J.) 
(]viRs. ANTROBUS, crossin~ to him above bench) 
Will you be all right, George . 
A'f ~IJ)bc t.lllloe_ .._ _ __::if;:.24:2/}~~!:SOil:P~Gb99'PI*P""1E!;ilE1j.jP~TIOI!JIR~: 
George. 
$/JIIt2~rB Gsw;~~TioiU 
Geo-r-r-rge I 
-rtm.~<~N ~ __ -=t.-#~~~· !!l~I~S't''t'-'C~e}NT~\'EE;E&lP~T88fl.R: 
Georgiee! 
-1f.z4-{ ;;mB CQW'IOli'lil:li:il • 
Leave the old hencoop at home. 
AtL I g=p CQb7 HFFNFR : 
· George. Do-mes-ticated Georgie I 
(They exit 11; Rifjijt) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Shaking her umbrella) 
Low common oafs! 
(EORTUNE TELLER enters from tent I& d9'<i'H J..gft, 
'Z&'atrlzinq cgbana i 
That's what"they are: 
(("_rossin() to Left end bench) 
Guess a man has a right to bring his wife to a con-
vention, if he wants to. What's the matter with a fam-
(She pushes the handkerchief down) 
ily, I'd hke to know. 
(.SABINA enters from cabana) 
Hm'p-what else have they got to offer? 
(Crosses Riqht.) 
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..H:£W/~'Z IE.t...t..r t(' I 
1-'bHI- F4Vf3. 010-~ 
(Exits up Right. ANTROBUS has closed his eyes. 
The FoRTUNE TELLER is watching SABINA quiz-
pically.) 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Heh! Here she comes! 
SABINA: .,_ ~11 ~~"f"'~ /iu ... ~oe, (Loud whisper as she 8811~ t~p the ~8~~~ 
What's he doing? 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Oh, he's ready for you, Bite your lips, dear, take a long: 
breathfiiH~ eel'He eH t:tS . 
SABINA: 1.5 
(. 0 FORTUNE TELLER 
I'm nervous. My whole future epends on this. I'm 
nervous. 
FORTUNE. TELLER: 
Don't be a fool. What more could you want? He's 
forty-five. His head's a little dizzy. He's just been 
elected president. He's never known any other woman 
than his wife. Whenever he looks at her he realizes 
that she knows every foolish thing he's ever done. 
SABINA: a,:r 
(Crosses~. then turns back to FoRTUNE 
TELLER still whis erin 
I don t now w y tt ts, ut every ttme start one of 
these I'm nervous. 
(The FoRTUNE TELLER laughs drily and makes 
the gesture of impa.Jisl!fi!j- .919f$ u; keft; fsees 
9[f. SABINA goes to~ end bench, coughs and 
savs:~ 
Oh, Mr. ntrobus,=<Iare I speak to you for a mo-
ment? 
ANTROBUS: L£1=-r-' 
(Looks around, rises quickly, backs away~ 
...Jl.ulls out handkerchief and strair;htens coat) 
What ?-Oh, certainly, certainly, Miss Fairweather. 
SABINA: 
((:rossinq to front of bench) 
Mr. Antrobus-I've been so unhappy. I've wanted-
I've wanted to make sure that you don't think that I'm 
the kind of girl who goes out for beauty contests. 
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FoRTUNE TELLElR: 
That's the way! 
ANTROBUS: 
Oh, I understand. I understand perfectly. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Give it a little more. Lean on it. 
SABINA: 
I knew you would. My mother said to me this morn-
ing: Lily, she said, that fine Mr. Antrobus gave you 
the prize because he saw at once that you weren't the 
kind of girl who'd go in for a thing like that. 
(Sits bench) 
But, honestly, Mr. Antrobus, in this world, honestly, a 
good girl doesn't know where to turn. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Now you've gone too far. 
ANTROBUS: 
My dear Miss Fairweather! 
SABINA: 
You wouldn't know how hard it is. With that lovely 
wife and daughter you have. Oh, I think Mrs. An-
trobus is the finest woman I ever saw. I wish I were 
like her. 
ANTROBUS: 
There, there. ~p:r (Sits bench to her 
There's-room for all ms of people in the world, 
Miss Fairweather. (He laughs.) 
SABINA: 
(She ioins his laughter) 
How wonderful of you to say that. How generous!-
Mr. Antrobus, have you a moment free ?-I'm afraid 
I may be a little conspicuous here--could you come 
down, for just a. moment, to my beach cabana- -
ANTROBUS: 
Why-tih-yes, certf1 y-for a moment 
( uick lance K ht · 
-just for a moment. 
SABINA: 
There's a nice, comfortable deck chair there. Because: 
you know you do look tired. Just this morning my 
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mother said to me: Lily, she said, I hope Mr. Antro-
bus is getting a good rest. His fine strong face has deep 
lines in it. Now isn't it true, Mr. Antrobus: you work 
too hard? 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Bingo! (She exits into tent.) 
. {They BoTH rise. SABINA takes his hand and pulls 
him gently t~ th!i plgtf~I'M liiiiuJit<lg t~ rg144p dg·nw 
~) tMIE! 
SABINA: 
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.5.46w.4 Now you come along and just stretch out in my cabana.----*•~ IJR.A , R1S6S 
1us~ .------No, I shan't say a word, not a word. 
HrM. :w-.> I shall just sit there,-privileged .. ----------..,...---+.:>Aet.t1~ J' :>~ 
(She stops h6lfWRJ"ti9~ft ,.6Hij) 
That's what I am. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Taking her arms for an embrace), 
Miss F atrweather you'll-spOil me. 
SABINA: 
(Stopping the embrace) 
Just a moment. I have something I wish to say to the 
audience.-Ladies and gentlemen . . I'm not going to 
play this particular scene tonight. It's just a short scene 
and we're going to skip it. But I'll tell you what takes 
place and then we can continue the play from there on. 
Now .in this scene-
ANTROBUS: 
(Between his teeth) 
But, Miss Somerset ! 
SABINA: 
I'm sorry. I'm sorry. But I have to skip it. 
(AwrpQBus _,rb'GGBS Jg up bsft., l99Riltg 9{f) 
In this scene, I talk to"-""Mr. Antrobus, and at the end 
of it he decides to leave his wife, get a divorce at Reno 
and marry me. That's all. 
'110:'. ,_ 4 ANTROBUS; 4--------::.=.:...:;:(Calling) 
~·sau! 
SABINA: 
So that now I've told you we can jump to the end of it. 
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EIUT'£.e 01.... 
'#Sir #J/A't ~ ~IJ'I,· Bt~ f/f'ffU..oe 
I 
# 2~ t-k.J. .-11 &..vree D~ ··- . 
4i t/11.1.-#Sr, ,;nes.A ~.-.e- ue. 
lf/EA..J.e'l
1 
GUP'IS E/Ur&t!! V.SI?.._ 
PeeP 61 te s E.tvm-e 
(t\NTROBUS to Right Center above bench) 
Where you say: 
(Turns) 
Where ts he? J. e_,:r ~; r,: 
(Enter from up Right in fury m!!Yw'!'tHeK, the 
stage manager. He crosses down Center.) 
FIYl!1'kTttfeK: 
Miss Somerset, we insist on your playing this scene. 
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~(~A~C~oN~V~E~EN~EiR~e~n~t~er~s~fr~o~m~d;o~w~n~R~i~~~::~ ________ _.. R enters from up 
t f/ 1 ~ £V1EP- nse 
x -ro ,.,n;e. It· SABINA: 
I'm sorry, Mr. Fitzpatrick, but I can't and I won't. 
(FoRTUNE TELLER enters from tent; crosses to 
_ hack of bench) 
I've told the audience all they need know and now we 
can go on. 
(Other ACTORS begin to appear on the stage, lis· 
tenin . 
:B 1 F'F- Fr¥13PA'¥RICIE : 
And why can't you play it? 
SABINA: 
Because there are some lines in that scene that · would 
hurt some people's feelings and I don't think the 
theatre is a place where people's feelings ought to be 
hurt. 
(TIVe CenvEENERS en~e,· fr&m ti&wll Ieight,' sts9td 
o~1t Right f9'9S&BniwH~.) 
FI'fZPA'¥RICIE : 
Miss Somerset, you can pack up your thing3 and go 
home. I shall call the understudy and I shall report you 
to Equity. 
SABINA: 
I sent the understudy up to the corner for· a cup of 
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coffee and if Equity tries to penalize me I'll drag the 
case right up to the Supreme Court. 
FITZPATRICK: 
Why can't you play it-
ANTROBus: 
(.Crossing down Center) 
What's the matter with the scene? 
SABINA: 
Well, if you must know, I have a personal guest in the 
audience tonight. Her life hasn't been exactly a happy 
one. I wouldn't have my friend hear some of these 
lines for the whole world. 
(ANTROBUS sits bench) 
I don't suppose it occurred to the author that some 
other women might have gone through the experience 
of losing their husbands like this. Wild horses wouldn't 
drag from me the details of my friend's life, but-
well, they'd been married twenty years, and before he 
got rich, why, she'd done the washing and everything. 
As for the other harrowing details, well-
(WoMAN in audience bursts into loud sobbing, 
which attracts the attention of all on stage.) 
FITZPATRICK: 
(As SABINA looks u{J at him) 
Miss Somerset, your friend w1ll forgive you. We must 
play this scene. 
SABINA: 
Nothing, nothing will make me say some of those lines 
-about "a man outgrows a wife every seven years" 
and-and that one about "the Mohammedans being 
the only people who looked the subject square in the 
face." 
FITZPATRICK: 
($tep back) 
Miss Somerset! Go to your dressing room. I'll read 
your lines myself ! 
(FoRTUNE TELLER exits to tent.) 
SABINA: 
Now everybody's nerves are on edge. 
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ANTROBUS: 
Skip the scene! tJL 
(Fuf& eut ~i~SI'B#e; crosses ts I'SII.P•J 
SABINA: 
(_To the AcTORs) 
Thank you. I knew you'd understand. 
(Other CoNVEENERS repeat "Skip it'' and exit. 
FITZPATRICK exits up ~ifl4f) 
(To audience) 
We'll do just what I said. 
So Mr. Antrobus is going to divorce his wife and 
marry me. Mr. Antrobus, you say: "It won't be easy 
to lay all this before my wife." 
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(The AcToRs withdraw.) ______________ _. c.JfiJ.Ie 'Pv!JH£1€. OJ-
ANTROBUS: f!Ju~tr 
(Crosses4to her Ri,yhl 9ft I'QIIip, his hand to his 
forehead. muttering) 
Wait a minute. I can't get back mto 1t as eas1ly as all 
that. "My wife is a very obstinate woman." Hm-then 
you say -hm- Miss Fairweather, I mean Lily, it 
won't be easy to lay all this before my wife. It'll hurt 
her feelings a little. 
SABINA: 
Listen, George: other people haven't got feelings. Not 
in the same way that we have,-we who are presidents 
like you and prize-winners like me. Listen, other 
people haven't got feelings; they just imagine they 
have. Within two weeks they go back to playing bridge 
and going to the movies. 
Listen, dear: everybody in the world except a few 
people like you and me are just people of straw. Most 
people have no insides at alL Now that you're president 
you'll see that. Listen, darling, there's a kind of secret 
. society at the top of the world,-like you and me,-that 
know this. The world was made for us. What's life 
anyway? Except for two things, pleasure and power, 
what is life? Boredom! Foolishness! You know it is. 
Except for those two things, life's nau-se-ating. So,-
come here! 
(.They embrace-long kiss. SABINA crossing doWt) 
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k>l"t'l-t ::st2. M .,.'* 2.. ~ .. I_. __________ ___! 
t> N th~ )..A-P. 
R.I6N-'f' 
rjHH to . cabana ahead of him-he follows. d(Je#ggj 
Now when your wife comes, it's really very ilimple. 
(She turns to him) 
Just tell her. 
ANTROBUS: 
Lily, Lily: you're a wonderful woman. 
SABINA: 
Of course I am. (SOfR¥D CUE .. ~) 
(L1GH'f' CUE #i) 
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----------------\.ANTROBUS enters cabana followed by SABINA·------~'.::!*J..!.IP-::..-.P~-=:S:....:4~J...:.:.OO.;;:_;t.~:....-....:<:1o~ 
Distant roll of THUNDER. A third LIGHT a(!_- ...,-,q.tM!p&.e -Qv1E-I_ 
pears on the weather signal. T-Lfl Jgrgfl rQllflr cLgir 
with the GnMR FUlmER &BldBd Q1id bfli119 purlafld 
fry tl-&e Twe Cew1EEP+ER6 rwh& 'WBrB GBBH r.idiH.€J· in 
it, being th ivett by the Two GntL~ entt:1 f1 (Ill! ttp 
Lef~, ~saw snl'i BRt up l?.ight. MRs. ~OBUS ap-
pears carrying a raincoat from up ~.·She looks 
a~out, seats herself. on the bench and fa'Jfphe~self 
'With her handkerch~ef. Enter GLADYS d8lw;t R~ght. 
She bounds toward her mother. She is wearing red 
stockings. She is followed by Two CoNVEENERS. 
T/4gy ;~Jhi&tlg t~t /4gr QG t/4gy grg GrfUflHfJ frlnn 
Ri§h~ t& J..gft. As they reach up Left MRs. AN-
TROBU.'> looks around, sees GLADYS and calls her.) 
GLADYS: 
(Crossing to bench-sits) 
Mama, here ram. 
(The Two CoNVEENERS watch this, look at each 
1/').(!.6 ,4e. )( ~4-- ---
'T't' 6L.M85 "' ~ther whist/e. and gzit uP Left. ) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Gladys Antrobus!!! Where did you get those dreadful 
things? 
GLADYS: 
Wha-a-t? Papa likt:d the color. 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
You go back to the hotel this minute ! 
GLADYS: 
(Rises-steps a~y) 
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I won't. I won't. Papa liked the color. 
(T)F$ If. )( "'~;-.---~MRs. ANTRoBus: 
'" 8J1M:;J/-STf All right. All right. You stay here. I've a good mind to 
let your father see you that way. You stay right here. 
GLADYS: 
)I.VIe T O 
.!> e .,;:~<-
I-I don't want to stay if-if you don't think he'd 
like it. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
Oh-it's all one to me. I don't care what happens. I 
don't care if the biggest storm in the whole world 
comes. Let it come. 
(She folds her hands) 
Where's your brother? 
GLADYS: 
(.In a small voice) 
He'll be here. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Will he? Well, let him get into trouble. I don't care. I 
don't know where your father is, I'm sure. 
(A burst of laughter comes from the cabana and 
the cabana shudders with excitement.) 
GLADYS: 
(Leaning over the rail) D~ 70 CA-8-41""..11'1 
I think he's- Mama, he's talking to the lady in the red 
dress. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Is that so? 
(Pause) 
We'll wait till he's through. Sit down here beside me 
(GLADYS sits bench}_. (SOUND CUE #Io) 
-and stop fidgeting. 
(GLADYS rests her head on MRs. ANTROBus' 
shoulder 1 
What are you crying abOut? 
(BRoADCAST OFFICIAL and AssiSTANT rush in with 
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"a microphone on a standard.) L::" ~~-------~--~~---------------M~,~- ~L~ 
GLADYS: 
You don't like my stockings. 
~ ACTU 
Mrs. Antrobus. Thank Go we ve found you at last. 
Where's Mr. Antrobus? We've been hunting every-
where for him. It's about time for the broadcast to the 
conventions of the world. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Calm-covering GLADYS' legs with raincoat, tuck-
ing it around ) 
I expect he'll be here in a minute. 
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(AssiSTANT crosses up Left above bench.J+c <:J..ec.k' cc.t.ble. 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL: 
Mrs. Antrobus, if he doesn't show up in time, I hope 
you will consent to broadcast in his place. It's the most 
important broadcast of the year. 
(SABINA enters from cabana, wearing white coat, 
dark glasses, and smoking cigarette.) 
MRs. ANTROBUS: 
No, I shan't. I haven't one single thing to say. 
~t:(" /11 / I<E.. 
lAssiSTANT down f4'844! to flstj9f'4~t ) 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL : 
Then won't you help us find him, Mrs. Antrobus, a 
storm's coming up. A hurricane. A deluge! 
AssiSTANT: 
(Who has si hted ANTROBUS over the rail 
Miss · a1rweat er, ave you seen-
( ANTROBUS enters rom cabana 
Joe! Joe! ere e 1s. xzts e t . 
.,.. t:>S ~ To --1------..::B~R~O;::,AfD~C~A;S;T~O;;;F:F;IC~· I~A~L~:~~:/+-#~l4U~I'fH..-i~Me---#. I'M~ · A· (Gressilf.fJ ellei:e beneh #8 fl9tferm, #Ql/ai••fJ #o 
AN1'R:9BYS, whe t& semi9Qg «~t t=(;ll~f, feUe'lv~d by 
·SABIIfA:) . 
In the name of God, Mr. Antrobus, you're on the air 
in five minutes. Will you kindly please come an4 test 
.ACTD 81 
the instrument? That's all we ask. If you just please 
begin the alphabet slowly. 
ANTROBUS: 
!'ll be ready when the time comes. Until then, move 
away. Go away! .4-1!~ 
(BROADCAST FF~L steps aside ~ ANTRo-
BUS oes to o bench 
I have something I wtsh to say to my wt e. 
Y.I>,_ ·~------BROADCAST OFFICIAL: 
(Whimpering) 
Mr. Antrobus! This is the most important broadcast 
of the year. 
(The OFFICIAL withdraws to the edge of the stagelj 
SABINA: (LJ(;kiJ '''iii #714.) 
(Behind ANTROBUS. Whispering) 
Don't let her argue. Remember arguments have noth-
ing to do with it. 
(:Eae·BSAS'I' 0PPI€1AL GJ'olJSUG tip WNIGr; tQkB.S (JH his fes.J 
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ANTROBUS: 
Maggie, I'm moving out of the hotel. In -fact, I'm m-o-v-- -----,L£' ..V 11-lV.-vDeG. 
ing out of everything. For good. I'm going to marry 
Miss Fairweather. I shall provide generously for you 
and the children. In a few years you'll be able to see 
that it's all for the best. That's all I have to say: 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL: BINGO ANNOUNCER: 
Mr. Antrobus ! I hope B-nine; B-nine. 
you'll ·be ready. This is the N-forty-two; N-forty-
most important broadcast two; 
of the year. 0-thirty; 0-thirty. 
GLADYS: B-seventeen; B-seven-
What did Pap a ~ay, teen. 
Mama? I didn't hear what !-forty; !-forty. 
he said. 
.AO'l' II 
---. 
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BROADCAST 0FFI'j"f~ (Crosses to of 
ANTROBUS) CHORUS: 
Mr. Antrobus. A 11 w e 
want to do is test your 
voice with the alphabet. 
Bingo U.. ----------• ·/tii)V 1)£/c!- ,j(.}t 
ANnoBus: 
Go away. Oear out. 
'(BROADCAST OFFICIAL backs away u{? Center.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: (SOUND CUE #I2) 
(.Composedly with lowered eyes) 
George, I can't talk to you until you wipe those silly 
red marks off your face. · 
ANTROBUS: 
I think there's nothing to talk about. I've said what I 
have to say. 
SABINA: 
Splendid!! 
ANTROBUS: 
You're a fine woman, Maggie, but-but a man has his 
own life to lead in the world. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Well, after living with you for five thousand years I 
guess I have a right to a word or two, haven't I ? 
ANTROBUS: . 
{To SABiNA) 
What can I answer to that? 
SABINA: 
Tell her that conversation would only hurt her feelings. 
It's-kinder-in..;the-long-run-to-do-it-short-and-quick. 
ANTROBUS: 
I want to spare your feelings in every way I can, 
Maggie. 
BROADCAST OF Jf: 
(.Crossin o mike-indicates weather si nat) 
. Mr. Antro us, the urncane signal's gone up. We 
'could begin right now. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(;5almly, almost dreamily) · 
I didn t marry you because you were perfect, George. 
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I didn't even marry you because I loved you. I married 
you because you gave me a promise. 
That promise made up for your faults. And the prom-
ise I gave you made up for mine. Two imperfect people 
got married and it was the promise that made the 
marriage. 
ANTROBUS: 
Maggie, I was only nineteen. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
And when our children were growing up, it wasn't a 
house that protected them; and it wasn't our love that-
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protected them-it was that promise. J_ouD (!..f-.4.;/ 
And when that promise is broken-this can happen.·------• of //1(.)/UP£/":!, 
(With a sweep of the hand she removes the rain-
coat from GLADYS' stockings and rises.) 
(B.EQADCAST OFFICIAL . .Jre"frs tiBNJ,&, watching.) 
. (L!GttrtrlJZ #;.B) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Stretches out his arm. apoplectic) 
Gladys! ! Have you gone crazy? Has everyone gone 
crazy? 
(Turning on SABINA) 
You did this. You gave them to her. 
SABINA: 
l never said a word to her. 
ANTROBUS: 
(To GLADYs) 
You go back to the hotel and take those horrible things 
off. 
1~1Se'S '-41-4P----....:G~o.~..~.oLAwD~Y~S: l.iJA-£/V , 
{Pert) 1- ~v£ % 
Before I go, I've got something to tell you,-it's about------'--"-----·"T 
Henry. 
Rl$~ 44~---~MFR~S~·~A~N~T~RO~B~U~S: 
Stop your 
? 
(Hand on Gx.ADYs' shoulqer) 
noise,-I'm taking her back · 
(Crossing_Jo Left end of bench) 
to the hotel, t;eorge. Before I go I have a letter-I 
have a . message to throw into the ocean. 
84 ACT II 
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-------- ~- --- -- --
(fumbling in her handbqg) 
Where is the plagued thing? Here it is. 
(She flings something-invisible to us-far over 
the heads of the audience to the back of the audi-
torium) W4~AJ 
It's a botttle. And in the bottle's a letter. And in the ;:ct>,e.'n+ i34J,tSJotJ 
letter is written all the things that a woman knows. -----~ 
It's never been told to any man and it's never been told 
to any woman, and if it finds its destination, a new time 
will come. We're not what books and plays say we are. 
We're not what advertisements say we are. We're not 
in the movies and we're not on the radio. 
We're not what you're all told and what you think we 
are: We're ourselves. And if any man can find one of (!.U€ }{ _ G?O , 
us he'll learn why the whole universe was s'et in motion. 
And if any man harm any of us, his soul-the only /....lqHT-5 ~t-IC.X£e 
soul he's got-had better be at the bottom of that ocean, Low 71f(.)A/D£t:_ I 
-and that's the only way to put it. Gladys, come here. -=====:==:======:::__: 
We're going back to the hotel. (LI611T CUE #8} w4e l!) (She drags GLADYS firmly off Le-ft by the hand, 
front of ANTROBUS and SABINA.} S Cl.c J£ E 
SABINA: -
Such goings-on. 1- (!, l}t:;:.. 
(.Step to ANTROBUS) 
Don't give it a minute's thought. 
GLADys: !i--11r (Enters from up · crosses to them) 
Anyway, I think you OUgt to know that Henry hit a 
man with a stone. He hit one of those colored men that 
push the chairs and the man's very sick. Henry ran 
away and hid and some policemen are looking for him 
very hard. And I don't care a bit if you don't want to 
have anything to do with Mama and me, because I'll 
never like you again and I hope nobody ever likes you 
again,-so there! (She runs off uP ·brltr) {(Itt. wr 
ANTROBUS: 
(Starts to go)_ 
I-I have to go and see what I can do about this. 
SABINA: 
(Stopping_ him) 
You stay right here. Don't you go now while you're 
ACT II 85 
excited. Gracious sakes, all these things will be for-
gotten in a hun~ars. 
(.Walking ~o mike) 
Come, now, you're on the air. 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL : 
Thank you, Miss Fairweather. 
SABINA: 
Just say anything,-it doesn't matter what. Just a lot 
of birds and fishes and things. 
B:iOADCAST OFFICIAL : 
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Thank you, Miss Fairweather. Thank you very much. _ 
Ready, Mr. Antrobus. (&0 rJND CUE #I3) !J!A)- Cf- &ao 
A NTROBps; . K~~- ~~ ,:..2t.o,ur o~ t11..?. _.. L 1 C: 1-1 r r-ue (Touchmg the mtke, BROADCAST OFFICIAL #8 ,1je& li?,tfiht. - "' 
SABINA to his Left) 5 e,_t)£_ I= -~0 
What is it? What is it? Who am I talking to? .::-~======---=========-:...!.: 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL: 
Why, Mr. Antrobus! To our order and to all the other 
orders. 
ANTROBUS: 
(_Raising his head) 
What are all those birds doing? 
BROADCAST OFFICIAL : 
Those are just a few o~ the birds. Those are the dele-
gates to our convention,-two of a kind. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Pointing into the audience) 
Look at the water. LOok at them all. Those fishes jump-
ing. The children should see this !-There's Maggie's 
whales!! 
(Turning to SABIN A) 
Here are your whales, Maggie. 
B:R.OADCAST OFFICIAL : 
I hope you're ready, Mr. Antrobus. 
ANTROBUS: 
And look on the beach ! You didn't tell me these would 
be here! 
SABINA: 
Yes, George. Those are the animals. 
BR-oADcAST OFFICIAL: (£OCli\TD cm.t #IJAJ 
Yes, Mr. Antrobus, those are the vertebrates. We hope 
86 ACT II 
(!J) £ 
'I TH "'Zr~.i(}Otf) ·- (.) /) 
/..(){)0 '!llfJt<Jl)£ te 
!Oil - OJAUO{.)( 
Jv I.S - r/oi.-1.$£ -<-l~lf0 FLt ex,: e. 
tt, L- U6, DS, C!...S.I F-4-.sT F..LIG-Kt;:e 
E t.e.. v·-t 1'::; ''f' fJ 2--
the lion will have a word to say when you're through. 
Step right up, Mr. Antrobus, we're ready. We'll just 
have time before the storm. 
(Pause. In a hoarse whis/!ir) 
They're wattlng. {PROPERTY CUE .,I~ 
(.lt h"r gra~t~ diJrk. $gg~ gftflr Hfl &pflfAH& s high 
whis-tling l\TQTS'E begins.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Friends. Cousins. Fourscore and ten million years ago 
our forefather brought forth upon this planet the spark 
of li~ (&0 lh.VB CUE #I~B) --------...w.~. ........... (He is drowned out by THUNDER. When the 
thunder stops th,£ FoRTUNE TELLER is seen stand-
ing bJ:fide himJCThe BROADCAST OFFICIAL disap-
pears;J!)ABINA ere&ees #e kelee~· keneh, then er&S&e-s 
ub l e ft Cr:nte;~: } fl TRll'f CTJRN p) 
FoRTUNE TELLER: ' " 
9 
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L (!_()£ jOAI t3. c.,,-
Go 
Antrobus, there's not a minute to be lost. Don't you see 
tke fs etF lig;Ats sn the weather signal? Take your family 
into that boat at the end of the pier. _____________ lv_'_th_e_(l) ___ --, 
ANTROBUS : - l 
(.Cr&&&e& Uf C9~t9r) S ~vE. Gl j 
My family? I have no family. Maggie! Maggie! They -~ (!...UC tlf7 8,c_ 
won't come. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
They'll come.-Antrobus ! Take these animals into that 
boat with you. All of them,-two of each kind. 
SABINA: 
(C,•Baeing Right t& "n~91H:t6) 
George, what's the matter with you? This is _ ius.t a 
storm like any other storm. 
ANTROBUS: 
(G,·Baei't!J w; Lef~, ea~i,tg )' 
Maggie! 
SABINA: 
Stay with me, we'll go-
(Losing conviction) 
This is just another thunderstorm,-isn't it? 
(Crossin!J..J..O FORTUNE TELLER) 
Isn't it? 
A~II ~ 
ANTROBUS: 
{-GttlliJttf Ht bef~ 
Maggie!!! 
(MRs. ANTROBUS appears beside him with GLADYS 
from up Left.) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Matter-of-fact) 
Here I am and here's Gladys. 
(SABINA crosses down RiaM.)-r~ ~lfP{.I-/ 
ANTROBUS: 
Where've you been? Where have you been? Quick, 
we're going into that boat out the""'r..:.e;.... __ 
MRs. ANTROBus : 
I know we are. But I hav~!l'~und Henry. 
(She w anders off up ~into the darkness call-
ing uH enry.") ' 
'I£TWE£AJ . 
(FoRTUNE TELLER SJ<9&&eG te ANTROBUS and 
GLADYS.) 
SABINA: 
(Sitting on bench. Low urgent babbling, only occa-
cianall;)' raising her zwice) 
I don't believe it. I don't believe it's anything at all. 
I've seen hundreds of storms like this. 
FoRTUNE T ELLER: srA-t?C. J!.l~ ~rr 
(Pushing ANTROBUS ~9 p~tf9rm gg0~ g•gmp) 
There's not a moment to be lost. Go push the animals 
;:J.long before you. Start a new world. Begin again. 
(LIGHT CUE #HJ) 
SABINA: 
'I- I)~ •-.. ---..P:.:.=~ •. 
., Esmeralda I George I Tell me,-is it really serious? 
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(GLADYS starts down r~ '!16hl 7D 4f.J11 t £A.JG-£ 
ANTROBUS: p.e TO ,AVO/ €NC-i!. 
(Suddenly v ery busy st9,.til~~ ~m plr.~tf(}1'414, •werk-
i1rg slBft!~)' tieio~'ta t:r.~mp) 
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W 4 e ll) 
L (!,u G. I 2.- Ctc. 
)oo ~~ ,1..0 ~ -0 p 
/....l (:;1 H1':;, - OOL~rV 
~ c..vt. §- GiD 
AN I A'\ ,.4 1-5 
--------
Elephants first. Gently, gently.-Look where you're go· 
in g. 
fiE:w~513£1Vf~~------.fP'Oirrum; TE'h'h~ G'1'9Uss st~J9' Left to Right, 
watchi1tg An-H6'Bt1S tz:r he desee1t6s 1'911ip..) 
GLADYS: ~:~ (Leaning over the and striking an animal in 
· t.he back Rinao callina is heard) 
Stop it or you'll be left behind ! 
ANTROBUS: 
Is the kangaroo there? There you are! Take those 
turtles in your pouch, will you? 
(Io some other animals ointin to his shoulder 
Here! You jump up here. You'll be trample on. 
LYr 
(MRs. ANTROBUS enters from up~ and crosses 
to ub l;e{t.)R.ItEJJir 
GLADYS: L~F~ 
(Tn her father bointjng below at the fii:rthtaisle.) 
Papa, look-the snakes! 
MRs. ANTRoBus: ~'4~Jr 
I can't find Henry. Hen-ry. (Exits uf?-beftJ 
ANTROBUS: 
Go along. Go along. Climb on their backs.-
{'?4 ~i~is./s l?:igh t) 
Wolves! · J ackals,-whatever you are,-tend to your 
own business ! 
GLADYS: 
(Pointing, tenderly) 
Papa:,-Iook. 
SABINA: 
(Lwo CoNVEENERs ttppefw tsp Left, BI'Bssiltff to 
Riyht. Fint one picks n;p bttmtel' gg~ogq, Lsft; car-
l'iB& it fJ{j) 
ACTli 89 
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'IDS ce, '"'t'o A-v1:) t EJUGE. 
ALL /)'lht.E.-.. F£MA~t...~E.;:::--------------
ST t=. to Ol)T ~ ~ L ""re> ~ToP 
""""fJ+£ I~ A A.> "l> 0 E E- te. 
· (Stop bingo calling.) 
.:Jt I{:- 2ND CONVEENER: 
-George! What are you scared of-George! 
(Imitating ANTROBUS) 
::ilzF Maggie, Maggie, where's my umbrella? 
-lf/f.F l.(!_~tlti------;I;.;;S;,T,_;C:;;o;;.;:N:,:,.VE;..r:E::;N;.;ER;;;:.:.,: 
/. Fellas, tt looks like rail?.. 
?3!11 ~··-· George, setting upforl3arnum and Bailey. 
€e!!t6 bfHi'MBI!lliE'R: ~~ ~:ues iJswn Ri~,l,t; ;i~lis e~; 
~ ;-ccwRe.s-it-ofA) 
GLADYS: (.Stgp £0 ~w.z; fg gut.) 
(At head of aisle) (L!GIFFNING fimhes.) 
Mama! Papa! Hurry. The pier's cracking! 
ANTROBUS: 
Come on now, Maggie,-the pier's going to break any 
minute. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
(.Crossing to uP Center above bench) 
I'm not going a step without Henry. Henry! Cain! 
Cain! 
HENRY: 
(Dashes into the stage from up Right and joins 
his mother up Center) · 
HENRY: 
Here I am, Mama. 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
Thank God! (She embraces him.) 
HENRY: 
I didn't think you wanted me. 
(He hides his head on her arm.) 
MRs. ANTROBlJ"S: {LIGHT CUE #roA) 
Now, come quick! 
(She pushes -·him down before her onto the ramp 
· into aisle.) 
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1.3 
S~A~B:!,!I~N~Ar,:;-:-:r--r----------:--:~-:;--;-:--:-:7.-----~· x. To ~II- (!_.. (All th~ ANTROBUSES are now in the theatre aisle. 
~ • HU+A stfH4ds Q~ t~" fgp gf tf<u; rQa'14p) 
M,rs. Antrobus, take me. Don't you remember me? I'll 
work. I'll help. Don't leave me here! 
90 ACT II 
t.A<='< at:~ . MRS. ANTROBUS : ~<.J·t:u-~l,-----...;..;~(r:l~m::"p-::"a:o:;t~te::':'n~tly, but as though it 'Were of 1W impor· 
~u . 
All right. There's· a lot of work to be done. Only hurry. 
Oil! oll.l ~A ____ __,.f._o;;:;R:.:;T:.;U;;;:N:r·;;;:.E...;T;.;E"i'• L""L""E"7-R,..;,.., 
·~·L••x.tt"" . (Now dominating the stage. To SABINA with a 
grim smile) 
Back to the kitchen with you. 
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lt .n"e-'12' S I\ BIN A : 
A<>t>•EJ\C:E.~,......------r+op of the ramp. To FoRTUNE TELLER) _ 
I don't know why my life's always being interrupted- L C!. U£. I!J -C,6 1 just when everything's going fine!! co~~A·~~-1£- "~p5 1 ~-"::> (She opens her umbrella and runs down UitiH'fHIJ;p· _ 
anti {t1llt1~:J ~ tJM tJi~t: . .J (~CRT Gb'B i{;/iu) Ft-tc.,~Ee- FA-Dt::. 
{SOUl\TD cup #r 4) Pc_v:.!iU/JE 1ru..Ek!. (Now the CoNVEENERS emerqe and doing a ser- .5 PEc.i/'!/-
pentine dance on the stage. They jeer at the FoR· 
TUNE TELLER, who mounts the bench, watching 
·the family running up the aisle) 
(A CoNVEENER and a MAJORETTE lead the parade. 
dancing; they dance above bench, to Left Center, 
then front of bench to Right Center) 
(Following them another CouPLE (man and 
woman) in a close embrace and with long steps 
cross below bench to Left Center. They are fol-
lowed by a CoNVEENER carrying a banner, holding 
it as a canopy over their heads) 
(A CoNVEENER and another MAJORETTE follow, 
crossing above bench to up Left Center) 
(A CoNVEENER with a BoY on his shoulders and 
carrying a banner follows) 
(Two CoNVEENERS leaning against each other fol-
low. ALL carry various noise-makers in addition 
to their shouting and calling) 
(Off stage Right FouR WoMEN and a MAN scream 
and laugh along with the parade.) 
' ,. \'v 412 1J 
CoNVEENERs: --------------------------
Get a canoe-there's not a minute to be lost! Tell me W tAJD 
my future, Mrs. Croaker. -n+ v.vve.e.., 
ACT II 9I {,(}.4-€.1\) 
1- ~U.£. /4 
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FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Paddle in the water, boys-enjoy yourselves.---------• /hL f!t5E..-
BrNGO ANNOUNCER: 
(From the Bingo Parlor) 
A-nine; A-nine. C-twenty-four. C-twenty-four. 
FoRTUNE TELLER: 
Go back and climb on your roofs. Put rags in the 
cracks under your doors-nothing will keep out the 
flood. You've had your chance. You've had your day. 
You've failed. You've los t...;;-· -------------~ flJ.L /21!>£. 
(She speaks at the DANCERS clear from front of 
bench. Shading her eyes and looking out to sea) 
Tney're safe. • 
(.The PARADERS stop moving and sPeaking) 
George Antrobus ! Think it over! A new world to 
IILL 12 make. 
r'f IS£-t4----~T*h~in¥-k it over! (~OUPW nut #•44) 
FAS'F CUR'FAIN' 
WIVD 4-ND 
THtJA.I V£12 -~o l 
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ACT THREE 
During the intermission the two men who as CoNVEEN-
ERS set up the rails, standards and rope, appear as 
THEATRE UsHERS and take down what was set. 
When finished they exit up the aisle into the audi-
ence. 
Just before the Curtain rises a sound is heard from 
the stage: a cracked BUGLE CALL. 
The Curtain rises on almost total darkness. Al-
most all the fiats composing the walls of MR. AN-
TROBus's house, as of Act One, are up, but they 
lean helter-skelter against one another, leavinq 
irregular gaps. The fiat is missing in the back wall, 
leaving the frame of the window crazily out of 
line. At Right Center is a trap door. Off stage, 
back Right, some red Roman fire is burning. 
(LIGHT CUE #r) 
The Hamlet chair is still down Right, also the 
bench below pagoda; hassock is Right of trap 
Right Center; sofa above trap; clothes-tree lean-
ing against door Left; round table against base of 
tree and to its Right; rocking-chair above table 
and facing upstage; armchair against table and to 
its Left; one fire dog is standing and the other 
down. Chandelier is on the floor Center. Platform 
back of Center outside. 
The BUGLE CALL is repeated. Enter SABINA 
from up Left corner. She is dressed as a N apo-
leonic camp follower, "LC1 fille du regiment," in 
]!egrimed reds and blues. 
SABINA: 
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( C rossinq to Center) . . 
The war's over. The war's over. You can come out. 
The peace treaty's been signed. (LJGJ.lT'Cf:JJi, #~) 
Where are they?-Hmpf ! Are they dead, too? Mrs. 
Annnntrobus! Glaaaadus! 
. (Crossin u to statrSJ 
Mr. ntro us e ere t IS a ternoon. I just saw him 
downtown. Huuuurry and put things in order. He says 
that now that the war's over we'll all have to settle 
down and be perfect. £.Ill:; Hr 
(Enter FITZPATRICK from down ·bef+:-He tries to 
interrupt SABINAl 
Will you explain the matter to the audience? 
(A Gn~J-.ft.~TANT STAGE MANAGER enters from 
down ..:;Ji!ft. with script and numerals. MR. TRE-
MAYNE enters from down Left-crosses to Left 
Center. SABINA sits hassock Right Center. The-
LIGHTS go up. We now see that a platform or 
elevated runway has been erected at back of the 
Antrobus house. From its extreme Right and Left 
ends ladder-like ste"ps descend to the floor of the 
sta e.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Ladies and gentlemen, an unfortunate accident has 
taken place back stage. 
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(Two G9lo#'ifi girls entup-HESTER from up Left 
corner and IVY from~ Right-crosses to SA-
BINA · 
Perhaps 
(.Looking at SABINA) 
I should say another unfortunate accident. 
SABINA: 
I'm sorry. I'm sorry. 
(Two ~* enter from up Left onto platform at 
~lt~ ~s~!g Two WoMEN e1~~/;?m ~'Jii~ght. FRED BAILEY comes down ~sle 
to P ~ and ONE WoMAN enter up 
Right onto £te,¢£ of pag.oda) 
ANTROBUS: 
The management feels, in fact we all feel that you are 
. due an apology. And now we have to ask your indul-
gence for the most serious mishap of all. Seven of our 
actors have-have been taken ill. Apparently, it was 
something they ate~ I'm not exactly clear what hap-
pened. 
(All the AcTORS start to talk at ·once. ANTRo£us 
raises his hand 
Now, now-not al at once. · ow what it 
was? Bl 
FITZPATRICK: 
Why, it's perfectly clear. These seven actors had din-
ner together, and they ate something that disagreed 
with them. 
SABINA: 
Disagreed with them!!! They, have ptomaine 'poisoning. 
They're in Bellevue Hospital this/very minute in agony. 
They're having their stomachs pumped out this very 
minute, in perfect agony. . · 
ANTROBUS: 
Fortunately, we've just heard they'll all recover. 
SABINA: 
It'll be a miracle if they do, a downright miracle. It 
was the lemon meringue pie. 
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TREMAYNE: 
It was the fish-
WoMAN: 
(Down Right) (Together) 
It was the canned tomatoes-
TREMAYNE: 
It was the fish. 
SABINA: 
It was the lemon meringue pie. I saw it with my own 
eyes; it had blue mould all over the bottom of it. 
(F'ttzFAiltiCK c; asses ap.) 
ANTROBUS: 
Whatever it was, they're in no condition to take part 
in this performance. Naturally, we haven't enough un-
derstudies to fill all those roles; but we do have a num-
ber of splendid volunteers who have kindly consented 
to help us out. ll!r;::n: Lrn €,.888 e8Y:~,e Lef"6. YAI:b&Y '"f. 
These friends have watched our rehearsals, and they 
assure me that they know the lines and the business 
very well. Let me introduce them to you-my dresser, 
Mr. Tremayne,-himself a distinguished Shakespear-
ean actor for many years; 
(TREMAYNE ste s down· takes dee ). 
Miss omerset's maid, Ivy; our wardrobe mistress, 
Hester; and Fred Bailey, captain of the ushers in this 
theatre. 
(BAILEY swallows with fear. 
HESTER and IVY bow modestly) 
Now thts scene takes place near the end of th~ act. And 
I'm sorry to say we'll need a short rehearsal, just a 
163 
short run-through. And as some of it J<ik.~~ place~ he.re.. 
;;mr;l,itgrinm, we'll have to keep the ~.:Up. Those of 
you who wish can go out in the lobby and smoke some 
more. The rest of you can listen to us, or-or just talk 
quietly among yourselves, as you choose. Thank you. 
(CrguiH.!J up C"Ht",= tg l-ift gf sgfa) 
Now will you take it over, Mr. Fitapatrh:k?.)ot\"'~~ 
g6 ACT III 
FITZPATRICK: 
(Crossin 
Thank- you.- ow or t ose o you w o are rstenmg 
perhaps I should explain that at the end of this act, the 
men have come back from the war and the family's 
settled down in the house. And the author wants to 
show the hours of the night passing by over their 
heads, and the planets crossing the sky-uh-Dver their 
heads. And he says-this is hard to explain-
(.Look to ANTROBUS 
that each of the hours o the night is a philosopher, or 
a great thinker. Eleven o'clock, for instance, is Aris-
totle. And nine o'clock is Spinoza. Like that. I don't 
suppose it means anything. It's just a kind of poetic 
effect. 
SABINA: 
Not mean anything! Why, it certainly does. Twelve 
o'clock goes by saying those wonderful things. I think 
it means that when people are asleep they have all those 
lovely thoughts, much better than when they're awake. 
IvY: 
(.Steps down) 
Excuse me, I think it means,-excuse me, Mr. Fitz-
patrick-
SABINA.: 
What were you going to say, Ivy? 
IVY : J0~._,,.....'"' 
Mr. ~itlllpatrie.lc, you let my father come to a rehearsal; 
and my father's a Baptist minister, and he said that the 
author meant that-just like the hours and stars go by 
over our heads at night, in the same way the ideas and 
thoughts of the great men are in the air around us all 
the time and they're working on us, even when we 
don't know it. 
(ALL react to the explanation,) 
FITZPATRICK: 
Well, well, maybe that's it. Thank you, Ivy. Anyway,-
the hours of the night are philosophers. My friends, 
are you ready? 
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(AssiSTANT STAGE MANAGER crosses back to hand 
out numerals) 
FITZPATRICK: 
Ladies and . gentlemen, the planets are singers. Of 
course, we can't replace them, so you'll have to imagine 
them singing ~J;l ,f:Pjs scene. Saturn sings from t~ · 
sksstFa fjit down here. The Moon is way up there. And 
Mars, with a red lantern in his hand, stands in the aisle 
over there-Tz-tz-tz. It's too bad; it all makes a very 
fine effect. However ! Ready-
(f;rosses to BAILEY) 
-nine o'clock: Spinoza. 
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BAILEY: 
"And I saw that all the objects of my desire and fear 
were in themselves nothing good nor bad save insofar 
as the mind was affected by them-" 
(BAILEY exits Right below set.) 
FITZPATRICK: 
Do you know the rest? All right. Ten o'clock. Hester. 
Plato. 
HESTER: 
(~rossing from Left to Right) 
"Then tell me, 0 Critias, how shall a man choose the 
ruler that he is willing should rule over him ? Will he 
not-" · 
FITZPATRICK: 
Thank you. Skip to the end, Hester. 
HESTER: 
"-can be multiplied a thousand fold in its effects 
among the citizens." 
( f-xits Right @el9~ &e~) 
FITZPATRICK: 
Thank you.-Aristotle, Ivy? 
Iw: £ r 
Crossin 
"T IS goo estate o t e mmd possessing its object in 
energy we call divine. This we mortals have occasion-
(TREMAYNE starts crossing Right slowly) 
ally and it is this energy which is pleasantest and best. 
But God has it always. It is wonderful in us; but in 
Him how m re wonderful." 
Exits below set.) 
9Q 
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(ANTROBUS e:cits~after IVY.) 
FITZPATRICK: 
(Crossing Left) 
Midmght. 
(,Not seein'f him-shouting) 
Midmght, Mr. 'remayne. 
TREMAYNE: 
Yes! 
FITZPATRICK: 
That's right,-you've done it before.-All right, every-
body. ~A.IT£.;e 
SABINA rises· crosses u . · 
You now what you ave to o.- £1f4Jtl 
a:a the ASSISTANT who e:cits down .E:r!ftj 
Lower the swytaiR, House lights. Act Three of The 
Skin of Our Teeth. ', (EfGNT CUE #4) 
{As the C:awt11i~a €Jg&,9illds he is heard sayinq:) 
£t~11-r FA-o£ (BUGLE CALL) 
You volunteers, just wear what you have on. 
Don't try to put on the costumes today. 
{The Act begins aqain. Curtain rises. The BUGLE 
CALL again. Enter SABINA from up L eft corner J 
SABINA: 
Mrs. Antrobus! Gladys! 
Where are you? 
(Crossing Center) 
The war's. over-
£To audience) 
You ve heard all this-
(LIGHT CUE #5) 
( She gabbles t e main points) 
(c;rossin to ,-u {!igh!) 
Where-a re-t ey? re-t ey=-dead, too, etcetera. 
I -just-saw-Mr .-Antrobus-downtown, etcetera. 
(Slowing utu) 
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(She wanders off Right bele%1 &it. It has grown 
.lighter.) _ 
MRS. ANTROJ3U_5 : v p 
(The· t,~fot:l~"'fW Right ~ is c9uti9u£ 1~ ""iud 
and MRs. ANTROBUS emerges waist-high and lis-
tens. She is disheveled and worn,· she wears a tat-
tered dress and a shawl half covers her head. She 
talks de~re th1'6Uffh the trr4p £1,99r) B~Kk.. 
It's getting light. There's still something burning over 
there-Newark, or Jersey City. What? Yes, I could 
swear I heard someone moving about up here. But I 
can't see anybody. I say: I can't see anybody. 
(She starts to move about the stage, crossing 
Ripht.) Lt.~r 
GLADYS: t)ci,VJV 216'i~ 
(GLADYS' head appears tti "the ii<Bfl 6e~1r. She is 
holding a baby) 
Oh, Mama. Be careful. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Now, Gladys, you stay out of sight. 
(Crossing uP Center to window.) 
GLADYS: 
Well, let me stay here just a minute. I want the baby 
to get some of this fresh air. 
(Opens blanket over babis face.) 
MRs. ANTROBus: U) 
All right, but keep your eyes open~--:----o=---:--------4-_r<:_A) __ _... 
(Picks up hoe at window-crQ&Sf!G 4AA'44 C"rler) f.-. (l.,L){' q 
I'll see what I can find. 1'11 have a gooa Iio1 plate' of 
soup for you before you can say Jack Robinson. 
(Crosses up to window. Peeks out of window) L C-UE _ &'4 lro 
Gladys Antrobus! Do you know what I thmk 1 see? ---·~..,.,.:::.:::._ _____ __.__ 
There's old Mr. Hawkins sweeping the sidewalk in 
front of his A. and P. store. Sweeping it with a broom. 
Why, he must have gone crazy, like the others. 
(Look off Left between fud&) 
(PROPERTY CUE #t) 
I see some other people moving about, too. 
GLADYS: 
Mama, come back, come back. 
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MRs. ANTROBUS: '8~ .J ~~ ,...$ 
. (Returns to trapdctqr and Ustens:; then crossing up 
to window) . · 
Gladys, there's something in the air. Everybody's move-
ment's sort of different. I see some women walking 
right out in the middle of the street. -
SABINA: 
f!::'"!:~~ Calli~ b,y '"9&&4Ng 9ars sklgi uNder 
&«Very:) "'{:{:- 1€, #r 
Mrs. An-tro-bus! 
MRs. ANTROBUS and GLADYS: 
What's that?!! 
SABINA: 
(Calling) 
Glaaaadys ! Mrs. An-tro-bus ! 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
Gladys, that's Sabina's voice as sure as I live.-Sabina! 
Sabina !-Are you alive? ! ! 
SAB(NA: 1!1~1+1 
(En ten from. up Left e811teJ') 
Of course I'm alive. 
( CrossinJ?center) 
How've you girls been? 
(MRs · ANTROBUS crosses to her) 
-Don't try and kiss me. I never want to kiss another 
human being as long as I live. Sh-sh, there's nothing to 
get emotional .about.. Pull yourself together, the war's 
over. Take a deep breath,-the war's over. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
The war's over!! I don't believe you. I don't believe 
you. I can't believe you. 
GLADYS: 
Mama! 
SABINA: 
What's that? (L!(;HT Cf}li #7) 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
That's Gladys's baby. I don't believe you. Gladys, Sa-
bina says the war's over. Oh, Sabina. (Quiet weeping.) 
SABINA: 
(Crossing to her--leaning over the baby) 
ACT III 
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Goodness I Are there any babies left in the world I Ca::;n;:._ ____ _...:;W:.;A-...:.;12=A>;.;;__, 
it see? And can it cry and everything? :+ t.Ot+t 5 r.e: 
~b-A-i"' h·~·" •• . 
(MRs. ANTROBUS crosses to O£mchair Left f::ieufe,·.) 
GLADYS: 
Yes, he can. He notices everything very well. 
SABINA: 
Where on earth did you get it? Oh, I won't ask.-Lord, 
I've lived all these seven years around camp and I've 
forgotten how to behave.-Now we've got to think 
about the men coming home.-
{, Crossing to her) 
Mrs. Antrobus, go and wash your face, I'm ashamed 
of you. Put your best clothes on. Mr. Antrobus'll be 
here this afternoon. I just saw him downtown. 
MRs. ANTROBUS and GLADYS : 
(.Together) 1 . 
He's ahve!! Sabina, you're not joking? 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
He'll be here? I And Henry? 
SABINA: 
(Dryly) , 
Yes, Henry's alive, too, that's what they say. Now 
don't stop to talk. Get yourselves fixed up. Gladys, you 
look terrible. /ijtq 11-r 
(GLADYS exits do-wn ~ 
Have you any decent clothes?" 
MRS. ANTROBUS : el61~'-r 
. (Crossing t6 l,sp) . 
Yes, I've been saving something" to wear for this very 
day. But, Sabina,-who won the war? 
SABINA: 
Don't stop now,-just wash your face. 
(A WHISTLE sounds in the distance twice l 
Oh, my God, what's that silly little noise? 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Why, it sounds like-it sounds like what used to be the 
noon whistle at the shoe-polish factory. 
· .(Exits down W!(h)ll•6Jtr 
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SANNA; 
That's what it is. Seems to me like peacetime's coming 
along pretty fast-shoe polishJ. _____________ .,..r<-"f~ISTI-E. 
GLADYs: ~~~D 7a:;~,tE~ 'l>s e our (CQ~<U1149 up frQ1'14 tf<gp high 1'14,mgh tr; sh9%t' h9f4fl} 
Sabina, how soon after peacetime begins does the milk-
man start coming to the door? 
SABINA: 
As soon as he catches a cow. Give him time to catch a 
cow, dear. 
. (_Exit GLADYS tr; #,:Qf. SABINA takes off her coat) 
Shoe pohsh! My, I'd forgotten what peacetime was like. 
(She shakes her head, places coat on Left end of 
sqfa, throws .iw~~ck oYr!"~ up Right, then 
s~ts down on ~'y the t~ ~ and starts talk-
ing lir;;~;aw t~" f4gli) (LIGHT CUE #8) 
ON :i>I~E. ... ~~---~Mrs. Antrobus, guess what I saw Mr. Antrobus doing 
this morning at dawn. He was tacking up a piece of 
paper on the door of the Town Hall. You'll die when 
you hear: it was a recipe for grass soup, for a grass 
soup that doesn't give the diarrhea. Mr. Antrobus is 
still thinking up new things.-He told me to give you 
his love. He's got all sorts of ideas for peacetime, he 
says. No more laziness and idiocy, he says . . .-,A.wnJWd&...Joou..h~. -----•• fPAJ s~c.rl 
yes! Where are his books? What? Well, pass them up. 
The first thing he wants to see are his books. He says. 
if you've burnt those books, or if the rats have eaten 
them, he says it isn't worthwhile starting over again. 
Everybody's going to be beautiful, he says, and dili-
gent, and very intelligent. 
~4. ha14d rllaC'Lil& up ·noitL 91411 q,•r;l.mHe)~ ~Jf,.J e><.JI 
What language is that? Pugh, German! 
(.-Thrr;q,sJ& pgg~ Q/4 ftaar Left gf £gfg) 
And he's got such plans for you, Mrs. Antrobus. You're 
\;Oing to study history and algebra-and so are Gladys 
and l-and philosophy. You should hear him talk: 
c4-n:-111.t.4::,(~ two more volumes) 
Well, 'tlleSe'are m Erighsb, anyway. __ 
(Thr 8!/.M &88~5 8n jl98t' Left 8{ s8fs) 
-To hear him talk, seems like he expects you to be a 
combination, Mrs. Antrobus, of a saint and a college 
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professor, and a dance hall hostess, if you know what I 
mean. ~~<:..A (She is lying on the ; one elbow bent, her 
.-:heek on her hand, meditatively takes her revolver 
from holster) , . 
Yes, peace w11l be here before we know it. In a week 
or two we'll be asking the Perkinses in for a quiet eve-
ning of bridge. We'll turn on the radio and hear how 
to be big successes with a new tooth paste. We'll trot 
down to the movies and see how girls with wax faces 
live-
Aims un 
all that w1 egm again. &,tJ!(.)..:5HOI 
( s"f""'h""'oo"-;t..,s_.i:.<:n~ti:L.h!:.l:e....;all:!!i+-rL) :-::---:-------:~-:---:----:~----_, OF~ s 12. 
Oh, Mrs. Antrobus, God forgive me but I enjoyed the 
war. Everybody's at their best in wartime. I'm sorry 
it's over. And, oh, I forgot! Mr. Antrobus sent you 
another message-can you hear me?-
(Enter HENRY from up J,gft liiW14Br, blackened and 
sullen. He is wearing torn overalls, but has one 
gawdy admiral's epaulette hanging ·by a thread 
from his right shoulder, and there are vestiqes 
of gold and scarlet braid running down his left 
trouser leg. He listens to SABINA-crosses into 
Center) 
Listen! Henry's never to put foot in this house again, 
he says. He'll kill Henry on sight, if he sees him. 
You don't know about Henry??? Well, where have 
you been? What? Well, Henry rose right to the top. 
Top of what? Listen, I'm telling you. Henry rose from 
corporal to captain, to major, to general.-! don't 
know how to say it, but the enemy is Henry; Henry is 
the enemy. Everybody knows that. 
HENRY: 
)(. .1:1<!.. .. -4._------:H~. e:.:..'~ll~k.:=il~l..!.m~e:::.·....;W::..l~·n:...h=e_? 
SABINA: 
Who are you! I'm not afraid of you. The war's over. 
HENRY: 
I'll kill him so fast. I've spent seven years trying to 
find him; the others I killed were just sulliltitute-s. 
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SABINA: 
[[j!;_rns to him ;rises,· crosses to Right end of sofa) 
Goodness! It's Henry!-
(He makes an angry gesture. She puts hand on 
run holster) 
(LJC1f1' CUE #fl) 
Gracious sakes, Henry, you're so tired -you can't stand 
up. 
(.He rises) 
Your mother and sister'll be here in a minute and we'll 
think what to do about you. 
HENRY: 
'What did they ever care about me? 
(Throw.s off helmet uP Center.) 
·t- ~-. -ro -~ SABIN A : 
'H£'->e'l ~----;;,.;'there's that old whine again. 
( Hm<RY 61'9886& tl9'&'1& Left kele'<*>' fum&t&we j 
All you people think you're not loved enough, nobody 
loves you. Well, you start being lovable and we'll love 
you. 
HENRY: 
(Outraged) · 
I don't want anybody to love me. 
SABINA: 
Then stop talking about it all the time. 
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HENRY: 
I never talk about it. The last thing I want is anybody 
to pay any attention to me. 
SABINA: 
I can hear it behind every word you s~y. 
HENRY: 
I want everybody to hate me. 
SABINA: 
Yes, you've decided that's second best, but it's still the 
same thing.- · · 
(Calling ~Right of traf;) 
Mrs. Antrobus! Henrys here. He's so tired he can't 
stand up. 
( MRs. , ANTROBUS and GLADYS with her bab~ ..., ..-. 
..$ . !. '----'--~, .. E,vTC...... 17 .... ~ imeryi 4fti,= thi:)' a.ri up, S~uau c[Q&i& t,. c 
d.""') (-LIGHT CUE #ro:J 
s . e:.'~-11""114"1r-----~MRs. ANTROBUS a'}d GLADYS: (Together) 
Henry! Henry ! Henry ! -
(MRs. ANTROBUS crosses to Center. GLADYS crosses 
to Ri(Jht of MRS ANTRQIDIS l 
L C!»F" !1-Go 
£- cu::r:-
st~~. r c~.'.E 
/h~S. A~lS.uS- '"R.l€'\~T-5 Ac,..t... 
'Fv.lit.V LTVR ~ "' '1> ict-u ;e e. 5 .S ~ .... --------------! 
SA-13\f<.tA ~ouEs ~~~es s ae._ 
S:EE.S Ro'Ye V<!., STA-•~.:15 ~ ' 'VUL.<.... 
ALL ~LAIS /Y\0\JE. .:)'-..\G,WT /.......'(! 
Me's so dog-tired he doe!in't know what he's doing. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : JJ.;w .SO~A _ ... , ----..,N~ow=-~y:;,:o~U~JU~s~t:..:rest there until I can get your room 
ready. Eat that potato good and slow, so you can get all 
the nourishment out of it . . 
HENRY: 
You all might as well know right now that I haven't 
come back here to live. 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Sh-
(Picks up SABINA's coat from sofa, crosses to him 
- laces coat around him 
IJl put . IS coat over you. our room s ar y am-
aged at all. Your football trophies are a little tarnished, 
but Sabina and I will polish them up tomorrow. 
HENRY: 
Did you hear me? I don't live here. I don't belong to 
anybody. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Wliy, how can you say a thing like that? You certainly 
do belong right here. Where else would you want to go? 
Your forehead's feverish, Henry, seems to me. 
{_Taking his qun from holster) 
You'd better give me that gun, I'Ienry. You won't need 
that any more. 
GLADYS: 
{.WhisPer) 
Look, he's fallen asleep already, with his potato half-
chewed. 
SABINA: I 
Pub! The terror of the world. 
MRs. ANTROBus : 
Sabina, you mind your .own business, and start putting 
the room to rights. 
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SABINA: 
That's all we do-always beginning again! 
Over and over again. 
Always beginning again. 
(She gives the rope one good tug and then stops . 
. Meditatively: ) .' 
How do we know that it'll be any better than before? 
Why do we go on pretending? Some day the whole 
earth's going to have to turn cold anyway, and until 
that time all these other things'll be happening again: 
it will be more wars and more walls of ice and floods 
and earthquakes. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
Sabina! ! Stop arguing and go on with your work 
SABINA: 
All right. I'll go on just out of habit, but I won't be-
lieve in it. 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
(Aroused, takestJ lc!JfP~ from SABINA. SABINA 
Now, Sabina. I've let you talk long enough. I don't 
want to hear any more of it. Do I have to explain to 
you what everybody knows,-everybody who keeps a 
home going? Do I have to say to you what nobody 
should ever have to say, because they can read it in 
each other's eyes ? 
Now listen to me : 
. (MRs. ,ANTROBUS pulls on the rope and the house 
' ' CJJ..mpletely rights itself./ 
I could live for seventy years (FLY CUE :#;2) 
in a cellar and make soup out (LIGHT CUE #II) 
of grass and bark, without ever (FLY CUE #3) 
doubting that this world has a work to do and will do it. 
Do you hear me ? 
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F1~<.F r/...'-fGe ;tU 
LOW. 
SABINA: 
(Frightened) 
Yes, Mrs. Antrobus. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
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Sabina, do you see this house,-2I6 Cedar Street,-do 
you see it? 
SABINA: 
Yes, Mrs. Antrobus. 
'f.'S L. -o4·-o ----~M!7R~S~A~NOli... T*-ROloi.O.u.B~IJ..,.:;j: 
Well, just to have known this house-is to have seen 
the idea of what this world can do some day-can do 
some day, if we keep our wits about us. 
Too many people have suffered and died in order to 
make my children rich, for us to start reneging now. 
So we'll go on putting this house to rights. Now, Sa-
bina, go and see what you can do in the kitchen. 
(Picks up books from ffoor-/J[aces them on table.) 
SABINA: 
Kitchen! Why is it that, however far I go away, 
(Crossing Right) 
I always find myself back in the kitchen? (Exits Right.) 
(FLY CUE #4) 
MRs. ANTRoBus: (LlGHT CUE #If} 
(Relaxes and says with a smile: Starts to move 
.;,pfa up Center. Cw:qJ helps he1·) ... 
Goodness graciOus, wotTia:n t you K"now my father was 
a parson? It was just like I heard his own voice speak-
ing, and he's been dead five thousand years. 
(HENRY grunts in his sleeP) 
There ! I've gone and almost waked Henry up. 
HENRY: 
(Talking in hi£ deep itldi stinctl;J:) 0 ° 
Fellows- What have they done for us ?-Blocked our 
way at every step. Kept everything in their own hands. 
And you've stood it. 
When are you going to wake up? 
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
(Crosses to him; tucks coat over shoulders) .c~~#T"EJ..6 
Sh, Henry. Go to sleep. Go to sleep --~0 ------:--~ .j (ltfoveJ ; o~king duzi; f; Mn Left Cwtt; to Right TA-et..£ -c WIDe 
Df table) 
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Go to sleep.--;-Well, that looks better. 
(Places books from table into bag on arm of rock-
..itlr;-chair I 
Now let's go ·and help Sabina. 
GLADYS: 
. (Crossing to door Right) 
Mama, I m gomg out mto the back yard and hold the 
baby right up in the air. And show him that we don't 
have to be afraid any more. (Exits Right.) 
(HENRY grunts in his sleep.) · 
(MRs.' ANTROBUS glances at HENRY; exits Right.) 
(ANTROBUS is heard whistling off Left as he ap-
proaches door Left. HENRY thrashes about in his 
sleep. Enter ANTROBUS, his arms full of bundles. 
He has a slight limp. He is wearing an overcoat 
too long for him, its skirts trailin. ihe ground. 
ANTROBUS crosses down to do He lets his 
bundles fall on chair down . and stands look-
ing about. Presently his attention is fixed on 
HENRY, whose words grow clearer. ANTROBUS 
snaps out his revolver as he hears HENRY.) 
HENRY: 
Okay! What. have you got to lose? What have they 
done for us? That's right-nothing. Tear everything 
down. I don't care what you smash. We'll begin again 
and we'll show 'em. 
(ANTROBUS holds his revolver pointing downwards. 
With his back towards the audience, he moves 
toward the footlights. HENRY's voice grows louder 
and he wakes with a start. They stare at one an-
other. Then HENRY sits up quickly. He throws off 
coat, reaches for his revolver, finds it gone--rises 
quick! and backs awa into the u Le t corner) 
All right! Do somet mg. 
(Pause) 
Don't think I'm afraid of you, either. All right, do 
what you were going to do. Do it. 
(Furiously) 
Shoot me, I tell you. 
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(ANTROBUS points aun down) 
You aOri'"t have to thmk: I'm any relation of yours. I 
haven't got any father or any mother, or brothers or 
sisters. And I don't want any. I'm alone, and that's all 
I want to be: alone. And what's more I haven't got 
anybody over me; and I never will have. So you can 
shoot me. 
ANTROBUS: 
You're the last person I wanted to see. The sight of you 
dries up all my plans and hopes. I wish I were back at 
war still, because it's easier to fight you than to live 
with you. War's a pleasure-do you hear me?-War's 
a pleasure compared to what faces us now: 
(CrossinJ up Center to window slowly) 
trying'"to bm1 up a peacetime with you in the middle 
of it. 
HENRY: 
I'm not going to be a part of any peacetime of yours. 
I'm going a long way from here and make my own 
world that's fit for a man to live in. Where a man can 
be free, and have a chance, and do what he wants to do 
in his own way. 
ANTROBUS: 
(His attention arrested; he throws his revolver 
.J}Ut of the window· thour;htfulcy I 
Henry, let's try again. 
HENRY: 
Try what? Living here!-Speaking polite downtown 
to all the old men like you ? 
(j\NTROBUS turns away) 
Standing like a sheep at the street-corner until the red 
light turns to green ? Being a good boy and a good 
sheep, like all the stinking ideas you get out of your 
books. 
(ANTROBUS turns to HENRY) 
Oh, no. I'll make a world, and I'll show you. 
ANDROBUS: 
(Hard) 
How can you make a world for people to live in, unless 
you've first put order in yourself? Mark my words: I 
shall continue fighting you until my last breath as long 
II2 ACTIII 
as you mix up your idea of liberty with your idea of 
hogging everything for yourself. I shall have no pity 
on you. I shall pursue you to the far corners of the 
earth. You and I want the same thing; but until you 
think of it as something that everyone has a right to, 
you are my deadly enemy and I will destroy you.-1 
hear your mother's voice in the kitchen. Have you seen 
her? 
'){~e. To ._ _____ H..,_E:.i;;lN.oi?R-!.Y: 
13£Aic.# (Cr9ssi'l4g i14t9 back Qf c~air L.g.ft c~~~tBr) 
I have no mother. Get it into your head. I don't belong 
here. I have nothing to do here. I have no home. 
ANTROBUS: 
Then why did you come here? With the whole world 
to choose from, why did you come to this one place : 
216 Cedar Street, Excelsior, New Jersey-
(HENRY turns away) 
Well? 
HENRY: 
(Ciossin.r; dor:v~t Left) 
What if I did? What if I wanted to look at it once 
more, to see if-
ANTROBUS: 
(T~w1~s crossing down Right)+"' H£1\rY 
Oh, you're related, all right- When your mother 
comes in you must behave yourself. 
{T21r14& fQ Hvwpy) 
Do you hear me? 
HENRY: 
(Wildly) 
What is this ?-,must behave yourself. Don't you say 
must to me. 
ANTROBUS: 
Quiet! 
HENRY: 
Nobody can say must to me. 
(Cro uin" uP Center slowly-stalking) 
All my life everybody's been crossmg me,---everybody, 
everything, all of you. I'm going to be free, even if I 
have to kill half the world for it. 
(SABINA and MRs. ANTROBUS enter from Right) 
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Right now, too. Let me get my hands on his throat. I'll 
show him. 
(He advances toward ANTROBUS. Suddenly SA-
BINA jumps between them and calls out in her own 
person: .MRS. ANTROBUS pulls ANTROBUS away. 
He t~wiM' u.p at-age, MRs. ANTROBUS to his Right. 
HENRY backs awayL,up Co::uto:?:. SABINA to his 
Ri t. 
SABINA: 
Stop ! Stop! Don't play this scene. You know what 
happened last night. Stop the play. 
(The MEN fall back, panting. HENRY covers his 
face ·with his hand sl 
Ladies and gentlemen, I forbid these men to play this 
scene. Last night this boy here almost strangled him. 
He becomes a regular savage. Stop it! 
HENRY: 
It's true. I'm sorry. I don't know what comes over me. 
I have nothinng against him personally. I respect him 
very much- I-I admire him. But something comes 
over me. It's like I become fifteen years old again. I-
I-listen: my own father used to whip me and lock 
me up every Saturday night. I never had enough to 
eat. He never let me have enough money to buy decent 
clothes. I was ashamed to go downtown. I never could 
go to the dances. My father and my uncle put rules in 
the way of everything I wanted to do. They tried to 
prevent my living at all. 
StTS 14~--------~~(T_u~r~n~s_a~w~ay) S~L -I'm sorry. I'm sorry. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
_ · (Q-uickly) 
No, go on. Fmish what you were saying. Say it all. 
HENRY: 
In this scene it's as though I were back in High School 
again. It's like I had some big emptiness inside me;-
the emptiness of being hated and blocked at every turn. 
And the emptiness fills up with the on,e thought that 
you have to strike and fight and kill. Listen, -it's as 
though you have to kill somebody else so as not to end 
up killing yourself. 
II4 .i\CT III 
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SABINA: 
That's not true. I knew your father and your uncle and 
your mother. You imagined all that. Why, they did 
everything they could for you. How can you say things 
like that? They didn't lock you up. 
HENRY: 
They did. They did. They wished I hadn't been born. 
SABINA: 
That's not true! 
ANTROBUS: 
{In his own person, 'With self-condemnation, but 
cold and Proud-turns to them) 
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wholly his fault , that he wants to strangle me in this 
scene. It's my f'ault, too. He wouldn't feel that way 
unless there were something in me that reminded him 
of all that, He talks about emptiness. Well, there's an 
emptiness in me, too. Yes-work, work, work,-that's 
all I do. I've ceased to live. 
(G,.essif!g d9~~ Riff~t) 
No wonder he feels that anger coming over him. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
There ! At last you've s~tid it. 
SABINA: 
We're all just as wicked as we can be, a:nd that's the 
God's truth. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
(Nods a moment, then comes forwardj quietly) 
Come, 
Crossin to · o SABINA) 
come and p,ut your ea un er some cold water . 
. SABINA: • 
(In a whisper) I 
I'll go wtth htm. You have to go on with the play. I've 
known him a long while. Come with me, Henry. 
(BOTH cross Right to door. MRs. ANTROBUS 
crosses up Center. HENRY starts out 'With SABINA, 
~ut turns at the exit and says to ANTROBUS:) 
HENRY: 
Thanks. Thanks for what you said. I'll be all right to-
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(LIGHT CUE #r4) 
morrow. I won't lose control in that place, I promise. 
(Exeunt HENRY and SABINA) 
(ANTROBUS crosses Left to door. Sets lock, closes 
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MRs. ANTROBUS: J 
George, you're limping? 
ANTROBUS: 
Yes, a little. My old wound from the other war started L (!,()~ IL~ -c--1 c ~LEA~~4~- ------~s~m~a~r~ti~n~~~a~~a~i~n .
.SO&:-A ( Mns A NTPOIITT~ tg'fus G99t fi·em elte~i,. ttJ :rtJfa up 
·Gente') 
I can manage. 
MRs. ANTR~Bus : 
(.T ookinr; out af the window) 
Some lights are coming on,-the first in seven years. 
People are walking up and down looking at them. Over 
in Hawkins' open lot they've built a bonfire to celebrate 
the peace. They're dancing around it like scarecrows. 
ANTROBUS: 
A bonfire! 
(Crossinq to window) -
As though tfiey hadn't seen enough things burning.-
Maggie,-the dog died? 
MRs. ANTRoBus : 
Oh, yes. Long ago. There are no dogs left in Excelsior. 
{She crosses to him-they embrace) 
You're back again! All these years. I gave up counting 
on letters. The tfew that arrived were anywhere from 
six months to a' year late. 
ANTROBUS: 
Yes, the ocean's full of letters, along with the other 
things. 
MRs. ANTRoBus: 
George, sit down, you're tired. 
ANTROBUS: 
/)'1.12~.,4 ·~----_.No, you sit down. I'm tired but I'm restless. 
"'-ro (-SreMmly, 8tl 5-lte ee1nes fe9"6t'9ni fg G!<uJir ~igT<if 'Koe-1<£~- tJf t8hle) 
srr..s :u6 ACT III 
Maggie ! I've lost it. I've lost it. 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
(~tr chgjx Right of table) 
What, George? What have you lost? 
ANTROBUS: 
The most important thing of all: The desire to begin 
again, to start building. 
MRS. ANTROBUS: 
Well, it will come back. 
ANTROBUS: 
(Above chair Left of table) 
I've lost lf. -
{(:rossinq up Center near window) 
This m,mute I feel hke all those people dancing around 
the bonfire-just relief. Just the desire to settle down; 
to slip into the old grooves and keep the neighbors from 
walking over my lawn.-Hm. 
(Takes off coat and holster-throws them on sofa, 
then erg ~7nr dozom tq ghozre table) 
But during the war,-in the middle of all that blood 
and dirt and hot and cold-every day and night, I'd 
have moments, Maggie, when I saw the things that we 
could do when it was over. When you're at war you 
think about a better life; when you're at peace you 
think about a more comfortable one. 
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A1e.4. 4l4'"'"' ----~I've lost it. I feel sick and tired.-------------7J.- IJ//13 y CK.1 GS 
Slr !X:>~ MRs. ANTRoBus: · 
Listen! The baby's crying. (LI6:1T CUE #rj) 
(She listens. Rises) 
I hear Gladys talking. Probably she's quieting Henry 
again. George, 
meo.~. ~·~~-------~·C~C~ro~s~s~es~L~~~tt~to~ht~·m~) , 
x 7Z> l~ while Gladys and I were living here-like moles, like 
OF Soi=.'A rats, and when we were at our wits end to save the 
baby's life-the only thought we clung to was that you 
were going to bring something good out of this suffer-
ing. In the night, in the dark, we'd whisper about it, 
starving and sick.-Oh, George, you'll have to get it 
back again. Think! What else kept us alive all these 
years? Even now, it's not comfort we want. We can 
ACT III II7 
suffer whatever's necessary; only give us back that 
promise. 
SABINA: 
(Enters with a lighted lamp from Right. Crosses 
Right Center) r 
Mrs. Antrobus-
MRs. ANTROBUS : 
)(. ~Iu.cw.-_.. .. ----Y~es, Sabina? 
SoJ:'.4 '"'to SABINA: 
"RG•O<E.e.. Will you need me? 
MRs. ANTROBus : 
No, Sabina, you can go to bed. 
. (T_o chair Riqht of table-sits.) 
SABINA': . 
Crossing to above table- laces lam on table) 
Mrs. n ro us, 1 11t s a ng t 'V~ ',_xou, I'd like to go 
to the bonfire and celebrate seein~tnl war's over. And 
Mrs. Antrobus, they've opened the Gem Movie Theatre 
and they're giving away a hand-painted soup tureen to 
every lady, and I thought one of us ought to go. 
ANTROBUS: 
Well, Sabina, I haven't any money. I haven't seen any 
money for quite a while. 
SABINA: 
Oh, you don't need money. They're taking anything 
yo11 can give them. And I have some-some--Mrs. An-
trobus, promise you won't tell anyone. It's a little 
against the law. But I'll give you some, too. 
ANTROBUS: 
What is it? 
SABINA: 
(Ste{? to him) 
I'll give you some, too. Yesterday I picked up a lot of-
of beef-cubes! 
MRs. ANTROBus: 
(.Turns and says calmly) 
But, Sabina, you know you ought to give that in to the 
Center downtown. They know who needs them most. 
SABINA: 
(Outburst) 
Mrs. Antrobus, I didn't make this war. I · didn't ask 
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for it. And in my oprmon, after anybody's gone 
through what we've gone through, they have a right to 
grab what they can find. You're a very nice man, Mr. 
Antrobus, but you'd have got on better in the world if 
you'd realized that dog-eat-dog was the rule in the be-
ginning and always will be. And most of all now. 
(In tears) 
Oh, the world's an awful place, 
· ([urns away from him) 
and you know it is. I used to think something could be 
done about it; but I know better now. I hate it. I hate it. 
(She comes forward slowly and takes cubes from 
her handbag) 
All right. All right. You can have them. 
(Gives them to ANTROBUS, then crosses to door 
Le t. 
ANTROBUS: 
(G, tu:rintt tB t-able- pjgces cubes on table) 
~-6~ ~4~---------T~h~a~n~k~y~o~u~,~s~a~h~in~a. 
SABINA: 
(Crossing to him) 
Can I have-,---can I have one to go to the movies? 
(ANTROBus in silence gives her one). 
Thank you. 
ANTROBUS: 
Good night, Sabina. 
SABINA: 
"'~!-'·------Mr. Antrobus, don't mind what I say. I'm just an or-
dinary girl, you know what I mean, I'm just an or-
dinary girl. But . you're a bright man, you're a very 
bright man, and of course you invented the alphabet 
and the wheel, and, my God, a lot of things-and if 
you've got any other plans, my God, don't let me upset 
them. Only every now and then I've got to go to the 
movies. I mean my nerves can't stand it. But if you 
have any ideas about improving the crazy old world, 
I'm really with you. I really am. Because it's-it's-
Good night. (She goes out Left.) 
ANTROBUS: 
(Laughing softly_ with exhilaration) 
'f..tJL~ •4-----.Now I remember wllat three thmgs always went to-
.6-CT lU !19 
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gether when I was able to see things most clearly: 
three things. Three things : 
(He oints to where SABIN A has one out) 
The vorce o e peop e m t err con uswn and their 
· need. And the thought of you and the children and this 
house- And-Maggie! I didn't dare ask you: my 
books! They haven't been lost, have they? 
MRS. ANTROBUS : 
No. There are some of them right here. 
(Takes books from arm bag; gives him one-
places other on table) 
Kind of tattered. 
ANTROBUS:' 
-----Yes.-Remembe_r, Maggie, we almost lost them once 
before? And when we finaUy did collect a few torn 
copies out of old cellars they ran in everyone's head 
like a fever. They as good as rebuilt the world. 
(Pauses, book in hand, and looks up) 
Oh, I've never forgotten for long at a tune that living 
is struggle. I know that every good and excellent thing 
in the world stands moment by moment on the razor- · 
edge of danger and must be fought for-whether it's a 
field, or a home, or a country. All I ask is the chance 
to build new worlds and God' has always given us that 
second chance, and has given us 
(Opening_ the book) +(±f::,f-.l6b-,H'1'-'1T""-t:-Ct::IU'-t.E7"":tl#~I't't6) 
voices to gur(fe us ; ana· the memory of our mistakes to 
warn us. Maggie, you and I must remember in peace 
time all those resolves that were so clear to us in the 
days of war. Maggie, we've come a long ways. We've 
learned. We're learning. And the steps of our journey 
are marked for us here. , . 
(..f.U liffmdli 9:; tnfJ tflhlfJ f1W14i14ff t'JfJ lrJfW(JS 9{ a 
IHJ.oh. $tgpli try e/<u;!ir Jsgft FJf tflkl&) 
Sometimes out there in the war,-standing all night on 
a hill-I'd try (-!siGHT CUE #I7'J 
and remember some of the words in these books. 
(&iiJ ehsir) 
Parts of them and phrases would come back to me. And 
after a while I used to give names to the hours of the 
night. 
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(HouRs enter from Left to platform up Center. 
14fl sits huntinr; for a eassar;e in the book ) 
Nine o'clock I used to call Spinoza. Where is it: "After 
experience had taught me-" 
{The back wall has lighted up in deep blue and 
reveals the shadows as 'they cross the platform 
from Left to Right. FRED BAILEY carrying his nu-
meral has started from Left to Right. MRs. AN-
TROBUS sits by the table sewing.) 
BAILEY: 
"That the common occurrences of daily life are vain 
and futile; and I saw that all the objects of my desire 
and fear were in themselves nothing good nor bad save 
insofar as the mind was affected by them; I at length 
determined to search out whether there was something 
truly good and. communicable to man." 
(Almost without break HESTER, carrying an ux," 
starts speaking. GLJ:.Il_~ppears at the Right door 
and stands to the ~f MRt. ANTROBUS.) 
HESTER: 
"Then tell me, 0 Critias, how will a man choose the 
ruler that shall rule over him? Will he not choose a 
man who has first established order in himself, know-
ing that any decision that has its spring from anger or 
pride or vanity can be multiplied a thousand fold in its 
effects upon the citiz.ens ?:. 
(HESTER disappears •and IVY, as eleven o'clock, 
. starts sPeaking) · . 
IVY: 
"This good estate of the mind possessing its object in 
energy we call divine. This we mortals have occasion-· 
ally and it is this energy which is pleasan~est and best. 
But God has it always. 
(HENRY enters from rWwH Right brd8ftl 811 
stands ~ Ri ht oe hii!.S · .4 · 
It is won er u t m tm ow much more 
wonderful." 
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TREMAYNE: 
(Starts to sp1ak) 
"In the begmnmg, God created the Heavens and the 
Earth ; And the Earth was waste and void ; And the L Cu£ I tf - C::jC• 
darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the Lord :Bt.'-k..J..LuuT 
said, let there be light and there. _w:b[.asgli"tg~h~t.~"m;:·:;;··-~rr---~-_:_1_-;z.:::....-.::.3;___<:..:c_'"'_'_''_1_ 
. -(blGHT CUE ##B) 
(S'O~TUD C~Ut #l) 
(Sudden blackout and silence, except for the last 
strokes of the mtanight BELL. Then just as sud-
denly the LIGHTS go up, (LIGHT CUli #19) 
and SABINA is standing at the 'Window, as at the 
opening of the play.) 
SABINA: 
Oh, oh, oh. Six o'clock and the master not home yet. 
Pray God nothing serious has hap12ened to him cross-
ing the Hudson River. But I wouldn't be surprised. 
The whole world's at sixes and sevens, and why the 
house hasn't fallen down about our ears long ago is a 
miracle to me. 4 A<l6•e......::.e-
(She comes down tf 1M fQQfligJUs) 
This is where you came in. We have to go on for ages 
and ages yet. 
You go home. 
The end Jf this play isn't written yet. 
Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus! Their heads are full of plans 
and they're as confident as the first day they began,-
L CU£ t5-
p.-eeA t, 2-, 3,'-1-,5" 
D a;v /"'/.J-:;1 
and they told me to tell you: good nigh;;.;t.;... ---------,..,-------~ 
FA~T CJ,JMTAUT 
SA-cltu ::~- our 
LC0E.-l7 -6/o 
1-l~ 1-t IS - f=V LL 
AlL £1\JIE. e. 
5A-'f3t.1J 4 Ecn.V5 
L CO£- i Y -C-;;IJ 
.lt Gi t-n ~ r-0 u_.., 
$. IDtV 4 COU'IJT 
1- CUE 20 - (; ,c 
~hP!Gt<O(.) I 
.$1-0<-D C£><.),1\..)\ 3 
t..... ~ 1-\-r <!>_ :n-t,o 
to\ouSF Ll~H\._:. 
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